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ABSTRACT 

Creating and Re-creating Political Discourse through Government Texts in an Urban 

Mexican Community: A Case Study of Ciudad Satélite 

Gabriela Díaz-Dávalos 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple, 2018 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Jonathan Holmquist 

 The present dissertation examines social stratification, as well as social inequality 

and its reproduction through government textual representations in a community in the 

outskirts of Mexico City: Ciudad Satélite.  Using a Critical Discourse Analysis approach 

and interdisciplinary methodological tools, this study defines the type(s) and salient 

features of discourse used in government written communication in Cd. Satélite, as well 

as how some discursive strategies operate.  The objective of the analysis is to illuminate 

how citizens interpret government communication in the subject community, and to 

illustrate how the Plain Language campaign has impacted such community. 

 Chapter 1 demarcates the analytical background and guidelines, and it reviews 

several studies that focus on oral and written discourse in order to establish the basis of 

the communicative relationship between citizen and government.  It also explains the 

relation of the subject community to the structure of the Mexican government.  Chapter 2 

provides a detailed description of Ciudad Satélite, the corpus and the surveyed citizens, 

and it also establishes the relation to the analytical guidelines.  It also explains the 

methods used for the collection of linguistic and graphic data, and it demarcates how data 

was sorted and coded. 
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 The data analyses are in Chapters III and IV.  Chapter 3 broaches linguistic 

accessibility of government written communication through a quantitative analysis of 

readability indexes as a way to shed light on accessibility of government documents.  It 

explains the terminology, significant markers of readability and how they relate to each 

other.  It then explores readability levels of documents, tasks, and government offices, 

and how and which particular social groups interact with texts using variables such as 

gender, age, education, occupation and identity.  Chapter 4 takes a multimodal approach 

of salient identified modes through qualitative and quantitative approaches.  It considers 

citizens’ reaction to semiotic data and incorporates their responses in the analysis, which 

aim to describe the political representations in the linguistic landscape of the subject 

community and how citizens perceive such representations.  This chapter also explores 

the type of persuasion used by government in the subject community through specific 

graphic images.  Chapter V provides a discussion of all relevant data that aims towards 

explaining how certain meanings are perceived and thus created and maintained in the 

government-citizen text interaction.  It explores accessibility of government linguistic 

resources considering readability indexes, modal representations and symbolic power, in 

order to show the unequal access to institutionally controlled linguistic resources.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 Humans’ desire to give meaning to symbols has always been an issue, and the study 

of this process has become quite intense in the recent years with the overpowering 

complexity of society. With the study of this process, we are becoming increasingly able 

to perceive and create awareness across disciplines, specifically in media studies, which 

give more importance to semiotic devices in discourse alongside linguistic ones.  In the 

past couple of years, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) has gained the attention of many 

scholars, especially in European countries.  In Latin-American countries, the issue of 

miscommunication between government and citizens has been raised, but not in the same 

depth as in other parts of the world.  Social representation and perhaps the most important 

aspect of it lays on politics and specifically in the process of policy making.  In Mexico in 

particular, there have been initiatives on behalf of the government to improve the 

communication between government institutions and their citizens, in regard to 

obligations and duties, as well as their rights.  In order to examine social stratification, as 

well as social inequality and/or the reproduction of such, we can focus on actual social 

representations in a subject area, and in order to understand the role of its users – the 

citizens of the area – their perspectives must be studied.   

 The present study focuses on a particular community in the outskirts of Mexico City 

called Ciudad Satélite, whose government textual representations can serve as a point of 

reference for the politics and put into perspective the policy making processes that occur 

inside the country.  The nexus of each one will be explained in its due time as the 

chapters develop, but for now, we will describe the motivations that geared us towards 

this path.  



  xxi 

 The study itself has its origins in my interest in the asymmetrical social conditions 

that has always existed in Mexico, especially in the political arena.  Since the beginnings 

of my academic formation when I first started studying linguistics, I have always 

perceived communication as a critical component of how certain aspects of social life 

take place.  My academic interest in both, the studied community and the specific topic, 

is also based on personal experiences that have served as motivation to pursue this field 

of study.  First of all, I grew up in Ciudad Satélite and lived in an adjacent community 

whose specific geography is explained in Chapter 2.  I dwelled in this community for 

many years, and during that time I observed social inequalities reflected in several forms 

of social practices.  One issue that has always drawn my interest in particular, and which 

I categorize as critical, is the access that certain sectors of the population have to 

information and knowledge.  The problematic seemed quite simple back then: The 

language used by the government to convey different types of messages to the citizen was 

not always accessible to everyone.  I experienced this struggle first hand, as I lived and 

interacted with different government agencies whose documents and texts’ purpose 

seemed to be far from helping us citizens.  During these experiences, I identified an 

unequal overall access to information that some people could have.   

 Another particular aspect that I always pondered was related to the actual community 

that I lived in.  I realized that there were certain images that stood out more than others, 

and that certain symbols in the community have always had a particular importance in the 

political arena.  The fact that some citizens acknowledged and perceive these symbols 

and the way they did it, as well as how these symbols influenced citizens’ perspectives 

have always intrigued me.  In addition, I noticed an identity factor that some individuals 
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in this community had.  My perception was that they wanted to differentiate themselves 

from the rest of the community in a particular way, and I wanted to explain why this was 

happening, the factors involved in such a phenomenon, and if it was related to the media 

within the community.    

 When my father began working for the government in 2002, I developed a keen 

interest in government language use.  Moreover, a particular campaign caught my 

attention due to what I believed to be a revolutionary concept and principle: making 

political language accessible to the common citizen.  The Plain Language movement in 

Mexico – the Lenguaje ciudadano initiative –, set my interest in motion.  It was then that 

I came across CDA studies and I saw the opportunity to incorporate this approach 

focusing on the language accessibility issue that the Mexican Plain Language campaign 

had been proposing since 2004.  Considering all this, I decided to focus on the interaction 

between government and citizens through written texts in the community that I was well 

acquainted with. 

 There have not been many studies in Mexico that address the communication issue in 

the context of government institutions.  The first Chapter explores some studies that focus 

on oral and written discourse and – considering them and the Plain Language government 

initiative to make communication more accessible – establishes the analytical background 

and guidelines that are used to examine the communicative relationship between citizen 

and government.  It also explains the structure of the Mexican government, as well as the 

most relevant political actors in the subject community, and the processes and services 

that citizens encounter in the offices studied.  It then explores the communicative 
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strategies that political actors can use in order to maintain power and control, and how 

citizens interpret such strategies.  

 Chapter 2 starts with an explanation of how we use the analytical guidelines 

established in Chapter 1, and it also provides a detailed description of the subject study, 

Ciudad Satélite.  We then establish the types of capital present in the community based 

on the literature reviewed, and then we continue to define our corpus.  In the subsequent 

sections of Chapter 2, we define and explain the survey and all its sections, and we 

explain the methods used for collection of the linguistic and graphic data.  We then 

explain how we sorted the data, and the approaches we used for each set of data: 

linguistic vs graphic, and paperbound texts vs on-site texts.  We end this Chapter 

explaining how we coded the data and demarcating how the analysis illuminates the 

communication process between government and citizens.  

 The data analyses are located in Chapters III and IV.  Chapter 3 broaches linguistic 

accessibility of government written communication through readability indexes 

(Research Question 1, RQ:1).  We explain the terminology, significant markers of 

readability and how they are related to each other.  We then explore readability levels of 

documents, processes, and government offices.  As stated before, one of the main 

motivations of this study was to investigate the impact of the Plain Language campaign 

(2004) in this particular community, and to compare it with the results found on a similar 

study conducted in the capital of the country (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010).  Moreover, Chapter 2 

also analyzes the common texts that citizens are exposed to, as means of social processes 

and structures, and how and which individuals and particular social groups create 
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meanings with the interaction of such texts, through variables of gender, age, education, 

occupation and self-identified satelucos/as (Research Question 2, RQ:2) 

 On the other hand, Chapter 4 takes a multimodal approach of salient identified 

modes such as graphic images and colors through a qualitative approach (Research 

Question 3, RQ:3).  We also considered citizens reaction to semiotic data and 

incorporated their responses in this part of the analysis, which aims to explain and 

describe the political representation of the subject community and how their citizens view 

such representations.  Finally, we explore the type of persuasion used in the subject 

community through graphic images that may have symbolic power due to their legality 

(Research Question 4, RQ:4).  We compare the type of images with citizens’ perspectives 

in order to find significant correlations that are explained and discussed in Chapter V, 

along with the rest of the relevant data that aims towards explaining how certain 

meanings are created in the government-citizen text-interaction, and if such meanings are 

accessible to all citizens.   

 In summary, the overall objective of this project is to take an epistemological 

approach to explain how certain meanings and attitudes are created in this community 

based on the study of language use (i.e., discourse) in the interaction of citizen and 

government in Ciudad Satélite through texts (i.e., language use) and how citizens 

perceive texts that may or may not make them engage in social exercise.  The study also 

aims to explain the different trends in social practice in the community manifested in 

particular government texts that show a difference and a hierarchy in terms of social 

groups and sectors.  This provides a broad view of the social situation in terms of 

language accessibility to texts that are used on a day-to-day basis, and it also brings light 
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to the way social shared beliefs that are used to establish and maintain access to 

government issued texts, and therefore, to social exercise in general.  
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 This Chapter provides the definitions of key concepts in Critical Discourse Analysis, 

as well as a brief description of the discipline itself and how it relates to the present study.  

We lay out the critical issues for an analysis of this nature and we demarcate the 

categories of language production and models of representation, considering our research 

questions at its core, which will become the basis for the analysis in the following 

chapters and for the study itself.  

 

1.1. Key Notions 

 In a utopia, citizens are subject to their government and vice versa.  For this 

symbiotic relationship to work, both parties must rely on an efficient and clear 

communication that will enable the community to survive and flourish.  There are two 

ways for both parties to communicate: by speaking or by writing; in other words, the 

linguistic code can be oral or written (Blecua 1973:18).  Following David Berlo’s model 

of communication, ‘source-message-channel-receiver’ (1963), the only difference found 

between oral and written communication is the channel, since written communication can 

only be seen/read.  In addition, Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen (2001) define 

communication as an act that can only take place when both “articulation and 

interpretation” are taken into consideration (8).  This means that in a communicative act 

the two sides that are present are the sender and the receiver, the former being the one 

who articulates the message and the latter the one who interprets it.   
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 Following Paul Chilton’s (2004) categorization of ‘language’, it can be 

conceptualized in three entities: language capacity, (i.e., Chomskyan concept commonly 

known amongst linguists as Universal Grammar), language as in linguistic variety (i.e., 

dialect), and language use, which he categorizes as ‘discourse’ (16).  Norman 

Fairclough’s definition of discourse (2013:18) states that discourse is language use as 

socially determined.  Language use (i.e., discourse), especially in its institutionalized 

form, impacts the way people think, since it governs the way meaning exchange is 

achieved (Chilton, 2004: 26).  Additionally, Michel Foucault (1972), after whom many of 

the Critical Discourse analysts take their meanings of the present term, states that 

discourse is a set of “practices that systematically form the objects about which they 

speak” (49).  Therefore, we can establish that we use the term ‘discourse’ following the 

Foucauldian tradition to refer to language as a social practice that can shape social order1.

 Discourse then, in this broad sense, is intrinsically tied and related to society’s many 

areas of ideological manifestation in which social practices may affect an individual or a 

group’s sense of understanding of the world surrounding them.  As such, it may be 

tackled or analyzed from a variety of interdisciplinary techniques, as the next section will 

demonstrate.  Since discursive formations can never be isolated from their social locus 

and perspective, many Critical Discourse analysts move beyond the linguistic level and 

into the semiotic realm, in order to include a multi-voiced and multi-modal corpus 

previously unnoticed.  This refers to contexts where discourse may also engage in a 

dialogic multiplicity by which different voices may be present in one singular discursive 

                                                
1 Michel Foucault, in The Archeology of Knowledge declares, “[i]nstead of gradually reducing the rather 
fluctuating meaning of the word ‘discourse’ I believe I have in fact added to its meanings: treating it as 
sometimes the general domain of all statements, sometimes as an individualizable group of statements, and 
sometimes as a regulated practice that accounts for a number of statements” (1972: 80). 
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manifestation and it may transform and enrich the potential meanings of such 

communicative act.  Mikhail Bakhtin called this particular trait of discourse 

‘heteroglossia.’  In The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, Bakhtin states that “within 

the arena of almost every utterance an intense interaction and struggle between one’s own 

and another’s word is being waged” (354), giving way to the multiplicity of voices that 

may coexist within one single utterance2. In the Handbook of narratology, Hühn, Schmid 

and Schönert (2009) explain that “[h]eteroglossia is a ‘dialogical,’ agonal structure of 

verbal communication whose essence [is] a struggle, that is, involving two or more codes 

between which links of selection and connotation emerge.  The former kind of link is 

based on the use of different words to describe one and the same reality in different 

languages; the latter kind of link on the description of different realities using the same 

words in different languages” (124). 

 Furthermore, a text, another important element found within discourse, is generally 

viewed by some CDA specialists, such as Norman Fairclough, as the ‘produced’ or 

‘finished product’ of those sets of relations (or discursive practices) that surround a 

particular ideological manifestation.  Fairclough (1989) states, in his own words: “A text 

is a product rather than a process – a product of the process of text production” (20).  

Ruth Wodak suggests along similar lines, “[i]n texts, discursive differences are 

negotiated; they are governed by differences in power which are themselves in part 

encoded in and determined by discourse and by genre” (Wodak & Meyer, 2001:15).  

                                                
2 Bakhtin states in the same study, “language is something that is historically real, a process of heteroglot 
development, a process teeming with future and former languages, with prim but moribund aristocrat-
languages, with parvenu-languages and with countless pretenders to the status of language which are all 
more or less successful, depending on their degree of social scope and on the ideological area in which they 
are employed” (356-357).  
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Therefore, when we talk about a ‘text’ we refer to it as a part of discourse that conveys 

meanings to the citizens in a particular context.  Considering this, one may then analyze 

the social processes and structures of the production of such texts, and whether such texts 

can establish and/or sustain relations of domination in different contexts, which can result 

in the disenfranchisement of a sector of the population in such context.  For this reason, 

in the political scenario, written language texts act as one of the most important interfaces 

between citizens and government.   

 Nowadays, we encounter paperbound communication, and in the last decade, 

increasing electronic written communication that is issued by governments, in an effort to 

convey citizen’s duties, obligations and/or rights.  It is fair to believe that communication 

may differ a great amount, depending on the writer’s intentions.  As Chilton (2004) 

explains in his first chapter, the evolution of language and politics happened at the same 

time, and language came to have a political use based on human Machiavellian behavior, 

since sharing information in a strategic way to obtain personal gain, was key for survival.  

When considering this and as far as the message goes, the issue of accessibility to such 

message can be raised, since not everyone is able to read, or have a computer at their 

convenience.  With these simple but valuable issues we can raise questions such as: Who 

is writing and who is the writer writing for? Is there a particular purpose of such writing?  

Can we trust such writing?  With these questions in mind we continue now to demarcate 

the approach taken in this study, which will be observed throughout the subsequent 

analysis.  
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1.2. The Critical Discourse Analysis Approach 

 There are many ways to approach Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA from now on).  

Fairclough proposes that “[CDA] subsumes a variety of approaches towards the social 

analysis of discourse (...) which differ in theory, methodology, and the type of research 

issues to which they tend to give prominence” (2005: 1).  Given the interdisciplinary 

nature of an approach that converges many investigative angles, Stubbs (1983:12) states 

that “no one is in a position to write a comprehensive account of discourse analysis” and 

then he adds that “[a]nything at all that is written on discourse analysis is partial and 

controversial”.  It is not uncommon to find that defining an interdisciplinary field of 

study poses a vexing topic for scholars and that there is not one specific method of CDA.  

In early studies, discourse analysis studies’ foci were the relationships between text and 

information preceding and following such text, especially for conjunctions, analyzing 

“the sequential presentation of information in a sentence and beyond” (Sinclair & 

Coulthard, 1975:122).  Thus, discourse analysis is defined as the “study [of] the 

organization of language above the sentence level or above the clause [and it] is also 

concerned with language in use in social contexts, and in particular with interaction or 

dialogue between speakers” (Stubbs, 1983:1). 

 Going back to the basic concepts, such interaction and dialogue is seen in a 

communicative act, where the communicative elements, such as the ‘speaker’, the 

‘message’ and the ‘recipient’ who receives the ‘message’ are found (Blecua, 1973:15).  

The message is encoded in a ‘language’, which is constituted by artificial signs and 

arbitrary symbols with a signifier and a signified that are accepted and used within a 

collectivity (Crystal, 2008: 400).  In a similar way, discourse, according to Van Dijk has 
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two major dimensions: 1) production (i.e., enactment, which is the expression or 

legitimation of dominance) and 2) reception (i.e., the functions, which are the 

consequences or results of such structures for the social minds of recipients) (Van Dijk, 

1993: 259).  According to Norman Fairclough (1995), “to ‘denaturalize’ [ideological-

discursive formations] is the objective of a discourse analysis which adopts ‘critical’ 

goals…[in which]…denaturalization involves showing how social structures determine 

properties of discourse, and how discourse in turn determines social structures” (27, 36).  

 Teun van Dijk states that “CDA specifically deals with the study of the discursive 

reproduction of power abuse, with forms of domination and social inequality.  This also 

means that CDA need to make explicit the way socially shared beliefs are discursively 

reproduced and how such beliefs are abused in the maintenance and legitimation of 

domination” (In Wodak & Chilton, 2005:87-88).  This means that in order to take a CDA 

approach, one would first have to define the “socially shared beliefs” of a community, 

along with the “forms of domination and social inequality” and then analyze the way 

discourse is being reproduced to legitimize and maintain social domination.  If found, it 

would ultimately be addressed as the disenfranchisement of a certain group or groups 

within the population, and the underlying evidence would be found in the means of 

production and reproduction of discourse.  Additionally, Van Dijk (1993) defines 

dominance “as the exercise of social power by elites, institutions or groups, that results in 

social inequality, including political, cultural, class, ethnic, racial and gender inequality” 

(249-250). 

 Critical Discourse Analysis can be utilized for any study that takes its roots in social 

dominance theories, which state that social organization is divided in group-based social 
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hierarchies.  In social dominance theory, social hierarchies are based on inequalities and 

maintained by intergroup behaviors as: 1) institutional discrimination 2) aggregated 

individual discrimination and 3) behavioral asymmetry, and are justified by cultural 

ideologies which are referred to as ‘legitimizing myths’ that can seek greater inequality 

(i.e., hierarchy-enhancing ideologies) or greater equality (i.e., hierarchy-attenuating 

ideologies) (Pratto, Sidanius, & Levin, 2006: 275-280).  The intention and focus of this 

study is on institutional use of language, for it examines the means of semiotic production 

in texts and/or control of discourse by government for citizens.  It is also important for 

this type of research to consider whether the system is producing greater and/or lesser 

equality and find out how this process is occurring.  In social dominance theory, 

individuals are perceived to have a psychological orientation towards either one (i.e., 

Social Dominance Orientation) (Sidanius & Pratto 1999), but we will not elaborate in this 

area since it is based on individual psychology, rather than on a collective organizational 

ethos.  Let us instead expand on the role that power and dominance have in human 

interaction, especially through their “socially shared beliefs”.     

 A CDA approach, considering all of the above, must also explain “the relation 

between society, discourse and social cognition3” (Van Dijk, 1993: 251).  Social 

cognition (i.e., the socially shared beliefs) is defined as the attitudes, ideologies, social 

norms and values of a certain community, and can be used as an approach or a 

perspective to explain how we understand our world.4  In other words, discourse is a 

                                                
3 Social cognition can be defined as “socially shared representation of societal arrangements, groups and 
relations, as well as mental operations such as interpretation, thinking and arguing, inferencing and learning 
…” (Van Dijk, 1993: 257). 
 
4 “The social cognitive approach is a foundational approach within social psychological theory and research 
addressing how we understand the world around us and our place in it.  Social cognitive research is 
experimental, and focuses on intraindividual mental processes.  Emphasis is placed upon the structure of 
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reflection of culture in a partial or total way, and ‘discourse’ has the potential of being the 

enactment of dominance in text and/or talk and can influence others’ minds and others’ 

discourse.  According to Van Dijk, the cognitive approach involves ‘control’ in terms of 

‘action’ and ‘cognition’, in which a certain ‘action’ would limit someone’s freedom of 

action by direct force, or in a cognitive way through persuasion, dissimulation or 

manipulation5 (1993: 254).  This rationale is based on what a certain society has accepted 

as ‘the norm’ or what Fairclough refers to as ‘naturalized’ ideological representations or 

‘background knowledge.’6  These notions become real by habit and use, and hence, 

become what has been referred prior to as ‘social cognition’ which then is constructed 

and (re)constructed on the basis of the now ‘created’ ideology.  Van Dijk explains this in 

a more succinct way, stating that “[d]iscursive (re)production of power results from 

social cognitions of the powerful, whereas the situated discourse structures result in 

social cognitions” (1993: 259).  Chilton explains that a cognitive approach considers 

political discourse as an individual and collective mental process that involves the use of 

short-term memory in discourse production and understanding, which generate mental 

models of content and context, which are stored in long-term memory as social 

information about ideas, values and practices (2004:51).   

                                                
knowledge into mental schemas, which direct attention, facilitate encoding of information into memory, 
and facilitate recall of information. Schemas are activated, often unconsciously, by situated environmental 
stimuli. Activation makes it more likely that other related schemas will also become activated, and also 
makes less likely the activation of other, competing schemas” (Augoustinos, 1995: 24). 
 
5 Fairclough states that the two ways to exercise power are through ‘coercion’ and ‘consent’ and that 
“[i]deology is the prime means of manufacturing consent” (1989:4). 
 
6 “[I]deological representations which come to be seen as non-ideological ‘common sense’” (Fairclough, 
1995:28).  Louis Althusser, one of the main architects of twentieth century studies on ideology affirms that 
“ideology has no history”, for it is an “imaginary assemblage (bricolage), a pure dream, empty and vain, 
constituted by the ‘day’s residues’ from the only full and positive reality, that of the concrete history of 
concrete material individuals materially producing their existence” (2006:99). 
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 This resonates again with the way ideological representations are naturalized and 

explains how legitimization takes place, establishing control and granting power to 

certain groups.  The objective of any CDA study is then to establish how this process is 

taking place and how meaning is being produced and reproduced, since discourse is a 

dialectical element in social life.  We can then state that discourse is the written/oral 

linguistic use, contextualized in what is commonly understood as social practice.  For this 

reason, any CDA study should take into account the “intricate relationships between text, 

talk, social cognition, power, society and culture” (Van Dijk, 1993:253).  Individuals are 

exposed to government-issued discourse, and therefore, it is imperative to find how 

dominant discourse is created in the individual/collective mental process, since dominant 

discourse can be used to manufacture consensus7, acceptance and legitimization of such 

dominance8 (Herman and Chomsky, 2002).  Since “…humans using language politically 

seem to feel a strong pressure to justify their actions or proposals for action in terms of 

oppositions between right and wrong” (Chilton, 2004: 199), acceptance and 

legitimization is derived from this need for justification.  This process is a sociocultural 

practice, and therefore it explains power relations that govern discourse practices in a 

particular community.  ‘Social cognition’ is “the necessary theoretical (and empirical) 

‘interface’ … between discourse and dominance” (Van Dijk, 1993: 251).  Therefore, a 

critical discourse analysis requires a clear definition of the social process of text 

                                                
7 “… a propaganda approach to media coverage suggests a systematic and highly political dichotomization 
in news coverage based on serviceability to important domestic power interest [… observed] in 
dichotomized choices of story and in the volume and quality of coverage… [as well as] modes of handling 
favored and inconvenient materials (placement, tone, context, fullness of treatment) differ in ways that 
serve political ends” (Herman and Chomsky, 2002: 35). 
 
8 In Van Dijk’s words, dominance is “‘jointly produced’ through intricate forms of social interaction, 
communication and discourse” (1993:255).  
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production, as well as the process(es) and structure(s) necessary for users to understand 

and consume such texts (Wodak, 2001).   

 CDA is a type of counterpower,9 since it presupposes a study of relations between 

discourse, power, dominance, and social inequality.  “CDA scholars play an advocatory 

role for groups who suffer from social discrimination […] since it endeavours to make 

explicit power relationships which are frequently hidden” (Meyer in Wodak & Meyer, 

2001:15); therefore, CDA research will always “focus on the elites and their discursive 

strategies for the maintenance of inequality” (Van Dijk, 1993:250).  This approach then 

considers the study of structures and strategies in particular communicative events where 

social inequality is present, in order to expose the models of reproduction and their role 

within a particular community.  Since Van Dijk’s and others’ model is based on “the way 

knowledge in discourse production and comprehension is managed as a function of 

context” (Wodak & Chilton, 2005:72), it is pertinent then to assume that the underlying 

lining of context is an array of shared beliefs of a particular community.  To study a 

community, and hence the production of meaning within a community, the CDA 

approach allows interdisciplinary methods, and therefore, it can use qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies with interpretations based on both, as long as the focus of the 

analysis is to show inequality conditions, social control, and crisis that may be codified in 

discourse.   

                                                
9 Gee establishes that there can be movements that challenge the power of the dominant elites such as the 
following: “idea counterpower”, “economic counterpower” and “physical counterpower” that are based 
mainly on the theoretical backgrounds of Mann (ideological, economical, military and political networks), 
Toffler (power shift concept based on knowledge, wealth, and violence) and Gramsci (cultural hegemony 
concept). 
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 For these reasons, the ethnographic analysis in Chapter 2 will provide a better 

understanding of the community being researched, and the evaluation of the language use 

in public places in Chapters III and IV will illuminate the existence of dominant 

discourses, as well as their relationship with government issued text/visual 

communication.  We assume that using qualitative and quantitative approaches can 

illuminate the way in which individuals in a community perceive their government and 

themselves, and that these have implications in political, administrative, and/or 

governmental domains, since language representations can account for social dominance 

and cultural hegemony as means of creating and maintaining dominant discourse10.  

Thus, this study considers the relationship between texts and the local social cognition in 

order to illuminate, explain, and contrast the relations of written language use and the 

social power between citizens and government in a contemporary community in Mexican 

society. 

 

1.3. Analytical Background 

 We can consider all discourses as historical, in the sense that language itself has a 

history and it is produced within a context that must be considered.  This means that 

extralinguistic factors such as culture play a role, and since context is crucial to interpret 

meaning, it includes social, psychological, political and ideological components.  In order 

to keep the aforementioned social context relevant to our present study, this section 

establishes a theoretical framework following a conceptual model by Normal Fairclough 

and a conceptual approach to society by Pierre Bourdieu.  As for the former, the 

                                                
10 Gramsci defines cultural hegemony as an artificial construct that influences the minds of the dominated 
to accept their dominance, “an active and voluntary (free) consent” (1971: 271). 
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theoretical model will be slightly adapted in Chapters III and IV to properly fit the 

analysis of the kind of texts that the present project undertakes.  

 Norman Fairclough’s (1989 &1995) model for CDA consists of three inter-related 

processes of analysis tied to three inter-related dimensions of discourse.  As per the three 

dimensions of discourse, Fairclough describes them as being composed of: ‘text’, 

‘interaction’ and ‘social context’.  For Fairclough, text is “a product of the process of text 

production” (1989: 20), as we previously explained.  At the level of ‘interaction’, 

Fairclough is interested in the relationship between the interpretive social conditions that 

allow a text (written and/or oral) to be produced, reproduced and consumed.  Finally, the 

‘social context’ refers to the wider ideological mechanisms in place in order for the other 

two dimensions to work.  As part of the processes of analysis, these three dimensions of 

discourse further carry additional meanings.  Fairclough terms these as ‘Description’, 

‘Interpretation’ and ‘Explanation’, respectively following the order of the three 

dimensions of discourse.  In his own words, ‘Description’ “is the stage which is 

concerned with formal properties of the text,” ‘Interpretation’ “is concerned with the 

relationship between text and interaction – with seeing the text as the product of a process 

of production, and as a resource in the process of interpretation.” Finally, ‘Explanation’ 

“is concerned with the relationship between interaction and social context – with the 

social determination of the processes of production and interpretation, and their social 

effects” (1989: 26).  As per the textual analysis, Fairclough (2003) has been known to 

utilize Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), a linguistic theory associated with Michael 

Halliday, as opposed to the Chomskyan tradition (5).  However, he admits that “the 

perspectives of critical discourse analysis and SFL do not precisely coincide, because of 
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their different aims” and thus “[t]here is a need to develop approaches to text analysis 

through a transdisciplinary dialogue with perspectives on language and discourse within 

social theory and research in order to develop our capacity to analyse texts as elements in 

social processes” (6).  Taking the aforementioned reflection into consideration, as well as 

the nature of our corpus, in the present project we have opted for eschewing the Systemic 

Functional Linguistics (SFL) methodology and decided on expanding the 

interdisciplinary possibilities, which will be explained in detail in section 1.4, as well as 

in Chapter 3.        

 On the other hand, Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic power (1991) provides an 

additional perspective into the relationship between government and the citizenry.  

Symbolic power, in its most generalized form, is “that invisible power which can be 

exercised only with the complicity of those who do not want to know that they are subject 

to it, or even that they themselves exercise it” (164).  Power is then viewed through 

socially legitimized and recognized forms of relations (i.e., symbolic capital)11 between 

actors and entities based on the different types of capital: economic, cultural and social.  

According to Bourdieu (1986), economic capital refers to ownership, or the ownership of 

the means of production, labor and, more generally money.  Cultural capital measures the 

sum of all cultural resources utilized by a specific individual or group such as credentials 

or more ‘refined’ preferences.  Finally, social capital refers to the networks (prestigious 

or non-prestigious) that an individual or group may form in order to solidify its position 

within society.  Bourdieu also states that “economic capital is at the root of all the other 

types of capital and that these [can all be] transformed, disguised forms of economic 

                                                
11 In “Social Space and Symbolic Power” (1989: 17), Bourdieu states that symbolic capital is “the form that 
the various species of capital assume when they are perceived and recognized as legitimate.”  
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capital” (1986: 252).  This suggests that individuals with less cultural capital or less 

social capital are less likely to possess economic capital.   

 One of the key ideas where symbolic power is manifested, as utilized by Bourdieu, is 

in the linguistic market through the socially constructed distinction between higher and/or 

lower command of a language register in a particular context.  For Bourdieu, this means 

analyzing the ‘value’ added or subtracted to certain utterances over others, such that 

linguistic competence is not interpreted without “the social conditions of its production” 

(1991: 38).  As we have explained, this type of analysis is not only limited to oral 

language, but to written language as well.  The individuals or entities, in the case of 

institutions that issue messages (oral or written) that possess higher command of 

language are then considered as the ‘legitimate speaker’ (1991: 68) and can in turn be the 

dominant speaker, and therefore, dominant in discourse too.  Thus, reviewing the analysis 

of the dimensions of discourse put forward by Fairclough (1989 & 1995) and considering 

language as a very explicit form of power that manifests via several social channels 

(Bourdieu, 1991), we can also triangulate our own set of actors/entities within our study.  

Since the value and overall transactions of linguistic products and resources within a 

linguistic market have to be recognized and legitimatized, then we see the government as 

the producer of the text, the citizen as the consumer/user of the text, and both of the 

former actors as interacting in the particular field of political life, in which citizens may 

or may not have access to social exercise. 

 It can then be summarized that discourse is understood as a social product and that 

the reality of society is subject to discourse.  Examples of this are social organizations 

and institutionalized conventions that are consensual according to power relations, as 
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well as patterns in behavior and ways of teaching/learning. Furthermore, the objective of 

these theoretical formulations is to show how reality is constructed and re-constructed in 

discourse and how power is established and sustained.  This interpretation is also based 

on the multimodal elements that discourse/text may or may not have, thus clarifying or 

concealing meaning itself.  Yet, multiple elements can be reiterated, omitted or coexisting 

in discourse, but this is the foundation of the system of knowledge of all human 

organization and it is determined by individual and hence collective dynamics.  The 

models of representation are based on a network of concepts of mental and cultural 

models that become social representations in a hierarchy of meanings, and furthermore 

ideologies.  The levels of organization of meaning depend on the social interpretation, in 

a way that they can be differentiated from one and other, so that it is clear from an insider 

perspective how this network is distributed.  This construction constitutes social reality 

and it is as objective as it is subjective, for interpretation is based on the 

acknowledgement of all discursive strategies and all underlying meanings in discourse. 

 

1.3.1. The Plain Language Campaign 

 The ‘Plain Language’ movement started as a campaign called ‘Plain English’ and it 

was defined by Eagleson (1990:4) as the following: “Plain English is clear, 

straightforward expression, using only as many words as are necessary. It is language that 

avoids obscurity, inflated vocabulary and convoluted sentence construction.  It is not 

baby talk, nor is it a simplified version of the English language.  Writers of plain English 

let their audience concentrate on the message instead of being distracted by complicated 

language.  They make sure that their audience understands the message easily” 
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(Eagleson).  One of the many benefits that ‘Plain Language’ gives is that the receiver of 

the message can focus on the message itself, instead of focusing on the style or 

unnecessary words.  It helps people to communicate directly and effectively and it 

restricts the use of complicated and vexing structures and lexicon.  However, it does not 

pretend to discredit technical and academic styles.12  It calls for awareness of who the 

receiver is, and therefore, it has received a warm welcome in the political arena.  The 

purpose of the Mexican Manual de lenguaje claro, (Valdovinos, 2007:5) is to help civil 

servants to “write communication, regulations, notifications, banners, letters and 

requirements, formats and information related to [citizens’] paperwork, as well as 

government website content”.13  This initiative, one of the first of its kind in the Spanish 

speaking world at that point, began with president Vicente Fox in 2004, as part of his 

transparency campaign in an effort to “promote the use of clear and precise language to 

communicate government matters clearly to society and to facilitate its interaction with 

the institutions” (Valdovinos, 2007: 7)14.  

 The Manual de lenguaje claro does not make linguistic category distinctions, but 

here we identify them and explain them in order.  At the morphological level, the manual 

promotes the use of present indicative tense, rather than the use of progressive forms: 

 

 

                                                
12 “El estilo llano no pretende desvirtuar los textos técnicos o especializados reescribiéndolos con una prosa 
corriente o incluso «vulgar»” (Cassany, 2016:12). 
 
13 My translation: “escribir comunicados, regulaciones, oficios, letreros, cartas y requerimientos, formatos e 
información relacionada con trámites, así como contenidos de sitios de Internet gubernamentales.”   
 
14 My translation: “[P]romover el uso de un lenguaje claro y preciso para transmitir claramente el quehacer 
gubernamental a la sociedad y facilitar su interacción con las instituciones.”  
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  (2.1.) 

 a. “Se emitió el decreto modificando las medidas de austeridad” 

 b. “Se emitió el decreto que modifica las medidas de austeridad” (Valdovinos 33). 

It also states that it is better to use simple tenses rather than complex ones:  

 (2.2.) 

 a. “Se ha requerido que se realizaran ajustes al presupuesto” 

 b. “Se requirieron ajustes para el presupuesto” (Valdovinos 40). 

The manual also calls for avoiding suffixes and prefixes:  

 (2.3.) 

 a. “Se requiere actualizar el indicador obligatoriamente y anualmente” 

 b. “Se requiere actualizar el indicador cada año de manera obligatoria” (Valdovinos 

 33), 

and it also suggests the use of active voice rather than passive voice: 

 (2.4.) 

 a. “La reforma fue aprobada ayer por el Congreso” 

 b. “El Congreso aprobó ayer la reforma” (Valdovinos 40) 

At the syntactic level, the manual states that the writer should use short sentences, and 

with the subject + verb + object formula to facilitate the understanding of information: 

 (2.5) 

 a. “La Unidad de Recursos Humanos y Profesionalización de la Administración 

 Pública Federal, instrumenta y opera el Servicio Profesional de Carrera en 

 coordinación con las dependencias, las cuales lo administran en el ámbito de su 
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 competencia con base en las normas y lineamientos expedidos por la Secretaría de la 

 Función Pública.” 

 b. “La unidad de Recursos Humanos y Profesionalización de la Administración 

 Pública Federal (APF) instrumenta y opera el Servicio Profesional de Carrera (SPC).  

 Las dependencias administran el SPC en el ámbito de su competencia con base en la 

 normativa que expide la Secretaría de la Función Pública” (Valdovinos 42) 

Finally, the paragraphs must be coherent and logical, and they must be brief like in the 

following example that shows one topic per paragraph, connectors used in a correct way, 

and a sentence that introduces the topic and one that closes it: 

 (2.6) 

 “A las percepciones de la ciudadanía respecto al aparato burocrático se agrega la 

 inexistencia de la medición de costos y resultados de la acción gubernamental.  Por 

 consiguiente, no existe un sistema que permita cuantificar los costos de los bienes, 

 trámites y servicios producidos por el Gobierno Federal.  La mayoría de estos, no 

 cuentan con estándares de calidad, ni con mecanismos para recabar la opinión de los 

 ciudadanos al respecto.  Esta situación impide en primer lugar, conocer el gasto en el 

 que incurren las instituciones públicas para proporcionar cada bien, trámite y 

 servicio; en segundo lugar, el costo que significa para los particulares gestionarlos y, 

 por último, sus niveles de eficiencia y calidad” (Valdovinos 45). 

At the semantic and lexicon level, the manual suggests simple, precise and common 

words instead of complex ones that only create misunderstanding: 
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 (2.7) 

 a. “remuneración” en lugar de “emolumento” 

 b. “llenar” en lugar de “requisitar” 

 c. “sobresaliente” en lugar de “conspicuo” 

 d. “contribuir” en lugar de “coadyuvar” 

 e. “nombre” en lugar de “denominación” 

 f. “excelente” en lugar de “eximio” (Valdovinos 32). 

It also states that one verb must be used instead of verbal phrases like in the following: 

 (2.8.) 

 a. “atender” en lugar de “dar atención” 

 b. “publicar” en lugar de “hacer público” 

 c. “pedir” en lugar de “hacer una petición” 

 d. “concluir” en lugar de “llegar a la conclusión” (Valdovinos 39) 

 Finally, the manual also focuses on the style and tone of the writing, and it states that 

a clear and objective communication will close the gap between government and citizens, 

and it will increase the population’s trust in their government (Valdovinos 10).  These 

norms provide a way to analyze texts in order to find if these particular features are 

present or not.  However, the data found in this study draw on a heterogeneous corpus of 

documents with a range of distinct characteristics and formats.  Therefore, a more ad hoc 

approach was taken that would consider other linguistic characteristics that would 

encompass all documents and not only documents with verb phrases.  In particular, 

readability indexes were used to differentiate documents based on a numeric value.  
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1.4. Analytical Guidelines 

 Kress & Van Leeuwen (2001) state, “[t]he English language, as a resource, provides 

hundreds of thousands of words, but only language specialists use more than 18,000 of 

them and most people get by with 6,000-7,000” (112).  This puts into perspective the 

difference in language command (i.e., the code) between a common citizen and 

individuals with higher education, and it also puts into perspective the accessibility to 

knowledge as means of exercising power and control.  On the other hand, Fairclough 

(1995:4) explains that “a text is mainly understood as written or spoken language [and] in 

contemporary society [texts] are increasingly multi-semiotic”.  Considering this, we 

sought a way to analyze texts linguistically, without leaving out other salient modal 

features.  The following section explains the theoretical background used to analyze the 

data.  

 

1.4.1. Readability & Legibility 

 Legibility or legibilidad tipológica in Spanish, is the visual perception of the text.  

(Cassany, 2016:6).  When we define the characteristics of legibility we focus on font 

choice, point size, kerning, tracking (i.e., letter-spacing), line length, interline spacing, 

and typographic alignment. (Strizver, 2010: 73).  It is important to note that some of these 

characteristics can become modes of meaning.  For example, if a certain font is used for a 

specific purpose by a particular institution and this feature is recognized by its users with 

a particular meaning attached to it, we can say that it has then become a mode of meaning 

making.   
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 On the other hand, readability or legibilidad linguística, focuses on purely linguistic 

forms, like complexity of lexicon, syntax and phrase length (Cassany, 2016:6).  There are 

different ways to measure readability but the main focus when analyzing a text is to 

determine if it has higher or lower readability, but first we must establish what are the 

parameters for both.  According to Daniel Cassany (2016:7), a text with higher 

readability has short and basic words, short phrases, concrete language, structures that 

favor anticipation, repetitions, textual markers, logical situation of the verb, typographic 

variation; a text with lower readability has long and complex words, long phrases, 

abstract language, subordinate clauses and long sections, excessive lists, important words 

at the end and monotony15.  Plain writing has the following conditions: 

• It uses language (register, vocabulary) appropriate to the reader (needs, 

knowledge) and to the document (theme, objective).  This means that it adapts to 

each situation; for example: scientific panels include terminology and specific 

data that only specialist can understand, but in their manuals,  they use a more 

common and accessible vocabulary.  

• It has a rational design that allows finding important information quickly.  The 

relevant data has an important position in the text, which is the first element that 

the eye sees.  Important information that affects us should not be in a footnote! 

• It can be understood the first time that it is read.  When you have to stop many 

times because you have lost the syntactic thread and you need to grasp it again, it 

                                                
15 My translation: “Legibilidad alta: palabras cortas y básicas, frases cortas, lenguaje concreto, estructuras 
que favorecen la anticipación, presencia de repeticiones, presencia de marcadores textuales, situación 
lógica del verbo, y variación tipográfica: cifras, negrita, cursiva.  Legibilidad baja: palabras largas y 
complejas, frases más largas, lenguaje abstracto, subordinadas e incisos demasiado largos, enumeraciones 
excesivas, poner las palabras importantes al final, y monotonía.” 
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means that the writing is not working.  Plain language should be understood at the 

first time that it is read. 

• It achieves all legal requirements necessary16 (Cassany 2016: 10-11). 

 For analyzing readability in texts, Cassany, suggests taking into account number of 

sentences, measures of sentence length, measures of word length, personal words, non-

initial capital letters, total punctuation, and specific terminology or jargon (2016:8).  This 

is a good start for analyzing the readability of texts, but there are different methods that 

can be used to measure the readability of a text.  The simplest and most common one can 

be found in any Word document as can be seen below: 

 

Figure 1.1: Word tool for Readability 

 The Flesch Reading Ease (1948) and Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (1975) scales for 

readability were developed to measure the levels of easiness in the English language.  

Fernández Huerta (1959) states that lecturabilidad is the linguistic legibility of the text 

(i.e., readability), but it does not take into account typographic aspects that may influence 

comprehension of a text.  Fernández Huerta created a formula to measure legibility of 

                                                
16 My translation. 
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texts in the Spanish language based on Flesch’s (1948) scale, used for the English 

language.  The equation used is as follows: L=(206.84–0.60)(P–1.02F), where L is for 

lecturabilidad; P, is the promedio or average of syllables per word, and F, is the mean of 

words per frase or phrase.  Finally, the results are interpreted according to the following 

table: 

(L) level grade level 

90-100 very easy 4th grade 

80-90 easy 5th grade 

70-80 somehow easy 6th grade 

60-70 normal (for adult) 7th or 8th grade 

50-60 somehow difficult pre-university 

30-50 difficult selective courses 

0-30 very difficult university with specialization 

Table 1.1: Scale of lecturabilidad (L) (Fernández Huerta, 1959) 

 On the other hand, Legibilidad µ (mu) is a formula to calculate the “easiness to read 

a text” in the Spanish language and it was developed by Muñoz Baquedano (2006).  It 

includes the number of words, and the mean and variability of number of letters per 

word.  The formula is as follows: µ=(n/n−1)(x̄/σ²)×100, where µ is the index of 

readability, n the number of words, x̄, the mean of number of letters per word, and σ², its 

variability.  The results are interpreted with the following table: 
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µ Reading accessibility 
91-100 very easy 

81-90 easy 

71-80 a bit easy 

61-70 adequate 

51-60 a bit difficult 

31-50 difficult 

0-30 very difficult 
Table 1.2: Legibilidad Mu (µ) 

There are other ways to measure readability (Gutiérrez de Polini, 1972; Szigriszt-Pazos, 

1993; Barrio-Cantalejo, et al., 2008).  However, we did not use them because of either 

ambiguity in their indexes, or their being critiqued by others for their corpus.  Also, most 

of the non-used measures of readability are based on Fernández Huerta’s model, so we 

believe that using Fernández Huerta and µ Readability can give an appropriate 

perspective of the level of readability of government texts, which could be linked social 

factors later on.  Doing this raises two different issues that must be analyzed in separate 

ways and then compared together.  The first issue is (RQ:1) “How has the Plain 

Language campaign impacted language accessibility in printed government documents 

communication (i.e., cards, forms, certificates, flyers, sheets of requirements and 

booklets) in Cd. Satélite?”  If it has, then hypothesis 1A (H1A) states that if a text is 

‘clear,’ then it will have ‘easier’ levels of readability and the majority of citizens in this 

community will not report unclear elements within texts.  Otherwise, hypothesis 1B 

(H1B) can propose that if a text is not ‘clear,’ it will have more ‘difficult’ levels of 

readability and a significant number of surveyed citizens will report unclear elements 

within the text.  While this issue would illuminate the language accessibility levels and 

the impact of the Plain Language campaign, citizens’ perspectives would have to be 
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considered and analyzed for social characteristics in common in order to illuminate 

cultural and social capital in the community.   

 

1.4.1.1. Readability and Symbolic Power 

 While readability indexes can point towards the difficulty of a text, this ‘difficulty’ is 

subjective, for the individual that is acquainted with certain specialized lexicon or jargon 

in certain cases may not agree with the index.  If a person has a higher education level, 

for instance, it is more likely that a text or group of texts will not be as difficult or 

inaccessible as it may be for other sectors of the population with less access to education.  

However, in general it can still be argued that a text may be categorized as ‘easy’ or 

‘difficult,’ regardless of the responses by particular individuals in specific situations. 

Thus, a readability index may be one way to measure the collective sense of accessibility 

to a text and, therefore to certain information.  Although accessibility to a text could be 

defined and measured in different ways, we use readability as a guide to classify the 

difficulty of texts, and therefore, to index access to information.  Nonetheless, access to 

information is also generally subjective, for it depends on the reader’s cultural capital.  In 

Bourdieu’s terms, higher command of language implies higher symbolic power.  Thus, 

having higher command of the more formally recognized or legitimized registers of 

language means possessing more cultural capital (i.e., education or credentials).  

Individuals with more education have a more sophisticated language and therefore have 

an advantage over their counterparts.   

 In the case of Mexico, education is correlated to age groups also, since younger 

generations tend to be more educated than older generations, according to the Censo 
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Nacional de Población y Vivienda carried by the Instituto Nacional de Estadística y 

Geografía (INEGI, 2010).  This is also true for more urbanized areas as opposed to rural 

areas (Ibid.).  Based on the Encuesta Intercensal by INEGI (2015), the state of education 

in Mexico presents certain pieces of data that may help to understand, by percentages, the 

sectors of the population that may or may not have access to symbolic power, as 

expressed through their levels of education.  At the national level, 18.6% of the 

population holds a Higher Education degree (the equivalent of College or 4-year 

University).  On the other hand, 25.4% of the population has not completed their 

Elementary school studies (up to grade 6th) or reported Elementary school as the highest 

level of education obtained.  Additionally, 27.9% reported either unfinished Middle 

School studies (up to the equivalent of 9th grade), or Middle School as their highest level 

obtained.  Along the same lines, 21.7% have reported High School (the equivalent of 

grades 10th-12th) as their highest level of education obtained.  Lastly, 5.8% of the 

population reported having no education.17 

 As we explained before, citizens with more education have more symbolic power, 

and therefore, may have ‘more’ access to government texts.  Therefore, cultural capital 

plays a significant role in social construction because of the empowerment component 

that it offers to those who have it.  The way such capital can be used to disenfranchise 

certain groups of society is one of the most significant indexes of this study.  Going back 

to Bourdieu, having a higher command of the language would provide individuals with a 

much higher capital than those who do not possess this ability in the political field, since 

he defines field as a distribution structure of some kind of capital18.  If education, 

                                                
17 0.4% of the population did not specify anything on their responses (INEGI, 2015). 
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occupation or identity play a role in the successful transmission of a written/visual 

message from the government, it is likely that communication problems will emerge for 

participants of specific traits with symbolic power. Therefore, we can pose RQ:2 – “Has 

the Plain Language campaign influenced texts in Cd. Satélite to make them accessible for 

all its inhabitants? Or are these texts intended for a certain audience with a certain 

sociological profile?”  We can suggest hypothesis 2A (H2A): if texts have been 

influenced by the Plain Language guidelines, then most surveyed citizens (regardless of 

their age, gender, education and occupation) will not report any unclear elements; on the 

other hand, we can pose hypothesis 2B (H2B): if texts have not been influenced by the 

Plain Language guidelines, then a group of citizens will report unclear elements and there 

will be a privileged receiver whose sociological profile must be specified.  

 The approach being used in the Manual de lenguaje claro is supposed to teach civil 

servants to communicate more effectively and to have empathy towards the reader, and 

we can assume that ‘civil servant register’ has its origins in government communication 

since, at least 200419.  “Knowledge about register is very useful for creating our own 

texts, especially in contexts where the stakes are high… [since it is] easier in these 

contexts to produce the most effective variety of language when we know the 

grammatical patterns of the registers valued in the context” (Butt, 2012: 27).  In this 

hierarchized government-citizen interaction the ones who benefit from this are 

individuals with higher command of language.  Finding if the texts in the subject 

community were influenced by the Plain Language campaign and thus accessible to all its 

                                                
18 “Lorsque je dis que le champ fonctionne comme censure, j'entends que le champ est une certaine 
structure de la distribution d'une certaine espèce de capital” (Bourdieu, 1984:138-142). 
 
19 President Vicente Fox launched this campaign on 2004 (Valdovinos). 
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inhabitants will help to find a privileged receiver, as well as disenfranchised group(s) and 

a categorization of different strata in the subject community.  

 

1.4.2. Multimodality 

  Multimodality is an analytical method developed from Kress, G. 1989 to Kress and 

Van Leeuwen 2001, 2006.  If we were to focus on written vs visual communication, it 

would be necessary to evaluate discourse in different ways, since “… written (printed) 

texts are also increasingly becoming multisemiotic texts, not only because they 

incorporate photographs and diagrams, but also because the graphic design of the page is 

becoming an ever more salient factor in evaluation of written texts” (Fairclough, 1995: 

4).  Multimodality offers a methodology that is more “social semiotic rather than a 

linguistic one” (Kress in Beard 2009: 168).  It includes all the semiotic channels that are 

used to get to congruent meaning, and it answers simple questions such as how we get to 

meaning, or how a message is understood, in a way that allows us to identify and 

categorize the semiotic resources that communicators have (v.g., modes/mediums) that 

can later be interpreted.   

 A mode “is a socially and culturally shaped resource for making meaning; that is the 

product of social-semiotic work on a specific material over significant periods.  Image, 

writing, layout, speech, moving image, and gesture are examples of modes, all used in 

texts” (Kress in Beard, 2009: 169).  In other words, modes are the content side of a 

message, the “grammar” of some kind; they are the resources used to create meaning that 

is shaped socially and culturally. Every mode has a different modal resource that breaks it 

down (v.g., a mode can be writing, and its modal resources can be grammar, syntax, 
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lexicon, etc., or a mode can be graphic, and its modal resources can be font size, type, 

color, etc.) (Kress in Beard, 2009).  A medium “has a material and a social aspect” in 

which the first is the substance through which meaning takes place and through which 

becomes available to others (v.g., oil on canvas, text, video, audio, etc.), as well as the 

social aspects which are “involved in communication [as a] result of semiotic, 

sociocultural, and technological practices” (Kress in Beard, 2009: 170).  In other words, 

mediums are the expression side of the message; this includes semiotic, sociocultural, and 

technological practices, as they can be appreciated in film, newspaper, radio, television, 

theater, classroom, etc.  For example, according to Kress & Van Leeuwen, colors can be 

a mode, and color “is more articulated than are the terms available for translating them 

into the mode of language” (2001: 29).  “Colour also offers a specific sensory appeal, via 

sight and its physiology, and via both the physiological/experiential meanings of colour 

for humans as biological/physiological beings and the cultural/experiential meanings of 

colour” (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 27)20.   

 This shows how complex human communication is, it challenges what we believe to 

have meaning, and it shows how language can take many shapes and forms.  Similar to 

linguistics in Chomsky’s distinction of Syntactic Structures (1957), regarding 

grammatical and non-grammatical strings, there can be well or ill-formed colour 

structures (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 57).  “Colour clearly functions as a formal 

semiotic device to provide cohesion and coherence; and this function is active across 

quite large spans, what in (functional) linguistics is called colligation” (Kress & Van 

Leeuwen, 2001: 58).  This is very clear in certain magazines, where one can perceive a 

                                                
20 Color can be considered as a mode but semiotic theory behind it is not as developed as other modes 
(Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2002). 
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color theme or pattern across them, and it resonates with the language duality of 

patterning (Hockett, 1960) in which phonemes can be meaningless single sounds, or 

combined into meaningful morphemes and words, which then can be combined further, 

depending on the speaker’s intended message.  This can be explained with Gärdenfors’ 

(2004) framework of “conceptual spaces” where color perception is explained based on 

“quality dimensions” that use structures of “similarity” and assign properties to concepts 

to determine relation with others (v.g., the color orange is closer to yellow than the color 

blue)21.  Van Leeuwen also explains that color-naming practices are similar to the process 

of experiential coding, such as “experiential metaphors” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980)22.  

This exemplifies how meanings can be ascribed to colors, and this process is subject to 

the perception that individuals have of color itself, based on their ‘conceptual spaces’, as 

well as their social context.  A clear example is Koller’s study (2008) showing how the 

color pink can become an index for sexual identity.  

 According to Kress & Van Leeuwen (2001), there are three characteristics for 

multimodal texts: 1) the ‘information value’, or compositional organization (i.e., layout), 

2) ‘salience’ of elements (i.e., hierarchical position of elements color, sizes, background, 

etc.), and 3) ‘framing’ that connect or disconnect elements.  In the particular case of 

‘framing’, it explains “the way elements of a visual composition may be disconnected, 

                                                
21 “A conceptual space is built up from geometrical representations based on a number of quality 
dimensions”, which are derived from perceptual mechanisms (Gärdenfors, 2004:10); the dimensions then 
form the “framework” used to assign properties to objects and to specify relations, between them” 
(Gärdenfors, 2004:11). 
 
22 There are other aspects of multimodal communication such as “social position” that take into account the 
proximity, orientation, or gaze, that would provide clues of how the viewer is being encouraged to 
focus/shun from a certain meaning (Knox, 2007; Burn & Parker, 2003).  However, these are not taken into 
account for the complexity of applying such concepts to government texts and the ambiguity that could 
arise in their interpretation.  Instead, we focused on images (i.e., visual representations of meanings and 
colors, specially the predominant color of Mexican political parties).  
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[or] marked off from each other” for example by frame lines, pictorial framing devices 

like boundaries formed by the edge of a building, a tree, etc., discontinuities of colour, or 

simply empty space between elements (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 2).  When it comes 

to multimodal features though, framing becomes “phrasing,” since it is realised by the 

short pauses and discontinuities of various kinds (rhythmic, dynamic, etc.), which 

separate the phrases of speech, music and actors’ movements for example (Kress & Van 

Leeuwen, 2001: 3).  Considering that “[w]here practices are tightly framed, hierarchies of 

practices are likely to develop” (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 42), one can assume that 

social factors do play a role in the “framings” of what someone can or cannot do in a 

particular community, and “[f]rom the moment that a culture has made the decision to 

draw a particular material into its communicative processes, that material has become 

part of the cultural and semiotic resources of that culture and is available for use in the 

making of signs” (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 111).  This shows the process in which 

semiotic devices acquire meaning and how this meaning is accepted and may be 

reproduced in a community, but it is critical to include one more notion in the 

arrangement of such devices in the meaning creation process.   

 “In spatial matters, language comes a poor second to image” (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 

2001: 18).  Since meaning can be produced in many ways (i.e., it can take many modes 

and mediums), it is also important to pay close attention to the way they are organized in 

the public space.  According to Landry and Bourhis (1997), Linguistic Landscape (LL 

from now on) is the “visibility and salience of languages on public and commercial signs 

in a given territory or region” (23); Ben-Rafael et al. (2006) define it as “any sign or 

announcement located outside or inside a public institution or a private business in a 
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given geographical location” (14), and Itagi & Singh, (2002) as “language use in its 

written form (visible language) in the public sphere” (IX).  LL is also comprised by 

“private” and “public” signs (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010: XI), and while this 

approach is mostly used to analyze multilingual communities, it can be a useful tool to 

demarcate the site of display of semiotic devices because the site of display “is the space 

that becomes available as medium for the display of text as complex sign” (Kress in 

Beard 2009:170).  “LL refers principally to areas where large businesses, department 

stores, supermarkets, coffee houses, libraries, public institutions and offices of 

associations of all kinds are concentrated” (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010: XIII).  

The reason behind it is because these places are where most human interaction happens, 

where people gather the most, or the places they regularly attend.  In other words, this is 

what comprises the public space23 since all symbols are interconnected to create meaning 

in a macro-level.   

 According to Rogoff (1998), individuals create visual narratives in everyday life 

based on LL in their public sphere, like “the scrap of an image which connects with a 

sequence of a film and with the corner of the billboard or the window display of the shop 

we have passed by” (26).  “LL functions not only as an informational indicator, but also 

as a symbolic marker communicating the relative power and status of linguistic 

communities in a given territory” (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010: XI).  In other 

words, LL has a symbolic function in any given community, in the sense that power 

relationships between the speaker(s) and receiver(s) are manifested in its context, and 

when it comes to a CDA analysis, we want to understand how they operate.  Therefore, 

                                                
23 “Public space” refers to areas that are open and accessible to the ‘crowd’ (Jaworsky & Thurlow, 2010). 
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we would have to focus on salient features of institutional printed communication and we 

would have to consider if the citizens of such community notice them and in what degree.  

This would illuminate the type of interaction between citizens and government texts, and 

hence, with the government itself.  We can then pose our third research question (RQ:3) – 

“Do citizens in Cd. Satélite’s government offices attend to particular modal features such 

as images and colors in text and the linguistic landscape?”  The two hypotheses that we 

had established were hypothesis 3A (H3A): government offices will have salient 

modes/media of communication such as theme(s) pattern(s) in logos, color, or format, 

throughout their texts and offices, and these will be acknowledged by the citizens; and 

hypothesis 3B (H3B): government offices will have salient modes/media of 

communication such as theme(s) pattern(s) in logos, color, or format, throughout their 

texts and offices, but these will not be acknowledged by the citizens. 

 

1.5. The Public Domain 

 Our daily life is quite complex and hectic.  We can affirm one thing without 

hesitation: in all cities of the world this is true.  Mexican daily life is not different by any 

means.  Citizens wake up early in the morning, go on with their daily routines, and in the 

middle of these routines they must fulfill duties and obligations with their government 

without pondering too much about it.  They are also entitled to rights as a benefit of being 

part of a certain community.  For duties or for rights, citizens need to do certain ‘things’ 

to fulfill their obligations or to exercise their rights.  At least in the US, the common 

citizen tends to put off certain paperwork because they just hate doing it, says 

correspondent Kelley Holland of CNBC.  It could be argued that this aversion to 
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paperwork could be result from mere laziness.  However, most of us could agree that the 

simple thought of going to a government agency to do any kind of paperwork produces a 

bothersome, tiring and even painful feeling.  A visit to a government institution could be 

a success or a failure, depending on one’s experience.  When one encounters the latter, it 

is due to a different array of issues, whose underlying problem is undeniably a 

communicative one.  Sometimes, we cannot understand what we are supposed to do, it is 

not clear to us, or we simply miss the information.  Other times, the requirements that 

governments ask do not coincide with what is in print or in the Internet.  This creates 

frustration in the citizens, anger and mistrust that may be caused by delusion, contrariety, 

and misleading information.  

 With these issues in mind, the following section explains in the most succinct 

possible way, the Mexican government’s organization in order to establish the studied 

community’s positioning regarding political power.  It also explains what a trámite is, 

and it presents selected works of previous studies Mexico.   

 

1.5.1. The Mexican Government 

 Mexican government’s Supreme Power is comprised of three branches: the executive 

(also referred to as federal), legislative and judiciary.  The governmental basic 

communication cycle goes from federal power, to legislative power for a yes/no answer, 

and if it is a positive answer then it goes back to federal power to become public domain.  

For this reason, we need to focus on the federal power since it is the main actor for 

communication.  According to the government website http://www.presidencia.gob.mx, 

the structure of the Federal Mexican government (i.e., executive power) is divided into 19 
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different equal entities called ‘Secretarías’ (i.e., Secretariats) which constitute the 

President’s Cabinet24.  The Secretariats are of “equal rank” and “assist” the President 

with “the president’s bills, regulations, decrees, agreements and designs” (My translation, 

http://en.presidencia.gob.mx/cabinet/).  The Secretariats are the core structure of the 

administrative, judicial and political federal powers of the whole country, and as any 

democratic republic, each state has its own subdivisions.  

 According to the Secretaría de Gobernación (2017), the nation itself is divided 

geographically in 32 federal entities25, which then are divided into municipalities.  Every 

entity has its laws and has the ability to adopt necessary strategies for the prosperity of 

their state (i.e., the 32 federal entities), which make them sovereign.  The state is then 

accountable for investing resources in the municipality for the benefit of that locality.  

One of these federal entities is the state of Mexico or Estado de México, which is located 

next to the capital, Mexico City.  According to the INEGI (2010), the Estado de México 

has 125 municipal entities, and one of them is Naucalpan de Juárez, which according to 

Gobierno de Naucalpan’s website (2017) was created in 1826 and it became a city in 

1957.   

 In 1963, Mexican architects finished what would become Ciudad Satélite, a 

community located in the municipality of Naucalpan de Juárez in the state of Mexico 

                                                
24 Secretaría de Gobernación, Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, Secretaría de la Defensa Nacional, 
Secretaría de Marina, Secretaría de Seguridad Pública, Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, 
Secretaría de Desarrollo Social, Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales, Secretaría de 
Energía, Secretaría de Economía, Secretaría de Educación Pública, Secretaría de Agricultura, Ganadería, 
Desarrollo Rural, Pesca y Alimentación, Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes, Secretaría de la 
Función Pública, Secretaría de Salud, Secretaría de Trabajo y Previsión Social, Secretaría de Desarrollo 
Agrario, Territorial y Urbano, Secretaría de Turismo, Consejería Jurídica del Ejecutivo Federal. 
 
25 Previously it was divided in 31 federal entities and a federal district (i.e., D.F.), which is now referred to 
as Ciudad de México.  
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(see appendix D), and it has its own sub-offices26.  Citizens may contact one or more 

office to get their paperwork at stake done, and for this reason, some processes may 

require more/less time and effort than others.  The data collected in this study illuminates 

this by providing an approximate reading time of documents using a text analyzer engine 

(Muñoz Fernández, 2017).  The results show that some tasks, or trámites in Spanish 

(COFEMER, 2000), require more time than others, but these results are complemented 

with the readability index to provide a broader scope explained in RQ1 (see section 3.1). 

  

1.5.2. The Mexican Political Actors 

 The Mexican political arena is a highly complex mixture of party politics and 

strategic alliances among varied groups with distinct ideologies. Although currently 

many parties populate the electoral institutional map, there are three to four main parties 

that dominate the geopolitical territory at the municipal, state and federal level. These 

parties are the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), a centrist party with the 

longest tradition in the Mexican political scene, the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN), a 

center-right conservative party and the Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD), a 

left leaning party (Samuels and Shugart, 2011). Additionally, the Movimiento 

Regeneración Nacional (MORENA), another leftist party that formed in 2014 out of 

                                                
26 DIF, Instituto Naucalpense de la Juventud, Dirección General del Medio Ambiente, OAPAS, Dirección 
General de Educación, Tesorería Municipal, Dirección General de Administración, Dirección General de 
Servicios Públicos, Contraloría Interna, Dirección General de Desarrollo y Fomento Económico, 
Dirección General Jurídica, Instituto Municipal para la Cultura y las Artes, Instituto de la Mujeres 
Naucalpenses, Instituto Municipal de Cultura Física y Deporte, Dirección General de Seguridad 
Ciudadana Tránsito y Protección Civil, Dirección General de Buen Gobierno, Dirección General de 
Desarrollo Social, Dirección General de Obras Públicas, Dirección General de Comunicación Social, 
Secretaría de Ayuntamiento, Dirección General de Desarrollo Urbano. 
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dissatisfaction with the PRD, will obtain future visibility after their victory in the 2018 

elections at the federal level. 

 The Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), arguably the most complex of the 

four, began as Partido Nacional Revolucionario (PNR) in 1929 out of a collective desire 

to unify the ideals of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) into a single party (Krauze, 

1998: 428). After several attempts at unification and after electing several presidents, the 

party obtained certain stabilization by the time of the presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas 

(1934-1940). The success of the then leftist and revolutionary party was later cemented 

with its transformation into the Partido de la Revolución Mexicana (PRM) in 1938, 

during Cárdenas’ tenure. The party further continued its transformation towards a 

bureaucratic state party and received its current name, Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (PRI) in 1946. Throughout the decades, however, PRI began to shift its 

political positions towards the right, ending the previous century as a centrist party. Such 

movements from the left to the right caused a division in the party’s fabric toward the end 

of the 70s and the early 80s, causing the leftist wing of the PRI to break away in 1989, 

after the 1988 elections were considered fraudulent by many national and international 

agencies (Krauze, 1998: 770). 

 The party leftist hardliners who broke away from the PRI founded the Partido de la 

Revolución Democrática (PRD), which under the leadership of Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas 

(the former president’s grandson) challenged the PRI’s rejection of the social-democratic 

ideals of the revolution and its then recent turn towards neoliberalism, privatization and 

free-market ideology. Towards the new millennium, current president-elect of Mexico 

and former militant of the PRD, Andrés Manuel López Obrador broke away as well from 
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the PRD, to form the Movimiento Regeneración Nacional (MORENA), with which he 

garnered the most votes in Mexico’s 2018 election cycle. The conservative Partido 

Acción Nacional (PAN), on the other hand, was founded in 1939 to challenge some of the 

socialist ideals of the early PRI but did not achieve any major political roles until the late 

80s, when they began to win races at the state level. The PAN broke the PRI’s more than 

seventy-year long reign with the consecutive presidencies of Vicente Fox (2000-2006) 

and Felipe Calderón (2006-2012).   

 Regardless of the distinct histories, positions and roles at the municipal, state and 

federal levels, in Naucalpan, however, the two main actors that constantly have taken 

turns in local power are only the PRI and PAN.   

 

1.5.3. The Processes and Services in the Mexican Government 

 According to the 2000 “Law of Administrative Procedure” from the Comisión 

Federal de Mejora Regulatoria (COFEMER), a ‘task’ or a trámite in Spanish, is “any 

request or information delivery that individuals or corporations from the private sector do 

in a government office or decentralized agency, either to fulfill an obligation, to obtain a 

benefit or service or, in general, in order to be issued a resolution, as well as any 

document that such persons are obliged to keep.”27  According to this government 

agency, there are 5 types of ‘paperwork’:  

                                                
27 The “Ley Federal de Procedimiento Administrativo” comes from the Comisión Federal de Mejora 
Regulatoria, or “Federal Commission of Regulatory Improvement” and states that “Un trámite se define 
cualquier solicitud o entrega de información que las personas físicas o morales del sector privado hagan 
ante una dependencia u organismo descentralizado, ya sea para cumplir una obligación, obtener un 
beneficio o servicio o, en general, a fin de que se emita una resolución, así como cualquier documento que 
dichas personas estén obligadas a conservar” (My translation) (COFEMER, 2017). 
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1. Obligation (obligación): according to legal disposition, a subject must appear at a 

certain government office to fulfill a determined activity. 

2. Benefit (beneficio): a subject can appear a certain government office to acquire a 

benefit. 

3. Preservation (conservación): a subject must appear at a certain government office 

to preserve certain information. 

4. Procedure (inicio de procedimiento): a subject must appear at a certain 

government office to resolve a controversy. 

5. Consultation (consulta): a subject can appear at a certain government office to 

acquire information from such office or entity28.  

 According to the results from the latest study in September, 2011 the most common 

type of ‘paperwork’ done by citizens is the obligation (59.54%), followed by benefit 

(33.79%), then procedure (3.07%), then preservation (2.7%) and finally consultation 

(.91%) (COFEMER 2017).  Figure 1.2. shows the information reported on the 

COFEMER website. 

                                                
28 My translations. 
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Figure 1.2: Types of tasks reported on the COFEMER website 

 As has been stated before, all Secretariats have equal rank and therefore, they all 

have the same importance.  However, the common citizen does not interact with all of 

them in a direct way, but rather has more contact with one or several local office(s) where 

they live, depending on the type of paperwork they need to do.  Mexico’s capital is the 

“Ciudad de México” (previously D.F.) and it is a concentration of economic, and 

sociopolitical capital, since it harbors all federal agencies (Secretaría de Gobernación, 

2017).  In addition, “[a]ll social and political speech-enacted and speech-enacting 

institutions are interdependent” (Chilton, 2004: 31), and therefore, we can state that the 

actions taken at the capital will resonate in the rest of the country.  This establishes the 

relationship with the subject community (which is explored in more detail in Chapter 3), 

but for now it provides a panorama of the potential processes and/or services.   

Obligation
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1.5.4. The Processes and Services in the Subject Community 

 I focused on eight tasks or trámites, due to the high need for them by a regular 

citizen in the community, and also due to the accessibility of data collection in its 

pertinent government office.  They are as follows: 

1. Council tax (i.e., impuesto predial): This is a process that most of the population 

is exposed to and the tax needs to be paid in time to avoid late charges.  All 

citizens that own a house need to pay this tax.  Citizens must visit the City Hall 

(i.e., Palacio Municipal) in order to pay this tax, and this office reports to the 

Secretaría de Gobernación.  This task is categorized as an “Obligation” (see table 

above). 

2. Electricity service (i.e., “la luz”): This is an everyday service that needs to be 

taken care of by all citizens, whether they own a house or rent a property.  In spite 

of their social background, all citizens must pay this service to the Comisión 

Federal de Electricidad (CFE).  Although the services are not related to any 

Secretariat, this office reports to the Secretaría de Energía. and this task is 

categorized as a “Preservation” of a service (see table above).  

3. Vehicle control (i.e., trámites de transporte y vialidad): Citizens that have a car 

would need to access this agency for any of their services.  These services are 

directly related to the Secretaría de Finanzas, which is a municipal entity that 

controls the operations of the Centro de Servicios Fiscales.  This task is 

categorized as a “Procedure” (see table above). 

4. Water service (i.e., “el agua”): Just as the electricity service, this is also an 

everyday service that must be paid by all citizens.  However, this service is not 
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directly related to any Secretariat since and it has an independent entity called 

Organismo Público Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los Servicios de Agua 

Potable, Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS) in charge of handling its own 

operations.  This task is categorized as the “Preservation” of a service (see table 

above). 

5. Registry office services (i.e., trámites de Registro Civil).  During his/her lifetime, 

a citizen will be required to have paperwork done in this office, such as birth 

certificate, a marriage license/certificate, and a death certificate.  We focused on 

birth certificate because it was the most common document in this particular 

government office29. Regardless of their social class, all citizens have access to 

such services and they must go to the Registro Civil.  This office reports to the 

Secretaría de Gobernación and the tasks are categorized as an “Obligation” (see 

table above). 

6. Right of medical attention (i.e., servicio médico): All citizens have access to free 

medical attention.  These services are directly related to the Secretaría de Salud 

and citizens who work in the private sector must present themselves at the 

Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS) in order to receive medical care, 

while government employees receive this service from the Instituto de Seguridad 

y Servicio Sociales de los Trabajadores del Estado (ISSSTE).  This task is 

categorized as an “Benefit” (see table above). 

7. Taxes (i.e., ‘los impuestos’): All citizens are required to declare their income and 

pay their due taxes every year and must go to the office of the Servicio de 

                                                
29 During the time of the interview all citizens that visited the office were there to get a Birth Certificate.  
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Administración Tributaria (SAT).  This service is directly related to the 

Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público and this task is categorized as an 

“Obligation” (see table above). 

8. Passport (i.e., “el pasaporte”):  If citizens want to leave the country, for work or 

leisure, they need to acquire a passport and pay for it at the Oficina de pasaportes 

Naucalpan. This service is directly related to the Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores and this task is categorized as a “Benefit” (see table above). 

 “Texts that share the same general social purpose in the culture share the same 

underlying structural pattern, or the same genre” (Butt, 2012: 35).  These tasks or 

trámites are part of the political discourse and the analysis of the linguistic content in 

them is vital to the study.  It is important to highlight that in this government 

categorization, there is no ‘informative’ category.  However, there were multiple 

documents found in different offices that are used for “Consultation” purposes.  All texts 

found in all offices and their categorization and codification are explained in detail in 

Chapter 2, as well as the similarities that were found in terms of structural and semiotic 

patterns, and perception of surveyed citizens.  This will illuminate the way in which 

meaning is created in this community and how this construction is taking place.  

 

1.6. Selected Works of CDA Studies in Mexico 

 In the CDA field, there have been many different studies with multiple foci.  For the 

purposes of this study, we will only present a couple of studies in political 

communication within the Mexican government since the researched community is in the 

heart of this country.  Together these studies present a CDA approach with a similar 
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method of analysis, and they offer an example of a sound approach that observes patterns 

and interprets data with significant results. 

 

1.6.1.  Previous Studies of Oral Communication 

 One of the first and most notorious case studies in Mexico is Lope Blanch’s 1987 

study.  He focused his study on lexical units that were present in President Miguel de la 

Madrid’s speech that was aired on television on 1986 (213).  He realized that President de 

la Madrid used features that were much closer to educated speech and a more affluent 

social group (i.e., acrolect), such as lengthy clauses, specialized lexicon, and themes of 

inclusion and exclusion.  Lope Blanch found that President de la Madrid used an average 

of 9.6 words per sentence, whereas popular speech average was 5.2, and that clauses 

include up to 84 words, which he found excessive for popular speech and even educated 

speech (215).  Also, his data shows that presidential discourse includes a more 

specialized lexicon, and therefore, it was not very easy to understand (221), as well as 

disproportionate distribution of phrases: limited coordinated phrases and excessive 

subordinate clauses (219).  Finally, he found an abundant use of final clauses and 

adjective phrases in an effort to explain and justify government actions (217).  He 

concluded then that these elements were proof that his speech was not intended for the 

lower classes.   

 Another more recent example of this type of study is Salgado López’ 2012 

dissertation titled Declaro la guerra en contra de ¿quién? El Discurso de Guerra contra 

el Narcotráfico de Calderón.30  In her dissertation, Salgado López explains how Mexican 

                                                
30 I declare war against, who? The War on Drugs Discourse of Calderón (My translation). 
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President Calderón was using different discourse strategies regarding themes like national 

security and the war on drugs, in order to justify and legitimize all sorts of human rights 

violations31.  Her study is divided into topics and issues within presidential discourse, 

where she explores their relationship with current phenomena in Mexican society.  One 

of her main goals was to show the strategies used to justify the War on Drugs.  She found 

that a recurrent topic was the “discourse on security” (i.e, discurso de seguridad), and she 

then analyzed the strategies and structures used by president Calderón, and how they 

were being used to maintain, justify and legitimize a concrete act (i.e., the war on drugs) 

(Salgado López, 2008: 43-44).  One of the rhetoric tools was to create an ‘internal 

enemy,’ in order to create and legitimize social practices, such as violation of human 

rights and militarization of certain cities, as well as the use of neoliberal politics to take 

over natural resources and land, to create a strategy of social control by means of “terror” 

(Salgado López, 2008:45). 

 Salgado López selects her corpus based on importance, themes, and timing of events 

(2008:68). She then analyzes them syntactically in a quantitative manner (i.e., word use 

and percentage).  Within the total number of words, 14,790, she found that the ones with 

most use were “is” (136 times), “security” (102 times) and “Mexico” (96 times), and the 

words with least use were “obligation” (2 times) “battle” (2 times) “war” (3 times).  She 

then analyzed the data in a qualitative manner in order to find phenomena that would 

justify and legitimize the War on Drugs.  She found that the presidential discourse had 

tools such as nominalizations, actions, voice and deixis, as well as rhetorical devices, that 

                                                
31 Since she is analyzing oral discourse, she uses theories that are related more to oral communication, like 
Austin (1962), Hymes (1972) and Grice (1975), but still uses the Van Dijk’s CDA approach (Salgado 
López, 2012:19-22).  She then focuses on the prelocutionary acts for her analysis (Salgado López, 
2012:59). 
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together were used as mechanisms of legitimation, criminalization, marginalization, 

stigmatization, polarization, manipulation through terror, and discursive transformation 

(Salgado López, 2008:69-70).  She starts stating that the register used to address the 

population of the nation is very formal, whereas within politicians, entrepreneurs and 

authorities within the government, discourse becomes more relaxed (2008:75).  In 

Calderón’s speeches, coordinated clauses were more common, which shows a significant 

change from previous presidential discourses as shown in 1987’s study from Lope 

Blanch.  However, there is a polarization of discourse with the use of clauses, since 

subordinate, relative and circumstantial clauses are used to refer to ‘the enemy’, but there 

is no subordination to refer to the actual “war” or the “State’s strategy” and a use of 

passive voice to discuss State’s actions (2008:76).   

 The syntactic structure for statements is either 1) Government (together with military 

forces and society) [subject] confront organized crime [Direct Object] in favor of 

Mexican society [Indirect Object], or 2) Organized crime [subject] (with less frequency) 

wants to harm the government and Mexican society [Direct object] and this harms the 

country and the nation [Indirect object] and justice, liberty and democracy [Indirect 

object] (2008:76).  The study then includes the scenarios that are used in presidential 

discourse: 1) “official scenarios” where all utterances take place from a place of power 

(e.g., the president’s home, a government office) conferring them with a tone of veracity, 

importance, and truth; 2) “symbolic scenario” in which symbolic importance is bestowed 

upon the utterance(s) giving them official and importance hues (e.g., the presidential 

takeover, the celebration of a national holiday); 3) “ritualistic scenarios” which take place 

at the beginning of some sort of ritual passage (e.g., the beginning/end of an era in 
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political history); 4) “patriotic scenarios” where national events make reference to greater 

events in the history of the nation (e.g., discursive manifestation that exhort patriotic 

sentiment) (Salgado López 77-80).  Semiotic devices are used also, such as the army as a 

symbol of power and force, the Mexican flag, national writers and national heroes, which 

foster the themes of independence, freedom, youth, Mexicans (male and female), 

democracy and justice (2008:88-90).   

 According to Salgado López, the message has three receivers: 1) the attacked entity 

(i.e., organized crime) and 2) the positive receiver (i.e., entrepreneurs, armed forces and 

the State itself), and 3) the entity that needs to be convinced in order to embrace the cause 

of the speaker (i.e., Mexican society) (2008:82-84).  As far as discursive markers, she 

found that there is a lack of discursive markers in the first speeches and an increase in use 

when the speeches take a tone of justification (2008:97-98).  Moreover, the thematic 

progression is clear when speaking of actions from the State (i.e., the ‘we’), but it 

becomes unclear and appeals more to emotions rather than arguments when the enemy 

(i.e., the ‘they’) is being constructed and their killings are being justified (2008:97-98).  

Also, discursive markers and sequence of themes appeal to the ‘position of the receiver’ 

and to ‘fear’, and therefore the receiver is most likely to agree/comply with the plan (i.e., 

the War on Drugs) (2008:96-98).  In all the speeches analyzed, the voice had a very 

characteristic use for each entity: 

o First person: used for the construction of the president as individual; 

represents the interest of middle class;  

o Third person: used when the president commits to do something; 
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o In the name of the Government or institutions: used to explain their work, 

always in a positive manner, represents the State that is in the middle 

class’ hands; 

o Non-present: used when actions or results are at stake (i.e., when the 

Government is involved in combat/war);  

o Plural: used to make a call to society; it is used to represent other actors 

within the community that are not ‘the enemy’, which at the same time is 

being silenced;  

o Mute enemy: It is mentioned in discourse and it is voiceless (2008:99-

104). 

 As Salgado López explains, this war on drugs is for the benefit of the nation and 

anyone against it will be threatening national security.  The ‘enemy’ is then, described as 

generalized and described by tautologies that emphasize its evil and powerful 

characteristics against other actors; it is described as part of the population and therefore 

as an ‘implicit enemy’, and attacks against it are seen as legal (2008:107-113,137).  With 

these discursive acts, marginalized and abandoned social groups are socially stigmatized 

and criminalized and the majority of the population is asked to take a side.  The use of 

‘fear’ by the use of topoi such as ‘democracy/crime’, ‘freedom/kidnapping’, ‘the good 

ones/the bad ones’ constructs an enemy that lacks human characteristics and therefore 

can be killed, massacred, tortured, etc. (2008:132-133).  This argumentative structure 

creates polarized heroes who need to rescue the victims from the ‘enemy’, and it 

legitimizes any action in the name of national security.  The fear and terror discursive 

strategies create social control and therefore immobility to impede social organization 
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against government, and therefore, the population becomes the government’s accomplice 

(2008:137).  In addition, the good/bad citizens are constructed by the use manichaen 

dialect of ‘we/they’, ‘heroes/victims’, but it is the speaker (i.e., the president) who gives 

veracity to discourse.  The “monologue characteristics” of such discourse show how it 

contains elements of an authoritarian discourse, since affirmations done within it cannot 

be refuted without becoming the discursively constructed enemy (2008:136).  She 

concludes that all devices are used to legitimize the interest of the bourgeoisie class to 

present their interests as the nation’s interests, since the legitimacy and veracity of 

discourse is constructed on common ideas and emotions (2008:135-137). 

 

1.6.2.  Previous Studies on Written Communication 

 There have been studies of written communication in Mexico conducted in the past 

couple of years.  Textual analyses, in the most traditional connotation of ‘text’ (i.e., 

written material) abound.  For instance, Raúl Ávila (1990) analyzed the lexicon of 

Mexico and the difference between upper, middle and lower classes, and he affirms that 

“cultural levels […] are the most suitable variable to explain lexical differences” (28)32.  

His study showed how the vocabulary that upper and middle strata has far more lexicon 

available than their counterparts of the lower strata.  In his results, Ávila shows that from 

the main set of 9309 words, the upper class uses 5195, the middle class used 5388 words 

and the lower class 5322 words, while the vocabulary that all strata had in ‘common’ 

consisted of only 2243 words (Ávila 44).  Moreover, in a different study he also shows 

the linguistic differences of the distinct sectors of the population (Ávila, 1999).  Besides 

                                                
32 My translation from “los niveles culturales … es la variable que mejor explica las diferencias léxicas” 
(Ávila 28).  
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analyzing the type of lexicon used by each stratum, he affirms that communication 

between different social class is almost null, and that lexical density increments with age 

(25, 38)33.  Another more recent study was the analysis of Robledo-Silvestre and 

Velásquez-Upegui (2017) who focuses on the reporting by the press following the 

disappearance of forty-three teacher-trainees in Southern Mexico in 2014.  In their study, 

they scrutinize the lexical frequency and occurrence of noun phrases and found denial 

and neutralization of the government’s responsibility in this violent episode. 

 However, we have not found a study that focuses on government texts that are issued 

for citizens.  We conducted a study in 2010 titled The written government 

communication: A debate on the initiative of Plain Language in Mexico City34 (Díaz-

Dávalos).  This study brings light to issues such as the problem of communication 

between citizens and government, the clarity of government written communication, the 

influence of education and age in this matter, the mistrust of Mexican society and the 

social influence, and the impact and perspective of the Plain Language campaign (Díaz-

Dávalos, 2010:9-34).  It examines the knowledge of and the effectiveness of the Plain 

Language initiative in Mexico City in quantitative ways.  This research examines the 

communication between Mexican citizens and public servants of Mexico using a survey 

with personal information and sociolinguistic components, as well as 1) yes/no questions 

regarding government communication, 2) yes/no questions regarding the cultural aspects 

of Mexican society, 3) questions regarding the Plain Language campaign and 4) sample 

                                                
33 Ávila defines lexical density as types of lexicon (T) divided by number of words per segment (N) (i.e., 
D= T / N). 
 
34 My translation of La comunicación gubernamental escrita: Un alegato sobre la iniciativa de Plain 
Language en la Ciudad de México.  
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text of the 1st Article of the current Mexican Constitution (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:137-148).  

The informant sample in this study consists of 50 citizens and 50 public servants that 

were randomly chosen in different points of Mexico City (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:43-46).  

The quantitative information from citizens and public servants’ surveys was then 

compared according to three variables: education, age and gender (Díaz-Dávalos, 

2010:79).  The most valuable findings were that: 

1. Government communication is a problem in Mexico City: 86% of participants 

stated that the written sample – the 1st Article of the “Artículos Transitorios” of 

the Mexican Constitution – was not clear. Of the surveyed respondents, 82% were 

citizens and 90% were civil servants (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:102).  Also, only 49% 

of the participants attempted to explain the sample text in their own words.  In this 

particular element of the survey, the division between the status of the 

respondents was more balanced: 56% were citizens and 42% were civil servants 

(Díaz-Dávalos:105). 

2. There is a direct correlation between education level and accessibility to 

understand written government communication: The percentage of subjects – 

citizens and civil servants – that tried to explain the content of the sample text 

decreases as it decreases their education level.  In this particular research, the 

findings indicated that 0% of citizens and civil servants with basic education tried 

to explain the sample text, and the percentage increased with education level 

(Díaz-Dávalos:107). 

3. The language that federal institutions use is not intended for the majority of the 

population since 86% of the subjects – citizens and civil servants – believe that 
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the sample text is not clear and 82% of them state that it is in fact hard to 

comprehend (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:112).35 

4.  The majority of participants (90%) believe that the average Mexican is distrustful 

(Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:82).  

5. The majority of the subjects – citizens and civil servants – stated that government 

communication was not clear; in this case there were more citizens (94%) than 

civil servants (82%) that share this opinion (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010:91). 

 The study provides relevant data of the overall effectiveness of written government 

communication at the time.  However, it only uses plain text to shed light on the 

effectiveness of government communication.  Therefore, for the current study we find it 

necessary to include multimodal aspects of the texts as well as discursive strategies 

following a CDA methodology, as stated before.  

 

1.7. Power, Control and Enforcement 

 Let us consider the issue of “[h]ow close is the relationship between language ability 

and political ability?” (Chilton, 2004: 198).  There is no question that language ability 

plays a significant role in political ability since language command can provide an 

individual with the power to influence others’ mind.  Bourdieu states that “[t]he most 

profitable strategies are usually those produced, on the hither side of all calculation and in 

the illusion of the most ‘authentic’ sincerity, by a habitus objectively fitted to the 

                                                
35 According to the Censo Nacional de Población y Vivienda (INEGI, 2005), during the time the study was 
performed the majority of the population in Mexico had only basic studies (58%), and 8.5% of the 
population could not read or write, whereas only 14.5% of the population had an undergraduate degree or 
higher, and 16.4% of the population had finished high school or a technical career (Díaz-Dávalos, 
2010:23).  
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objective structures” (1977:214).  In other words, individuals’ actions that have an 

underlying interest are legitimized and more efficient when their interests are less visible 

to recipients.  The issue then turns towards a way to reveal the way in which recipients 

are processing the message, and perhaps in the persuasion mechanisms. 

 We will start with Robert Cialdini’s principles of Influence which are based on 

Reciprocation, Social Proof, Commitment and Consistency, Liking, Authority, and 

Scarcity (2008).  We will only explain the principle of Social Proof and the principle of 

Authority since they are the only ones pertinent for this study.  The principle of Social 

Proof states that “[w]e view a behavior as correct in a given situation to the degree that 

we see others performing it” (Cialdini, 2008:100).  For example, “[i]n ambiguous 

situations, for instance, the decisions of bystanders to help are much more influenced by 

the actions of the other bystanders than when the situation is a clear-cut emergency” 

(Cialdini, 2008:140).  Communicative practices operate in a similar manner since we rely 

in others for information.  “The expectation of truthful communicative behaviour, and 

thus the receiving of reasonably accurate and useful information about the social and 

physical environment, make it possible for individuals to deceive or distort” (Chilton, 

2004: 23).  This means that truth always precedes deception; in other words, the receiver 

starts with the assumption that what he/she is being told is accurate, unless he/she has a 

reason to question or doubt it.  In oral communication, this is closely related to Gricean 

cooperative principle and maxims36 (Grice, 1989), as well as to ‘speech acts’ (Austin, 

1962) and the necessary felicity conditions since there is ‘intention’ versus ‘capability’.  

Individuals can violate maxims overtly by refusing to give information and infringing the 

                                                
36 The “Cooperative Principle” maxims are: quantity, quality (supermaxim), relation, and manner 
(supermaxim) (Grice, 1989).   
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quantity maxim or covertly by attempting to circumvent receiver cheater detection by 

saying half-truth, etc. (Chilton, 2004: 35)37.  Moreover, “‘[t]here is no logical reason to 

assume that capability implies intention, but there is an interesting pragmatic tendency to 

make the assumption” (Chilton, 2004: 32), and since physical resources are not always 

visible, “verbal communication becomes crucial in political interaction” (Chilton, 2004: 

32).  As far as written communication, the same issue is posed, but the implied and 

assumed intention is restricted to what has been printed/written on the available media, in 

which case, content of texts becomes crucial. 

     On the other hand, the principle of Authority is based on individuals’ respect of 

authority.  Cialdini states that “[w]hen reacting to authority in an automatic fashion, there 

is a tendency to do so in response to the mere symbols of authority rather than to its 

substance” (Cialdini, 2008:201).  The data presented in Chapter 4 considers the Principle 

of Social Proof and in a more detailed way the Principle of Authority in order to analyze 

government communication to establish patterns of features found in the different types 

of government texts.  This provides a perspective of the subject community that can also 

unveil ideological and discursive mechanisms present in official government media.  In 

section 2.5.3.2, we explain what we consider a “symbol of authority” in the subject 

community, why, and how they are being portrayed. 

 Going back to the relationship between language ability and political ability, 

persuasion can help create or maintain dominant discourse in specific contexts.  The 

communication Model of Information Processing developed by Chen & Chaiken (1999) 

                                                
37 “One way of interpreting the maxims, is to think of them as the social arrangement of natural tendencies 
– variable ethical norms applied on top of some underlying, fundamental expectation of cooperative 
truthfulness” (Chilton, 2004: 34).   
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explains how individuals receive and process persuasive messages. The model states that 

individuals can process messages in two different ways according to social judgment: 

heuristically or systematically.  “Systematic processing entails a relatively analytic and 

comprehensive treatment of judgment-relevant information;” this means that it requires 

“both cognitive ability and capacity” and that it is “less likely to be seen among 

perceivers who possess little knowledge in the domain, or among individuals who are 

processing with time constraints” (Chen & Chaiken, 1999:74).  On the other hand, 

“[h]euristic processing entails the activation and application of judgmental rules or 

‘heuristics’ that, like other knowledge structures, are presumed to be learned and stored 

in memory (e.g., ‘Experts statements can be trusted,’ ‘Length implies strength,’ 

‘Consensus opinions are correct’)” and it “makes minimal cognitive demands on the 

perceiver” (Chen & Chaiken 1999:74).  This poses an intriguing theoretical approach that 

can be taken into account: in order to analyze communication issued by dominant entities 

(that produce dominant discourses), it would be pivotal to establish the presence or 

absence of semiotic devices that may be used to persuade the public, in order to 

illuminate the way they influence the public and to what degree.  “When persuasion 

arguments are ambiguous, heuristic cues can bias their interpretation independent of the 

persons’ motivation.  The selection of mode of processing depends on both external and 

internal factors.  External factors that reduce cognitive capacity are likely to lead to 

heuristic processing.  Factors that increase motivation can lead to systematic processing” 

(Todorov, Chaiken & Henderson, 2002:204).  This means that, other than external 

factors, heuristic devices can affect the way individuals process a message, and 
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moreover, “symbols of authority” may function as heuristic devices since they are 

already socially accepted and legitimized. 

 One way that receivers have to check the veracity of a message in oral and written 

communication is tagging: “tagging of believable sources is an intrinsic part of human 

language and communication processing” (Chilton, 2004: 32).  Receivers then cross-

reference their believable sources, and this is how they interpret meaning.  However, 

“expertise manipulation affects attitudes when receivers are not highly motivated to 

scrutinize the provided message” (Reimer, Mata & Stoecklin, 2004:69), and therefore, 

message complexity or simplicity become crucial to analyze the accessibility of such 

message.  A good example of this is how metaphors work in political discourse, for a 

“metaphor is essential to persuasiveness” and it “is central to the performance of 

leadership” (Charteris-Black 2005: 2), especially since the speaker is in the political 

domain.  Moreover, “[n]atural language clearly has the structural and semantic capacity 

for meta-representation.  One reason why this potential exists could be that the ability to 

meta-represent constitutes a significant part of our ability to detect communicative 

deception” (Chilton, 2004: 22).  While we do not analyze linguistic metaphors in the way 

that others have (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), we do consider the metaphorical value that 

graphic images may have, especially in government texts.  For example, receivers may 

perceive certain images as symbols of authority, hence these symbols of authority will 

function as heuristic devices in the transmission of the message.  In addition, the 

Relevance Theory (Wilson and Sperber, 1986) argues that the hearer/reader/audience will 

search for meaning in any given communication situation and when the meaning fits their 

expectation of relevance, they will stop processing.  The challenge for this analysis 
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becomes then in finding a way to reveal if receivers are motivated (or not) to scrutinize a 

message due to the presence or lack of a certain images that carry political authority, and 

thus legitimize a text.  

     One of our objectives in this study is to determine how the government in the subject 

community is exercising power through communicative means, and to unveil how 

citizens are (or not) perceiving it.  While there is no completely objective and absolute 

way to determine this, we can illuminate the issue by posing Research Question Four 

(RQ:4) – “How do ‘symbols of authority’ in texts that entail heuristic persuasion affect 

citizens’ perception?”  In order to answer this question paperbound texts and signage 

available to citizens were analyzed to explain how they are presented to the public, and 

then how citizens perceive them.  To answer this question, we must consider receivers’ 

motivation to scrutinize the message, depending on government’s credibility and the 

speakers’ beliefs of the communication legality (i.e., its deontic nature).  With these in 

mind, we propose four hypotheses: H4A – There will be a higher percentage of citizens 

who reported unclear elements in texts with fewer heuristic devices, and a correlation of 

such reported unclear elements with social variables will be identified, which in turn will 

show a social profile with +/- symbolic capital; H4B – There will be a higher percentage 

of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with fewer heuristic devices, and we 

will not be able to identify a correlation of such reported unclear elements with social 

variables; H4C – There will be a higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear 

elements in texts with more heuristic devices, and a correlation of such reported unclear 

elements with social variables will be identified, which in turn will show a social profile 

with +/- symbolic capital; H4D – There will be a higher percentage of citizens who 
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reported unclear elements in texts with more heuristic devices, and we will not be able to 

identify a correlation of such reported unclear elements with social variables.  This means 

that the likelihood of citizens reporting unclear elements will be linked to +/- heuristic 

devices, and that there might be a social relation behind this relationship.   

 

1.8. Moving Towards Meaning 

 As has been explained at the beginning of the chapter, language production and 

language interpretation are processes with different components that come together to 

create meaning within a context.  “Production is always physical work, whether by 

humans or machines, a physical job of articulating ‘text’.  And the interpretation of 

production is also physical work, a use of the body (the sensory organs)” (Kress & Van 

Leeuwen, 2001: 66).  We have also explained that production and interpretation are 

dependent on the code norms used by the participants, and therefore, meaning itself is 

subject to context, which includes culture and social practices that frame the schemata 

and possible scenarios for human interaction.  “The degree to which intention and 

interpretation will match depends on context” (v.g., a traffic light in the street does not 

have the same meaning that a traffic light in an art gallery) (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001: 

8).   

 There are different factors that play a role in such interpretation, and therefore, they 

must be analyzed to understand how they work.  In this study, taking into consideration 

Fairclough’s theoretical model (1989 & 1995) and Bourdieu’s conceptual views on 

symbolic power (1991), we analyze government documents’ readability values (RQ:1) 

and citizens’ perspectives of them, and we explore the social profile of privileged readers 
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(RQ:2).  We also explore salient modal features (RQ:3) and heuristic devices (RQ:4) in 

order to define certain recurrent linguistic features, as well as to find a way to illuminate 

how citizens are interpreting them.  These questions explore the process of meaning 

production and interpretation through analyzing government texts that citizens of 

“Ciudad Satélite” use in their everyday life, and they also provide an overview of the 

impact that the 2014 Plain Language campaign had in this adjacent community. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

 This chapter provides a brief historical overview of the object of study, the corpus of 

the study, and the framework behind the criteria for sorting and coding of the data.  The 

subject community is defined, the term ‘sateluco’ in the survey and its further analysis 

are explained, and the details of everyday life in this community are included with the 

objective of portraying the sociological background and ideology behind its social 

constructs.  We touch on several important points in terms of economic capital, social 

capital, cultural capital and their symbolic power, with the purpose of illuminating the 

“local meaning” imbedded in the mental models of its citizens38.  It is their particular 

interpretation of government communication that is being considered as part of the 

outcomes of this study, as they are analyzed according to its readability and most salient 

modal features. The corpus is comprised of a survey39 that will be explained in detail, as 

well as texts found in offices and buildings that citizens need to visit and where their 

interaction with their government happens.  We understand and interpret the data 

collected as part of citizens’ social environment, as they are exposed to it every time they 

visit one of their government agencies.  

 

2.1. Analytical Guidelines 

 This section establishes the relationship between readability, multimodality and their 

functions in citizens’ interpretation, which are explained throughout this chapter.  They 

                                                
38 “Local meanings are the result of the selection made by speakers or writers in their mental models of 
events or their more general, socially shared beliefs” (Van Dijk in Wodak & Meyer, 2001:12). 
 
39 See appendix A. 
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are analyzed as government’s communication mechanisms to establish the impact of the 

Plain Language campaign in the subject community and, as we will demonstrate in 

Chapter 4, these mechanisms are used as discursive strategies by the government of this 

community’s municipality.  As we have established in section 1.2, the Critical Discourse 

Analysis approach considers ‘discourse’ to be an instrument of power/control, as well as 

the instrument of social construction of reality, and therefore, it calls for an 

interdisciplinary methodology.  In this study, we adopted in our own way Fairclough’s 

(1989) model that approaches discourse as social practice and takes into account three 

aspects of discourse: Description, Interpretation and Explanation (26-27).  Throughout 

the analysis we also consider language as a form of power (Bourdieu, 1991) considering 

that the value that linguistic products have is subject to the producer of the text (i.e., 

government) and consumer/user of the text (i.e., citizen) in a particular field (i.e., political 

arena). 

 For the linguistic material a quantitative approach was taken.  For most of the 

semiotic material, a qualitative approach was taken, and a quantitative analysis was done 

when it was possible to code materials, classifying them into units of analysis that 

allowed a reliable relationship between them and social variables.  We used the program 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to perform all cross-tabulations in the 

analysis of all quantitative data, which is presented in Chapters III and IV, and we 

applied the Pearson Chi-square test to all correlations to evaluate statistical significance, 

which we refer to as ‘p value’.  Also, following Fairclough’s framework, the description 

component consists of a quantitative linguistic analysis using readability indexes 

(Fernández Huerta, 1959; Muñoz Baquedano, 2006), as well an analysis of heuristic 
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devices (Chen & Chaiken 1999) since they can be perceived as “symbols of authority” 

(Cialdini 2008).  For semiotic material, we used a qualitative and quantitative approach to 

explore specific modes that were available to the public. 

 Continuing with Fairclough’s framework, the interpretation component focuses on 

how texts are produced and received by the subjects (i.e., production and consumption).  

In this case the government is producing text and the citizens are reading/viewing them.  

We examined cross-tabulations with statistical relevance of analyzed texts using 

readability indexes and answers from citizens to specific questions to find significant 

patterns and relationships.  For modes available in government-issued material we 

focused on images and colors, whose salience in citizens responses is demarcated and 

explained in Chapter 4.  We also explored the use of visual representation of meanings, 

taking into consideration the purpose of these elements and their acknowledgement from 

citizens.   

 Finally – and still considering Fairclough’s framework – the explanation component 

explains the socio-historical conditions that govern discourse and how they determine the 

processes of struggle and power relations.  This is established based on the ethnographic 

analysis, as well my experience since I myself have lived in the community for twenty-

one years.  This provides an ideological perspective since production and meaning 

relations are created within each context.  We also include the citizens’ perspective based 

on their responses to the survey, as well as their social profile as an index for their 

symbolic power within the community.  

 These three dimensions (i.e., description, interpretation and explanation) show how 

the emission of information is geared towards the population of the subject community, 
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how the community interprets such information, and if there is a social explanation 

behind that.  They also allow us to explore the relationship of government’s heuristic and 

systematic persuasion in the discursive process, since some individuals are able to 

perceive them as “symbols of authority”, and they may have different attitudes towards 

the authority/government. 

 

2.2. The Object of Study: Cd. Satélite 

 This section provides a description of the subject area with a general overview of the 

place and what parts are considered as part of it.  It also explains how it is divided, and 

why it was designed this way.  Its focus is also directed to describing the history of the 

area, its importance within the Metropolitan area of Mexico City and its relationship with 

the capital, in order to establish its relevance.  It provides a detailed historical overview 

of the community and what it means to be part of it, with the purpose of establishing its 

relationship to economic capital, social capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital.  

This will provide the reader with the adequate lens to observe the consecutive analysis of 

local government discourse presented in Chapter 4.  

 

2.2.1. Etymology and Motivation 

 William Shakespeare’s widely-known character Juliet states: “What's in a name? 

That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet” (1859).  We find it 

suitable to start this section with the analysis of the name of the community itself, as it 

embodies the different meanings that it conveys, and it illustrates the purpose of this 

study.  The studied community is “Ciudad Satélite” (Cd. Satélite from now on), which in 
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English literally translates to “Satellite City”.  The definitions of a “satellite” according to 

the Merriam-Webster online dictionary are as follows: 

1) an object (such as a moon) that moves around a much larger planet 

2) a machine that is sent into space and that moves around the earth, 

moon, sun, or a planet 

3) a country, organization, etc., that is controlled by a larger and more 

powerful country, organization, etc. 

The first and second definition show a very similar mental representation: “an object” 

orbiting around a much larger mass and governed by the latter’s gravity.  In an analogical 

way, the third definition calls for “a country, organization, etc.” (i.e., a small entity) that 

is governed by a much larger entity.  In other words, the center of power or control is the 

larger entity (much like a satellite in outer space) and the smaller entity is subject to the 

larger entity (again, much like the laws of gravity in space).  This means that, by 

definition, the smaller entity is subject to the larger entity because it is governed and 

ruled by its norms and laws.  Nevertheless, the smaller entity might have a lower impact 

in the larger entity that might not be as obvious as the other way around, and that might 

need further study.  Just like ancient Greek philosopher Poseidonius observed for the tidal 

changes on Earth around 100 BC40, the moon has proven to have more impact on Earth 

and its living species that cohabitate in it than what was thought at the beginning of 

times.  Surprisingly, evidence is piling up on how important a satellite can be, which 

made me consider the idea of the applicability of such a concept in terms of 

sociolinguistic values to my native community for the purpose of this study.  Therefore, 

                                                
40 According to the Encyclopaedia britannica online. 
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the “body” in this analysis is in the orbit of the metropolitan area located in the heart of 

Mexico.  “A big city, or metropolis, consists of quarters and also has a variety of suburbs 

and smaller satellite cities surrounding it” (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010: XIII), 

and Mexico City is not an exception.  As has been explained in section 1.5.1, Mexico is 

composed of 32 federal entities (31 free states and the Ciudad de México) 41.  Cd. Satélite 

is a community that is located in the northwestern portion of the metropolitan area in 

Mexico City, Mexico (see appendix C), and right next to Hacienda de Echegaray, my 

native community and the place where I lived for twenty-one years (see appendix B).  

This area is considered a “suburb42” by definition since it is not part of the capital 

territory (i.e., Ciudad de México, which was formerly known as ‘Distrito Federal’ or 

“D.F.” until very recently43).  There are other places denominated ‘satellite cities’ in 

Mexico in the states of Nuevo León, Guanajuato, Puebla, and Sonora, according to 

Google maps 2018.  There are also other ‘satellite cities’ in other countries.  For example, 

in Chile there is Cd. Satélite Maipú in Santiago de Chile and Cd. Satélite Vilumanque in 

Gran Concepción; Satellite City in Iowa, Satellite City in Panaiyur, Tamil Nadu India, 

etc.  These ‘satellite cities’ can be in the metropolitan area or can be considered as part of 

it in some cases, just like the case in Mexico City, since they are not just part of the ‘rest 

of the country’.  The capital itself serves as venue for federal, legal and political activity 

and hosts the executive, legislative and judicial powers of the Mexican Republic44.  On 

                                                
41 According to the Constitución Política de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, Título II, Capítulo II: 53-54. 
 
42 The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines suburb as 1) an outlying part of a city or town; 2) a 
smaller community adjacent to or within commuting distance of a city. 
 
43 The name of the entity known as “Distrito Federal” was changed by the government to “Ciudad de 
México” on January 29, 2016 and is now considered a federal entity (SEGOB: 2017). 
 
44 According to the Constitución Política de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, Título II, Capítulo II: 53-54. 
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top of being the headquarters of political power, it is a center of economic and financial 

interests, as well as possessing a large amount of academic and cultural centers within it.   

 Besides harboring the most populated areas,45 much of the economic, social, and 

cultural capital as well as symbolic capital – as Bourdieu (1986) defines them in “The 

Forms of Capital” – are sheltered in the Ciudad de México46.  There is a great difference 

between this entity (i.e., the capital) and the ‘provincia’ (i.e., the rest of the country)47.  

Most major cities and capitals possess symbolic capital, since they originate laws that 

govern the status quo in the rest of the territory, and they are the source of knowledge that 

becomes part of societal norm.  This means that smaller cities are usually subject to larger 

entities because of their prestige, not only politically, but also culturally and socially.  

The ‘provincia’, as it is commonly referred to, is anything that is not the capital or a 

major city, as defined in encyclopedias (Olavarría y Ferrari, 1888:18), as well as in 

common practice48.  Right between these two distinct bodies, lays our subject 

community: Cd. Satélite.  This unique community is not part of the ‘capital’, but we 

cannot refer to it as ‘provincia’ since it is part of the metropolitan area.  Interestingly, 

when it was first founded, it was marketed with images of ‘Martian families’ landing on a 

                                                
45 Most of the population is concentrated in the D.F., which is divided in the following boroughs: Álvaro 
Obregón, Azcapotzalco, Benito Juárez, Coyoacán, Cuajimalpa de Morelos, Cuauhtémoc, Gustavo A. 
Madero, Iztacalco, Iztapalapa, Magdalena Contreras, Miguel Hidalgo, Milpa Alta, Tláhuac, Tlalpan, 
Venustiano Carranza, and Xochimilco (Portal Ciudadano del Gobierno de la Ciudad de México, 2017).  
 
46 Even Carlos Monsiváis acknowledges that “a centralist country centralizes its cultural spaces too” (My 
translation from Alba et al., 2011:79). 
 
47 The term provincia is used mostly by the citizens in the Metropolitan area in Mexico City to refer to the 
surrounding non-capital states, and it was first used during the Viceroyality of New Spain: “Las provincias 
aceptan y celebran la independencia” (Olavarría y Ferrari, 1888:18). 
 
48 It is not uncommon to hear people in the Ciudad de México to refer to the “provincia” as any entity that 
is not the capital.  This has been my experience all my life while I was living in Mexico City and in 
interactions with people from this area. 
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suburban paradise (Telesistema Mexicano).  These extraterrestrial beings marveled at the 

idea of acquiring a place in the new completely urbanized residential development (Alba 

et al., 2011:102), and so did a lot of families that would become ‘native-aliens’ of this 

community. 

 

2.2.2. Ethnographic Analysis of the Subject 

 According to the book dedicated to fostering, prevailing and promoting the city 

named Satélite: El libro (Alba et al., 2011:13), the original purpose of the project was to 

build an avant-garde and modern community and it was one of the most ambitious of the 

XX century approved in 1948 by president Miguel Alemán Valdés (1946-1952).  Carlos 

Monsiváis, an iconic cultural critic, (in Alba et al., 2011:77) further explains that this 

president was the owner of most of Cd. Satélite’s area when it was decided that it would 

be urbanized, and he refers to it as “one of those projects of urban expansion, marked by 

a project of voracious capitalist accumulation, and with the shadows of corruption that 

would implicate the civil servant with the entrepreneur in an incestuous relationship49”.  

This marked the fate of what would become Cd. Satélite in the following decades, and as 

our analysis in Chapter 4 will show, it resonates with this depiction of the community.   

 The city was completed around the 50s followed by the arrival of its inhabitants due 

to the attractive market prices, and it became “the youngest city of the [Mexican] 

Republic” (Alba et al., 2011:160). The original concept was for it to be a city outside the 

city, in order to become the first city to orbit the capital (Alba et al., 2011:13). However, 

the publicity in the late 50s would advertise this modernized community with an array of 

                                                
49 My translation. 
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commodities: single family homes with their own garden, apartment buildings, retail 

stores opportunities, and citizens using the car for everyday life (Alba et al., 2011:101).  

It then became a community for commuters that worked in Mexico City that promised a 

way of life similar to the American style.  

 According to the founder of Fomento Cultural Torres de Satélite A.C. (2017), it was 

originally going to be called “Ciudad Élite”, literally translated as ‘Elite City’, but due to 

the space race of the Cold War it became more marketable as “Ciudad Satélite”.  As we 

have discussed before in section 1.5.1, Naucalpan is the municipal entity to which Cd. 

Satélite belongs in the Estado de México.  According to the Gobierno de Naucalpan’s 

website (2017), Ciudad Satélite was finished in 1963, and it is not surprising that the 

development and population had increased rapidly by the 70s (Alba et al., 2011:  161).  

This raises one of the underlying issues that this project addresses, which is demarcating 

the symbolic capital at play in Cd. Satélite, as well as its distribution patterns throughout 

its citizens.  

 

2.2.2.1. “Suburb Made of Suburbs” [sic] 

 The first issue that comes to mind when describing a community is its composition 

and its appearance.  The website “Todos somos Satelucos” (2017) defines Cd. Satélite as 

a “Suburb made of suburbs”.  However, the purist perspective would be to state that Cd. 

Satélite is only the zone outlined by the 53100-zip code, but in terms of identity it 

becomes much more complex than that.  Satélite, as it is commonly known by its citizens, 

is considered a conglomerate of suburbs because the grand majority of residents refer to it 
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as an extensive area that includes several surrounding areas50.  This resonates with the 

Naucalpan Municipality’s government, which embraced in its logo the essence of 

Satélite: its iconic symbol of the “Torres de Satélite” (literally translated as the ‘Satellite 

[City] Towers’)51.  This appropriation entails that residents from the Naucalpan de Juárez 

Municipality would identify with Cd. Satélite and viceversa since it incorporates locally 

known and imbedded prestige, but this will be exemplified in Chapter 4 and discussed in 

Chapter V.   

 The community is a middle to high-class suburb, and it can be divided in five parts 

(Alba et al., 2011).  The south zone is comprised of the Las Américas neighborhood, next 

to Naucalpan’s City Hall, Vista del Valle, Paseos del Bosque and El Mirador.  Some 

consider the neighborhoods of San Mateo, La Florida and Echegaray52 to be part of the 

south zone of Satélite (Alba et al., 2011:56-57). The central-western zone consists of 

Ciudad Satélite, which is the core neighborhood, Lomas Verdes, Boulevares, Naucalli 

Park, and La Concordia. The northern zone consists of Fuentes de Satélite, Santa Cruz 

del Monte, Bellavista, and Calacoaya neighborhoods (Alba et al., 2011:56-57)53.   

 The core neighborhood is made of superblocks designed in a circumvention traffic 

system that suppresses the crossing and promotes the continuing flow of cars, which 

allows the complete absence of traffic lights (Alba et al., 2011:39).  Its streets’ design are 

                                                
50 This can be found in websites like Todos somos Satelucos (2017), Los Satelucos (2015) and Satelucos 
(2010). 
 
51 Many residents refer to it as Satélite’s trademark (Alba et al., 2011: 150). 
 
52 I lived in this neighborhood until I was 21 years old.  
 
53 Other neighborhoods that are also considered part of it are in the far northern zone such as Alamedas, 
Santa Mónica, Valle Dorado, Arboledas, Pirules and Club de Golf Hacienda, as well as the Zona 
Esmeralda. 
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circuits such as Centro Comercial, Centro Cívico, Escultores, Pintores, Músicos, 

Científicos, Ingenieros, Educadores, Historiadores, Cirujanos, Médicos, Geógrafos, 

Navegantes, Dramaturgos, Oradores, Misioneros, Arquitectos, Poetas, Novelistas, 

Economistas, Héroes, Juristas, Periodistas, Diplomáticos, and two external circuits: 

Circunvalación Oriente and Circunvalación Poniente, but not all circuits are the same.  

Some circuits have higher prices than others, which in turn segments the community in 

middle class, upper-middle class and high class (Rodríguez Gracia, C., 2017).  Moreover, 

there are certain areas that are excluded or detached from Cd. Satélite due to the 

difference in income and other factors such as undeveloped land, highways, dams and 

different urban concepts (Alba et al., 2011:57).  This detailed information establishes 

what is considered to be part of this community, and it gives the reader an idea of the 

geographical, social and economic layout. 

 From all the above-mentioned areas, you can actually see the “Torres the Satélite” or 

at least, you can use them as a reference.  Many inhabitants find this concept very useful 

as a point of reference to define what constitutes the community and what delimits it 

(“Todos somos Satelucos”, 2017).  According to Casa Luis Barragán (2017), the five 

iconic towers in this city were designed by the architect Luis Barragán and the sculptor 

Matías Goeritz.  This masterpiece is the community landmark par excellence and it is 

located in the middle of the highway that connects Cd. Satélite with Mexico City, making 

it impossible to miss them.  They are inspired in the San Gimignano towers from 

Tuscany, Italy and the New York City night skyline, and they were inaugurated in 1958 

(Alba et al., 2011:40).  They quickly became the pioneers in Mexico of the new minimal 

art movement that considered them “the most important urban sculpture in the XX 
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century”, and in 2012 they became a national monument and part of the “nation’s artistic 

heritage54” (Hernández Hernández, 2017).  There is no question that these towers were 

meant to be a symbol of civilization and that is exactly what they have become. 

 Although Cd. Satélite was originally designed by Mario Pani to be an autonomous, 

self-administrated and socially heterogeneous community for the working class (Alba et 

al., 2011:13), projects like the Torres de Satélite and Plaza Satélite gave the area a 

modern appearance, increasing the capital gains and the market value of the terrains 

surrounding it, which made it more profitable to turn it into a suburban oasis outside of 

the city (Alba et al., 2011:39).  As we explained before, the division and distribution of 

certain circuits depicts what would become a hierarchized community with uneven 

sectors of population and therefore uneven sectors of capital.  This led to a suburban 

divided community of middle and upper class that was “highly influenced by the US” 

(Alba et al., 2011:55-56).  Part of the reason why its fate turned this way was because of 

the way it was marketed: as a faraway community that only the brave ones would venture 

to “conquer” by car and with the help of a credit card to consume in the new “malls” 

(Alba et al., 2011:103).  Only middle and upper class would be able to ‘adapt’ to this way 

of life and become the “modern pilgrims” (Alba et al., 2011:104), since the people that 

migrated here were the ones with economic and work stability55. 

 

                                                
54 My translations.  
 
55 Most people would refer to this sector of the population as the “new rich folks” (Tomasini, 2015). 
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2.2.2.2. The Sateluco Character 

 The ‘Martian families’ that started populating Cd. Satélite were “white collar” folks 

who worked in the capital (Alba et al., 2011:55).  This is how the land for agriculture 

disappeared and the area became a highly populated suburb.  The term “sateluco” is 

currently used to refer to someone who either was “born, grew or lived in Ciudad 

Satélite56” or its surrounding areas such Fuentes de Satélite, Colonial Satélite, La 

Florida, Jardines de la Florida, Echegaray, Lomas Verdes, Bella Vista, Lomas Verdes, 

and Jardines de San Mateo (Ciudad Satélite Revista Digital, 2015).  However, one can 

find that a significant number of inhabitants believe that a “sateluco” is a person who 

lives in the 53100-zip code or “only where there’s circuits57” (“Todos somos Satelucos,” 

2017).  However, according to most of the inhabitants, Cd. Satélite is not “delimitated 

geographically” (Alba et al., 2011: 109), and it is a term that is used quite loosely.  It also 

shares a double contextual meaning like the term “chilango58” in the sense that both can 

be used in a positive or pejorative way (Alba et al., 2011:110).  According to Juan 

Villoro, the “satelucos” are inhabitants of an “uprooted tribe” that he defines as “the first 

Mexicans of outer space” (2007:361), which reminds us of the Martians from the 

television commercials that would portray these interesting characters living outside the 

‘limits’ of the city.  There is also a difference between “satelitense” which is used to refer 

to the first inhabitants that started populating the area (i.e., the older generations), and 

“sateluco” which is used to refer to “new generations that were born or grew in Satélite” 

                                                
56 My translation. 
 
57 My translation. 
 
58 Chilango is local gentilic for a person that is originally from Mexico City, and it can be used in a 
derogative manner.   
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(Alba et al., 2011: 109).  The origin of these terms is not clear, but it may be related with 

the assimilation of the idea of ‘alieness’, since the satelitenses were portrayed as Martians 

coming from the ‘outside’.  However, this identity started developing in the 60s and it has 

been “reclaimed” becoming a “local culture” (Alba et al., 2011: 109).  It is no surprise to 

find that ‘defeños’ (i.e., inhabitants of Mexico City formerly known as Distrito Federal) 

often refer to the “sateluco” character as someone with a “sui géneris” style (Alba et al., 

2011:13). 

 According to Carlos Monsiváis, a “sateluco/a” is “someone who gets home so tired, 

that starts watching TV, and then gets tired of watching so much TV, that goes to sleep, 

and then gets tired of sleeping that wakes up in a bad mood; and then gets tired of so 

much traffic that he/she gets to work desperate; and then gets so tired of work that he/she 

does it with the resignation of another century’s ritual, and then gets so tired of coming 

back home that prefers to go out and have some drinks.  But then he/she remembers that 

either way he/she needs to come back to the role of loving family guy or loving-caring 

mother dedicated [so] to their dual home or work duties, that they end up in despair 

watching their children get annoyed with so much solicitude” (My translation from Alba 

et al., 2011:95).  Moreover, a “sateluco” is someone who could become an idler at certain 

times due to the big spaces in the community (Alba et al., 2011: 144).  Some members of 

the community affirm that being a “sateluco” is “being rooted in the community and 

scorn it at the same time, while you observe with nostalgia the forgotten old Zona Azul, 

the oversighted Torres de Satélite, a shopping mall that wants to become Antara59, a 

McDonald’s that doesn’t exist anymore, and a Lomas Verdes Bazar full of piracy” 

                                                
59 This is one of the capital’s most trendy shopping malls located in one of the most important avenues, 
Paseo de la Reforma.   
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(“Todos somos Satelucos,” 2017).  This comment found in a local paper shows not only 

the aspiration of the community to be ‘trendy’, but also the need to emulate the capital 

and the perception of being subjected to its symbolic capital.  We can then conclude that 

a ‘sateluco/a’ is an individual who is part of an urban project with middle and/or upper-

class ideals, who has been influenced by the US culture and who lives with a feeling of 

living disconnected of the center city in a permanent peripheral condition. 

 

2.2.2.3. Everyday Life in the Superblocks 

 Satélite was designed to incarnate the “American way of life: individual houses with 

gardens, pets, cars, shopping malls with giant parking lots, churches, schools, etc. (Alba 

et al., 2011:13).  When it started being advertised, it was publicized based on “North 

American modern designs and techniques” (Alba et al., 2011:101).  Some people moving 

to the area still believe that the lifestyle is similar to the “life in provincia60” (Alba et al., 

2011:131) because it is quieter and somewhat safer than the actual capital (i.e., Ciudad de 

México).  There are several articles from local newspapers, news sites and websites (e.g., 

Ciudad Satélite Revista Digital, 2015; HelloDF, 2016; Outfit Magazine, 2017; Todos 

somos Satelucos, 2017; Los Satelucos, 2015; Satelucos, 2010) where individuals try to 

define the identity of a ‘sateluco’, what they think, how they think, why they think in a 

particular way, and in general their social practices that define them and give them their 

uniqueness.  Most people define this identity as a certain “attitude” shaped by the 

“places” that define them like the way of speaking (e.g., saying ‘varo’ instead of 

‘dinero’), social practices (e.g., the unique type of house reunions or the citizens’ 

                                                
60 We refer to the construct of ‘provincia’ as a community that is not a metropolis with all the social 
implications that this entails, and as it has been explained in section 2.2.1.  
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involvement in local politics) (Outfit Magazine, 2017), and more generally, trends that 

were adopted from the US (Alba et al., 2011:13).  When the city was first established, 

residents had to travel on a daily basis in their personal vehicle to go to work, a store or a 

hospital (Alba et al., 2011:56).  Nowadays, there is public transportation available to the 

city, but it only runs from the outside of the community, making it a strenuous activity for 

individuals without a vehicle, and therefore becoming part of the social schemata.  

Moreover, it is my experience that the car in this community has always been a symbol of 

prestige for the most part in younger strata, similar to owning a house for older folks, and 

thus, demarcating what an individual must acquire to be considered successful.  It is not a 

surprise that the marketing in the 50s was advertising the house as a symbol of family 

heritage and a product of common efforts in this amazing living space (Alba et al., 

2011:104).  Interestingly, the local government still uses this concept in official 

government-issued texts that display the ‘ideal’ family of four members, whose 

foundation is a house represented by an orange triangle (see Figure 2.1).   

 

Figure 2.1: DIF icon of family 

 There is a constant reference to certain places that any ‘sateluco’ knows and where 

he/she has memories, some more important than others.  All local newspapers, news sites 

and websites make reference to the “Torres de Satélite” and the circuits that surround 

them.  They also allude to the Naucalli park as the “green reference” in the community, 

and they announce with great pride their shopping mall Plaza Satélite, which was at some 

point the first of its kind in Latina America (Alba et al., 2011: 181), as well as in Mexico 
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City (Lida, 2014: 277).  They also make reference to a few other attractions from the 

area, which give the community its uniqueness.  These places are considered important 

within the community because of what they represent for their inhabitants, and they have 

earned the name of “satelucan spaces” (Alba et al., 2011:244-245).  This “American way 

of life” became most popular in Satélite on the 80s (Alba et al., 2011:112), and I was able 

to witness it first-hand since I lived all my youth in this area, oblivious to the social 

structures in the making.   

 In this community, one can observe the sports’ culture, portrayed in all tennis courts, 

football fields, soccer and football leagues with English names with their increasing 

number of local teams for youngsters.  Citizens in this area will most likely have a boy or 

girl scout as their neighbors and have visited the biggest McDonalds in the whole world 

at the time, which would become a “temple for the 80s-middle class” in the following 

years (Tomasini, 2015; Alba et al., 2011:119).61  Moreover, all the areas around Cd. 

Satélite have names like “Lomas de…, Hacienda de…, Jardines de…, Lago de…,” (Alba 

et al., 2011:104-105), which translate to hills, ranches, gardens and lakes and are part of 

the linguistic landscape (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010).  This provides a mental 

representation of a bucolic place with clean air, green areas, low density, far from traffic 

and noise, where one can live a peaceful and healthy life.  This idea is still present in the 

community and as observed in Figure 2.2 and appendix J, it has been adopted in the local 

government-issued pamphlets which promote sports and community events. 

 

 

                                                
61 My translation.   
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Figure 2.2: Pamphlet of “Corre con tu héroe” 

The original marketing of the late 50s made it fashionable to be an “amateur athlete” 

which was then associated with the ideas of the “good living” (Alba et al., 2011:101-

102).  This mental model presents some of the underlying characteristics of life in this 

community, as well as the values, beliefs and social norms that individuals in this 

community share.  Therefore, being a “sateluco/a” is then a self-identifier that acts as a 

common denominator that has its roots in these “satelucan spaces”. 

 

2.2.2.4. Social Capital 

 As we explained in section 1.2, ‘social cognition’ is the collective and shared 

perspective of reality (Van Dijk, 1993: 257).  This collective perspective can become 

collective action.  Cd. Satélite is no exception and its societal organization, as in many 

other communities, has its foundation in “the family as model” (Alba et al., 2011:159) as 

it is still manifested in government-issued pamphlets (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2).  Women 

in particular had an important role in starting informal networks (Alba et al., 2011:193), 

which gave way to an environment of human solidarity found in the ‘provincias’ in a 

place near the capital of the country.  The model of collective efforts for a common good 

extrapolates at the societal level, making Cd. Satélite an ideal example of these pattern’s 

phenomena.  Knowing the history of the community’s foundation, it becomes easier to 
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understand what happened afterwards. “The isolation promoted the first encounters 

between neighbors and stimulated coordinated activities to solve daily problems” (Alba 

et al., 2011:181).  The result was a community with an organization and social norms 

based on mutual influence between its members and two important institutions: religion 

and politics.  Cd. Satélite has the spirit of the “boyscouts [sic]” and it embraces the 

“catholic-Christian” religion (Alba et al., 2011:160).  Moreover, it was founded on the 

“democrat-Christian ideal” (Alba et al., 2011:188).  The relation of the community with 

the Catholic Church provided a “religious identification” and contributed to the creation 

of social networks “with a critical view to the government and national politics” (Alba et 

al., 2011:187).  As a result of these ideals, a local group based on voluntary participation 

called the “Asociación de Colonos de Cd. Satélite” was founded on October 4, 1960, and 

it became a model of pioneer autonomous administration (Colonos de Ciudad Satélite, 

2018). 

 In 1965 the community suffered a crisis when the municipality of Naucalpan 

acknowledged the lack of finance and technical resources, since their “municipal 

organization [was originally] conceived to assist a rural population [and they] were 

unable to deal with the enormous urban and industrial growth that [Cd. Satélite] was 

experimenting62” (Alba et al., 2011:197).  This led to an auto-administration to solve 

multiple issues in the community and therefore an organized the community lifestyle and 

an autonomous political image that would extend in the surrounding areas which would 

“question the structure of municipal and state power” (Alba et al., 2011:200).  Moreover, 

the inhabitants started expressing themselves through political parties and Cd. Satélite 

                                                
62 My translation. 
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became a supporter of the Partido de Acción Nacional (PAN) (Alba et al., 2011:201) for 

ideological reasons.  As it has been explained in section 1.5.2, the PAN is a center-right 

conservative party, and its foundations are Democratic-Christian (Hernández, 2011:117). 

 The timing worked perfectly, for the 80s were the “cooperation period” of the PAN 

political party, where the dispute for spaces of power in the local, state, and national level 

had just started (Hernández, 2011:114-128).  However, the community’s representation 

was partial and excluded some sectors of society, since they were viewed as a ‘danger’ 

for society and modernity, and everything that Cd. Satélite represented back then. “For 

many of [the satelitenses] the indigenous people, the illiterate, the outcasts and the 

supporters of the left did not have the same rights as citizens as the rest of the Mexicans” 

(Alba et al., 2011:201).  This clearly exposes the composition of informal power 

networks which accrued social capital with time, and which later on would acquire 

political power.  Currently, only 2.87% of the population 3+ years old in the municipality 

of Naucalpan speak an indigenous language, only 10.5% of the population considers 

themselves as “indigenous” and 1.76% of African descent (INEGI: 2015).   

 As explained in section 1.5.1, Cd. Satélite is now politically subject to the 

municipality of Naucalpan, but the crisis of 1965 would leave traces that still can be 

found nowadays in the semiotic representation of the municipality that is explored in 

Chapter 4.  Regardless of their identity, all citizens in this community are subject to the 

government of Naucalpan and they must use its offices and buildings to do their tasks or 

trámites63.  During their interaction with the government, citizens may be aware of 

                                                
63 As explained in section 1.5.3, a trámite is “any request or information delivery that individuals or 
corporations from the private sector do in a government office or decentralized agency, either to fulfill an 
obligation, to obtain a benefit or service or, in general, in order to be issued a resolution, as well as any 
document that such persons are obliged to keep.” 
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features in the texts or government buildings, as well as the type of language that the 

government uses.  Government communication becomes part of the community’s 

discourse where access to it becomes subjective, for some citizens may hold an advantage 

over others; yet, we will show how this manifest in different modes of communication in 

Chapters III and IV.   

 

2.2.2.5. Symbolic Capital 

 In the 80s, the core neighborhood of Cd. Satélite had 35,000 people (Alba et al., 

2011:56), and in 2011 it was about 25,000 inhabitants since many of the offspring have 

moved out and only the older folks were left in the area (Alba et al., 2011:57).  According 

to the latest census, the population in the municipality of Naucalpan de Juárez is 

844,219, which is 5.2% of the state population, and the median age is 31 years old 

(INEGI, 2015).  As we have mentioned in a similar manner, in the 50s Cd. Satélite was 

marketed as “a social and urban imaginary that promoted modern and audacious beings, 

fashionably dressed, with brand clothing worn with autonomy, individuality and self-

confidence attitudes” (Alba et al., 2011:103).  Within this mental representation of 

‘beings’, education played a vital role for social mobility and it still does, which is clearly 

visible in the high levels of education reported by surveyed citizens but is analyzed in 

more detail in Chapter 3.  Moreover, when compared with the percentage of education 

level distribution of the municipality (as it will be shown in Chapter 3 and IV), Cd. 

Satélite shows much higher ratios.  Individuals in Naucalpan who are 15+ years old and 

do not know how to read or write make up 3.3% of the population; individuals in the 

same age range with Elementary education are 48.7% of the population, and with Middle 
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School and High School education 23.4%.  Finally, individuals in the same age range 

with Undergraduate and Graduate degrees constitute 24.2% of the population in this 

municipality (INEGI, 2015).   

 Moreover, through a socio-demographic study called Módulo de Movilidad Social 

Intergeneracional (MMSI, 2016), the INEGI found a statistically relevant correlation 

between education and skin color.  The concept of “pigmentocracy” demonstrates such 

correlation via three main factors: wealth, well-being and social mobility.  Among the 

relevant results produced by the document, we can observe that there is a definite self-

awareness of skin color.  Additionally, this carries further societal implications, for the 

MMSI found that the 28.8% of the individuals who self-identified with darker shades of 

skin colors did not complete Elementary School.  On the other hand, 29.3% of their 

counterparts with lighter skin color have at least High School and up to 44.4% of them 

have finished High School and were enrolled in College/University (MMSI, 2016). 

Moreover, the type of jobs that they hold as seen through a pigmentocratic lens is also 

striking: people with lighter skin color tend to be directors, entrepreneurs and 

professional employees, while people with darker skin color are usually craftsmen, 

machinery and/or transportation operators, and support employees (MMSI, 2016).  As 

explained before, the community is a middle to high-class suburb.  With this in mind, 

given the statistical distribution of its population and what ‘pigmentocracy’ means and 

entails, we deemed pertinent to use for our analysis, Bourdieu’s theoretical framework 

related to symbolic power. 

 Symbolic capital can be perceived in different ways and it operates based on the 

community’s social norms (Bourdieu 1991).  In the case of Cd. Satélite, this can be 
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perceived through both the individual citizen and the spaces he/she traverses.  For 

instance, with the Skatorama demolished in the 90s (Alba et al., 2011:149), and the 

consecutive ice-skating rink that still prevails until today, there is evident nostalgia for 

the promising past that left with each erased building, and the longing for places of 

cultural value that provided a sense of unique identity.  The community has a “lack of 

heritage spaces” such as museums, libraries, the metro, and social spaces that are more 

linked to the “Mexican tradition” (Alba et al., 2011:116).  Therefore, it is evident that 

social norms in the community developed to distance itself from anything native and 

indigenous, thus excluding some social sectors.  This is reflected in the attainment of 

higher degrees or professional careers and the desire to distance one’s self from the 

working class, as the results in the surveys will show in Chapters III and IV.  Moreover, 

if we consider the ‘pigmentocracy’ study, we can see how people in the lower side of the 

scale (i.e., individuals with darker skin) are in a more precarious situation in comparison 

to people in terms of cultural and economic capital. 

 The inhabitants of Cd. Satélite are aware of their social power, which was shown in 

2010 when they united forces to stop the construction of the second level of one of the 

most important highways in Mexico City that would have obscured the Torres de Satélite 

(Rodríguez Gracia 2017).  This social power does in fact give certain citizens the ability 

to alter reality, in the same way that it gave power to the first administration of 

“satelitenses” in the area who started alliances for the common good.  This and other 

types of power however, are not distributed equally, and political entities that govern the 

region are playing a big role on this.  To analyze how this is taking place, we consider 

imperative to relate the tacit or explicit use of language of political actors in favor or 
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detriment of certain sectors of the population using citizens’ perception of their own 

reality.  As has been explained in section 1.5.2, in the Naucalpan municipality the 

Partido Acción Nacional is currently in power, but at the State level the Partido 

Revolucionario Institucional dominates the political scene.  As will be seen in section 

4.1.1.2, both of these parties engage each other at the municipal and state levels in the act 

of meaning creation through their usage of colors as well as publicity and marketing 

stunts for political purposes.   

 

2.2.2.6. The Satelization of Things 

 All details from the community and its lifestyle contribute to form a frame of the 

social and cultural schemata, which are the foundation of the data analysis.  There are 

many meanings and mental representations that permeate through citizens’ responses that 

resonate with Cd. Satélite’s dark origins of corruption beginning with the utopian and 

idealist concept of Pani.  Also, in Cd. Satélite, “there is a sentiment of a limited cultural 

development64” (Alba et al., 2011:17), that can turn into a desire to surpass these 

limitations.  For this reason, it is very common to see people from Cd. Satélite who 

moved out to the city or abroad, victims of this “cultural confinement65” (Alba et al., 

2011:117).  Another issue is that the ‘sateluco’ identity was constructed at the same time 

that the suburb evolved, with the different stages of its residents, and the construction of a 

‘Satelucan way of life’, gave way to contradictions, like a community with no traffic 

lights and full of speed bumps66.  Similar to the ‘sí, pero no’ or the double contextual 

                                                
64 My translation. 
 
65 My translation. 
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meaning of chilango, it is possible that some informants would not be willing to disclose 

their ‘satelucan’ identity.  Since it has an ambivalent meaning, it could be the reason for 

only 33.8% (n=54) of informants identifying as ‘sateluco/a’.    

 We can then affirm that Ciudad Satélite contributed to the imaginary construct of the 

middle-class suburb, since it provided “a new and interesting way of life that was 

inherited from modernism67” (Alba et al., 2011:57).  Since then, the ‘Satelization’ has 

materialized in different ways as we have explained in the iconic lifestyle, and it has also 

marked the limits of its own identity’s construction.  The latter can be observed in the 

defensive attitude against the Other, which in this case is embodied by the popular sector 

that is considered a “threat to the lifestyle that was so hard to attain and preserve” (Alba 

et al., 2011:202).  The symbolic capital and power that the community has acquired since 

its establishment has become observable in its economic growth, as well as in its political 

agency.  However, not everyone has the same access to such capital/power, and our aim 

is to unveil the structures that govern this access by analyzing institutionalized texts.  

 

2.3. The Corpus 

 This section provides a description of the corpus, the tools used for the analysis, the 

criteria used to choose the offices and their location.  It also includes the rationale used 

for the inclusion of linguistic and graphic data, as well as the explanation for focalization 

on certain aspects.  

 

                                                
66 “The speed bump culture”, literally translated as “la cultura del tope” (Alba et al, 2011:160). 
 
67 My translation.  
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2.3.1. Description of the Corpus 

 The first issue that must be defined is the communicative model, its participants and 

their role in the analyzed interaction.  In this work, the government is the source, the 

message is what is being asked or given to the citizen, and the receiver is the citizen 

him/herself.  The corpus is comprised of responses to an oral survey given to citizens in 

government offices that were recorded in writing by the researcher, as well as written text 

and graphic data from documents and in on-site government’s announcements.   

 First of all, the individual and oral survey (see appendix A) was conducted in a face-

to-face interaction of consumer reception with 20 random subjects from each office, that 

were visiting the offices for a specific process or service (see Table 2.1).  These 

individuals were approached by the researcher (myself, a native from the area of Cd. 

Satélite) and were asked to voluntarily and anonymously participate in my study; 

therefore, only the answers of the ones who accepted to participate appear in the results.  

The number of subjects surveyed constitutes 160 responses (N=160), which is .32% of 

the population of the subject community (i.e., Cd. Satélite) and .019% of the Naucalpan 

municipal entity where Cd. Satélite is located68.   

 Secondly, the samples of written and visual communication were 1) texts that were 

required for a specific process or service or 2) texts that were present at the time that data 

collection took place.  The government offices studied are the ones where any citizen 

from Cd. Satélite must appear.  However, citizens from other communities from the 

municipality of Naucalpan de Juárez can come to these offices too.  The relationship 

                                                
68 According to a recent article from Josué Huerta published in “El Universal”, the population of Cd. 
Satélite is about 50,000 inhabitants (2012:1), and according to the latest national census, the population of 
the municipal entity of Naucalpan de Juárez is 833,779 inhabitants (INEGI, 2010). 
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between government’s offices and citizens’ stated purpose of visit to each one of them 

are as follows: 

Government Office Stated Citizens’ Purpose of Visit 

Palacio Municipal de Naucalpan de Juárez Council tax payment 

Comisión Federal de Electricidad Electricity bill payment 

Centro de Servicios Fiscales Vehicle information update 

Organismo Público Descentralizado para la 

Prestación de los Servicios de Agua Potable, 

Alcantarillado y Saneamiento 

Water bill payment 

Registro Civil Birth certificate update 

Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social Medical appointment 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria Taxes payment 

Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan Passport Update 
Table 2.1: Government Offices and Citizens’ Stated Purpose 

It was our intention to include the Driver’s License office instead of the Vehicle Control 

Center, since the former is a very common type of service requested by citizens.  

However, we were denied access after multiple requests to conduct the survey outside of 

their office, which left me no choice than to find a similar office in lieu.   

 Finally, the third part of the corpus is comprised of other modes and media of 

expression present at each government office.  All text samples in all the above-

mentioned offices were available for the public on-site and some of them have a version 

available on their corresponding government website.  However, this study focuses only 

in paperbound texts and texts in government buildings.   
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2.3.1.1 Survey Description 

 This section describes the tool used to collect data from citizens.  The survey (see 

appendix A) was designed to provide citizens of this community a place to be able to give 

their opinions in regard to the text(s) they have used to get a service or undergo a process.  

Citizens responses were a significant contribution to this study since they are based on 

their own experience of actual use of government texts.  The survey consists of two 

sections: first, it elicits responses pertaining to the linguistic and graphic nature of the text 

samples used, and secondly, it asks personal information in order to be able to use 

different variables for cross-tabulation purposes.   

 The first section starts by asking the purpose of the citizen’s visit to the particular 

office, and then the most relevant document that he/she used in his/her visit to the 

government office.  Then the survey takes off with direct yes/no questions of the text, 

such as if the participant achieved his/her goal in the office, if he/she understands the 

text, and finally if the text is clear for him/her.  Afterwards, it requires them to briefly 

explain in their own words what the text means.  The explanation requirement has proven 

to be a good indicator of individuals’ understanding of a written text.  Regardless of the 

correctness of their explanation, only 49.0% of the participants made an attempt to 

explain the text presented to them in the study we conducted in Mexico City (Díaz-

Dávalos 2010). Most importantly, after asking if individuals achieved their goal in the 

office, the survey asks if any text helped them to achieve such goal.  The survey then asks 

participants to identify any word(s), font(s), image(s), and/or color(s) that helped them 

understand the information better, as well as any word(s), font(s), image(s), and/or 

color(s) that caught their ‘attention’ more.  This was designed in this manner in an effort 
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to quantify and analyze the efficacy and efficiency of the linguistic and multimodal 

features within each government office.  Finally, this section ends with an open question 

for participants to describe any word(s) or sentence(s) that they did not understand to 

leave an opportunity for answers to be considered for further analysis.  

 As far as the second section of the survey, it asks for anonymous personal 

information of the participants.  We have included what we believe to be vital 

information that has been considered as variables in cross-tabulations, and that support 

the analysis of the written texts.  All surveyed citizen disclosed their gender, age, 

occupation, and education level, and they self-identified themselves as one or more of the 

followings: 

o capitalino – An individual that was born in the capital, Mexico City. 

o chilango – A colloquial term for a person that is ‘from’ Mexico City;69 

sometimes used as a derogatory term. 

o sateluco – A local term used in Cd. Satélite and adjacent areas to refer to a 

resident of this community.70 

o naucalpense – An individual that lives in the municipality of Naucalpan 

de Juárez71. 

o mexiquense – A person that was born in the State of Mexico72. 

                                                
69 This term is acknowledged by the Real Academia Española (2012) as well as by the Academia Mexicana 
de la lengua in Gómez’ Diccionario breve de mexicanismos (2008).  The term chilango was used in the 
Mexican state of Veracruz to refer to a person native of Mexico City, and it was first recorded in Alfred 
Bruce Gaarder’s dissertation without any specification of its neutral or pejorative nature (1954:138). 
 
70 This is according to local magazines, newspapers and social networks such as Los Satelucos (2015) and 
Cd. Satélite TV (2014), as well as residents of this community. 
 
71 Cd. Satélite is located within the limits of this municipality (see map in Appendix D). 
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o mexicano – A person that is born within the limits of the Mexican territory 

or a person that was naturalized; a Mexican citizen. 

It is important to note that participants did not have access to the definition for each one 

of these, and they were able to mark more than one option, according to what they 

believed or accepted to be true for them.  These auto-defining questions provide 

significant data that was used to help understand the composition and self-perspective of 

the surveyed individuals.  Finally, there are two yes/no questions that ask the population 

in the community if they trust in government written communication, as well as in 

government oral communication.  The survey concludes with a last opportunity to 

provide any further comment in regard to the government. 

 

2.3.1.2. Linguistic & Graphic Data 

 The foci of this study are the critical analyses of government-issued ‘discourses’ and 

their interpretation within the environment where they were found, as well as of the 

environment itself, in order to find a relationship between ‘discourse’, ‘reality’, and 

‘power’.  Therefore, we considered ‘discourse’ the document(s) that the citizens would 

present at the government facility in order to carry out their business in that particular 

office, as well as paperbound texts and printed material available in government offices, 

such as pamphlets, newsletters, or any printed material issued by the government to 

communicate any duty/obligation or right to do some paperwork and/or acquire 

something (v.g., birth certificate, update vehicle information, etc.).  We also considered 

                                                
72 The mexiquense identity is defined in the official Mexican State government portal and is described by 
García Castro & García Peña (2014) as the outcome of the social and historical need of an identity 
construction from diverse “Mexican identities” within the country (My translation). 
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part of this ‘discourse’ the printed material in the analyzed government offices, such as 

billboards, digital or analog screens, painted walls, or official/unofficial posters that are 

used as means of communication by the government to inform its citizens of any 

duty/obligation or their right(s) that they are entitled to (v.g., healthcare posters, bill 

payment information on the walls, etc.).  All samples of these materials were gathered in 

the offices mentioned above (see Table 2.1).   

 All text and graphic data that was present and we were able to get at the time the 

surveys were conducted was considered for analysis as part of discourse.  These materials 

constitute the way in which citizens in an ‘everyday life event’ interact with their 

government in a non-personal way.  However, we also considered citizens’ responses as 

part of discourse since their perspectives are part of the social fabric in which social 

practices construct their reality.  Finally, all paperbound texts were analyzed using the 

readability levels that will be explained in section 2.5.1, in an effort to measure all texts 

in the same manner, regardless of the documents’ nature.  All graphic data was examined 

for salient modal features and were analyzed to find other modes of communication that 

at times were also acknowledged by citizens.  

 

2.4. Collected Data 

 This section explains the composition of the data, how it was collected, and how it 

was organized.  It provides the different categories of the used social variables in 

Chapters III and IV.  It includes percentages, number of cases (n), and the total number of 

the cases in the sample under study (N).  
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2.4.1. Environment Description  

 Mexico is currently suffering a terrible wave of violence and lately there have been 

many attacks against multiple political actors.  One can find this type of information all 

over the news on a daily basis, where different sectors of populations rail against 

government agencies for their corruption, illegal acts, and unlawful arrests.  Therefore, 

visiting a government office to ask citizens their opinion on government communication 

was not an easy task.  The survey was carried out during the summer of 2016 in the 

above-mentioned government offices (see Table 2.1), and all data available during this 

time was considered.   

 During the time the surveys were done we were able to make some general 

observations.  First of all, there was a common theme of people complaining and most of 

the time, people would have the idea that I was there just to hear their complaints.  Also, 

it was very hard to get permission from the offices to make the survey.  Moreover, on 

several occasions, I would come back to the same office where I had been the previous 

day, and they would tell me that I was not allowed to do them anymore.  I would have to 

get permission on multiple occasions and it was time consuming.  On one occasion the 

employees told me the permission “depended on the ‘boss’s mood’” on that particular 

day.  This provides an idea of the environment in these offices and a taste of what the 

citizen must deal with on a daily basis, and it also shows that government employees are 

able to mediate government communication.  This means that citizens may be 

constructing meanings of texts through other associated communication contexts, such as 

oral interactions with government employees.  However, it must be emphasized that the 

analyzed texts were non-mediated government texts that the citizen have access to. 
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2.4.2. Sorting and Definition of Analyzed Data  

 As has been explained before, all forms, pamphlets, and papers containing ‘written 

text’ were included in the readability analysis as ‘texts’.  In terms of different 

characteristics, all texts were analyzed in the same manner and no difference was made 

when the readability analyses were performed.  All forms, pamphlets, papers and signage 

in the offices that had visual images were included as part of these ‘texts’ in the category 

of ‘graphic images’ where other modes of communication were explored.  The written 

texts and the graphic images were considered to provide distinct approaches to the 

different types of government communication available to citizens this community.   

 

2.4.2.1. Sorting and Composition of Sample 

 All answers were recorded in writing during the survey, regardless of their nature.  

For open ended questions, citizens that answer negatively, “no” was recorded, but for 

those who did not answer verbally or specifically said they had no comment, “no 

comment” was recorded and a null value was assigned to their response.  For questions 

that had a binary value of Yes/No, their answers were recorded as such, and for those 

who actually answered to open ended questions, their responses were recorded verbatim.  

Afterwards, all answers were coded as will be explained in section 2.5.3. 

 For gender, citizens could self-identify as male, female or other.  As can be observed 

in Table 2.2, the numbers turned out to be well distributed for being a random sample, 

since there were only 10% more males than females.   
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Gender 

Male 
55% 

(n=88) 

Female 
45% 

(n=72) 

Total 
100% 
(N=160) 

Table 2.2: Gender distribution of surveyed citizens 

 As far as categorizing the age of the citizens, individuals were able to choose 

between five categories: 18-28 years old, 29-39 years old, 40-50 years old, 51-62 years 

old, and 63+ years old.  The breakdown of the age groups differs by intervals of ten 

years, in order to give enough range to obtain substantial information when compared 

with other variables within the surveyed individuals.  However, the categories used in our 

analysis (Chapters III and IV) were as follows: 18-39 years old, 40-62 years old, and 63+ 

years old, in order to provide a more substantial statistical value.  We provide the ten-

year interval and the inclusive three-bucket categories distribution for the age variable in 

Table 2.3. 

Age  Age 
18-28 
years 

10.63% 
(n=17) 

 18-39 
years 

32.5% 
(n=52) 

29-39 
years 

21.88% 
(n=35) 

 40-62 
years 

44.4% 
(n=71) 

40-45 
years 

24.38% 
(n=39) 

 63+ 
years 

23.1%  
(n=37) 

51-62 
years 

20% 
(n=32) 

   

63+ 
years 

23.13% 
(n=37) 

   

Total 
100% 

(n=160) 
   

Table 2.3: Age distribution of surveyed citizens 
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As observed, the majority of citizens 67.5% (n=108) are between 40 and 63+ years old.  

Also, 43.13% of the population (n=69) is between the ages of 51 and 63+ years old as 

shown above.  This means that there are more people on their late years and that the 

distribution of the sample corresponds to the population distribution of Cd. Satélite, 

which is an older population.   

 As far as education goes, the levels in Mexico are divided as follows:  

o Elementary School (1st to 6th grade) 

o Middle School (7th to 9th grade)73 

o High School (10th to 12th grade) 

o Undergraduate (4 years of college) 

o Graduate (1+ years of Graduate education) 

As can be appreciated in the Table 2.4, most of the surveyed citizens have an 

Undergraduate degree (i.e., 48.8% (n=78) and 11.9% (n=19) have a Graduate degree.  

This means that 60.63% have a 4-year degree or higher, which provides an overview of 

the education level that is very representative of the middle-class background of Cd. 

Satélite.  For statistical analysis, the education level was merged and divided in three 

categories for statistical purposes, as it can also be seen below.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
73 In Mexico, secundaria is the term associated with what is considered Middle School or Junior High 
School in the United States school system.  
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Education Level  Education Level 

Elementary (1-6) 
6.3% 

(n=10)  < High School 
17.5% 
(n=28) 

Middle School (7-9) 
11.3% 
(n=18)  High School 

21.88% 
(n=35) 

High School (10-12) 
21.9% 
(n=35)  Undergrad + 

60.63% 
(n=97) 

Undergraduate  
48.8% 
(n=78)  Total 

100% 
(n=160) 

Graduate 
11.9% 
(n=19)    

Total 
100% 

(n=160)    
Table 2.4: Education level distribution of surveyed citizens 

 Besides their self-reported education level, the survey then provided a blank space 

for citizens to include their occupation.  This was done with the intention to further data 

that would serve to interpret the results in the statistical analysis as far as social strata and 

the relationship between comprehension and difficulty of the texts.  Thus, several 

classifications were done for these answers.  

 As observed in Table 2.5, the first grouping of the occupation variable (i.e., 

occupation A) was done according to the following occupational categories: 

o Professionals: such as accountants, engineers, lawyers, legal advisers, 

veterinarians, civil servants/federal employees, secretaries, entrepreneurs, 

psychologists, teachers, professors, translators, journalists, self-reported 

“professionals” in administration, and finances. 

o Trained /skilled employees: such as drivers, traders, military personnel, 

carpenters, and instructors. 

o Unskilled laborers: such as self-reported “employees”. 

o Unemployed: such as retired, students, and citizens that stay home. 
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Another classification (i.e., occupation B) was done using ‘blue collar’ if their job 

required manual labor, ‘white collar’ if their job did not require manual labor and their 

job had an education requirement, ‘home’ if their occupation was housekeeping, or 

‘other’ if they did not fit into any of the above categories.  Citizens self-defining 

themselves as “profesionista” and “empresario” were categorized as ‘white collar’, and 

“comerciante” and “empleado” were categorized as ‘blue collar’.  Finally, citizens that 

stated to be “militar” and “estudiante” were categorized as ‘other’.  A third classification 

(i.e., occupation C) was done according to intercommunication with other individuals in 

the workplace, and citizens were labeled as ‘has interaction’ or ‘has no interaction’ with 

other people.  The last classification (i.e., occupation D) was based on their occupation 

legal knowledge.  Citizens were labeled with ‘legal background’ if they were lawyers, 

legal adviser, or civil servants; otherwise they were labeled as ‘no legal background’.   
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Occupation A  Occupation B 

Professional 
33.75% 
(n=54)  

Blue 
Collar 

31.88% 
(n=51) 

Skilled Employee 
16.25% 
(n=26)  

White 
Collar 

34.38% 
(n=55) 

Unskilled Laborer 
17.5% 
(n=28)  Home 

30.63% 
(n=49) 

Unemployed 
32.5% 
(n=52)  Other 

3.13% 
(n=5) 

Total 
100% 

(n=160)  Total 
100% 
(N=160) 

        

Occupation C  Occupation D 

Interaction 
69.4% 

(n=111)  

Legal 
background 

7.5% 
(n=12) 

No 
Interaction 

30.6% 
(n=49)  

No legal 
background 

92.5% 
(n=148) 

Total 
100% 
(N=160)  Total 

100% 
(N=160) 

Table 2.5: Occupation distributions of surveyed citizens 

As can be observed, the majority of citizens are professionals (33.75%) or unemployed 

(32.5%).  The sample is then somewhat evenly distributed between blue collar citizens 

(31.88%), white collar citizens (34.38%) and citizens that stay at home (30.63%), with a 

minority of only 3.13% that does not fit into any of the other categories.  Also, most of 

the population has interaction with other people (69.4%), and the majority does not have 

a legal background (92.5%). 

 As we explained in the survey description (section 2.3.1.1), the questionnaire then 

asks individuals to identify themselves with different terms.  Each of these terms reflects 

distinct aspects of nationality and sense of belonging within the Mexican population.  The 

subjects were able to check multiple choices and the distribution of their self-disclosed 

identity can be observed in Table 2.6 below. 
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Identity 

mexicano 
96.3% 

(n=154) 

capitalino 
58.1% 
(n=93) 

mexiquense  
45% 

(n=72)  

chilango 
38.8% 
(n=62) 

naucalpense 
37.5% 
(n=60) 

sateluco 
33.8% 
(n=54) 

Table 2.6: Identity distribution of surveyed citizens 

As observed, the majority of the population consider themselves Mexicans (96.3%) and a 

significant amount identify as capitalinos (58.1%).  Almost half of them consider 

themselves mexiquenses (45%) and 38.8% as chilangos.  The lowest percentage (33.8%) 

considers themselves as satelucos.  This provides a panorama of the perception that 

surveyed citizens have of themselves, as well as the distribution of people that visit these 

particular government’s offices.  We explore how this self-perception comes into play 

when citizens report their opinions in regard to government text, and as our analysis 

pertains, we focus on the satelucan identity (sections 3.2.4.5 & 4.1.2.2.5).  The 

distribution of these terms also illuminates the social acceptability that each term has 

since it shows citizens’ notion of the term and their willingness to self-identify with such 

term.    

 

2.5. Governmental Discourse in Cd. Satélite 

 This section explains what constitutes government discourse in this community.  As 

explained in the key notions (section 1.1), we consider discourse as “practices that 
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systematically form the objects about which they speak” (Foucault, 1972: 49).  The two 

types of meaning-making resources analyzed in this study are linguistic and graphic, and 

we consider them as representative of government’s discourse via texts in this 

community.  The linguistic data is divided in 1) paperbound texts and 2) citizens’ 

interpretation and perception of such texts. The graphic data is divided in data that 

appears in 3) paperbound texts and government facilities and 4) citizens’ interpretation 

and perception of such images.   

 The linguistic landscape of a community “functions not only as an informational 

indicator, but also as a symbolic marker communicating the relative power and status of 

linguistic communities in a given territory” (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & Barni, 2010: XI, 

see section 1.4.2).  Therefore, all semiotic data referenced by citizens was considered and 

analyzed.  Citizens had multiple opportunities to mention or point out a certain text or 

any misunderstanding(s).  Thus, the data analyzed could have been mentioned in different 

questions of the survey, which will be explained in the analysis for each time this was the 

case.  We coded and then analyzed pertinent data to find patterns and hence 

interdiscursive features between different government texts and facilities and their appeal 

to citizens’ interpretation.  

 

2.5.1. The Linguistic Approach 

 Linguistically speaking, we have used the readability indexes to analyze the 

difficulty of texts.  We transcribed all the text that was on all documents used by citizens 

and available in government facilities as paperbound texts and we used the data analyzer 

in https://legible.es/.  We recorded multiple data from each text such as Readability index 
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(Fernández Huerta, 1959) and Readability µ index (Muñoz Baquedano, 2006), as well as 

necessary school years needed to understand it (Crawford Formula), estimated reading 

time, number of characters, number of letters, number of syllables, number of words, 

number of sentences, number of paragraphs, letters per word, syllables per word, words 

per phrase, first three words in the text with more frequency, first three words with less 

frequency in text, and uncommon or misspelled words.  From all this information, we 

considered readability indexes, as well as ‘total number of words’, ‘words per sentence’, 

‘number of uncommon/misspelled words’ and ‘approximate reading time’ to be most 

significant, and thus, were used for the quantitative and statistical analysis. 

 First, for our readability index, we established the absolute value for each text as an 

average from the Readability index (Fernández Huerta, 1959) and Readability µ index 

(Muñoz Baquedano, 2006).  Both values were highly close in all instances and they only 

varied in +/- 1 range; therefore, we decided to take the mean of both as the readability’s 

absolute value for all texts.  The total number of unique texts that were available in all 

offices was N=37, and as observed in Table 2.7, the majority was categorized as 

‘difficult’ (40.54%, n=15) and ‘somewhat difficult’ (37.84%, n=14).  Only one document 

(2.7%) was categorized as ‘somewhat easy’, and there were no texts categorized as ‘very 

difficult’, ‘easy’, or ‘very easy’.  The distribution can be visually appreciated in Figure 

2.3. 
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Readability Total 

Difficult Somewhat  
40.54% 
(n=15) 

Somewhat Difficult 
37.84% 
(n=14) 

Normal 
18.92% 
(n=7) 

Easy 
2.7% 
(n=1) 

Total 
100% 
(N=37) 

 Table 2.7: Readability values of all texts              Figure 2.3: Readability distribution of all texts 

However, the number of unique texts that were mentioned by the surveyed citizens as the 

primary documents to fulfill their goal in their respective government office was N=17.  

These represent a subset of the total number of texts available to citizens at the time the 

study was conducted (N=37).  Most of the documents referenced by citizens (N=17) were 

categorized as ‘difficult’ (41.18%, n=7) and the rest were divided between almost evenly 

between ‘somewhat difficult’ and ‘normal’ as Table 2.8 shows. 

Readability Total 

Normal 
29.41% 
(n=5) 

Somewhat 
Difficult 

29.41% 
(n=5) 

Difficult 
41.18% 
(n=7) 

Total 
100% 
(N=17) 

Table 2.8: Readability values of texts mentioned by citizens in surveys 

We must emphasize that none of the documents used by citizens where in the ranges of 

‘somewhat easy’, ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’.  The difference between high readability and low 

readability texts in the corpus is subject to different measurements, but this will be 

Somewhat	
Easy
3%

Normal
19%

Somewhat	
Difficult
38%

Difficult
40%

Readability

Somewhat	Easy Normal Somewhat	Difficult Difficult
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explained in greater detail when we discuss the citizens perception of texts in section 

3.2.1.  As we have stated before, the average of the Readability index (Fernández Huerta, 

1959) and the Readability µ index (Muñoz Baquedano, 2006) was considered to be the 

final value, since the characteristics to determine both indexes encompass the most 

important measurements in terms of linguistic value, as well as the complexity of both of 

the formulas to determine each one (refer to section 1.4.1).  An example of the 

relationship of text attributes and the readability index for our analysis can be observed in 

Table 2.9.  

 

Pamphlet of “Registro 
Estatal de Contribuyentes” Pamphlet of “OAPAS” 

Readability index 6 
(difficult) 

4 
(normal) 

Reading time in 
minutes 2.84 .25 

Total number of 
words 568 51 

Words per sentence 12.91 8.5 

Number of 
uncommon/misspelled 

words 
9 1 

Table 2.9: Readability examples 

As observed, there are significant relationships between the readability index and the 

different measurements acquired from each text, but these will be explained and explored 

in Chapter 3, section 3.1.1.  The purpose of including these markers in several cross-

tabulations was to see if there was a relationship between readability levels of +/- 

difficulty, and other measurements of each text, in order to compare  and examine the 

indexes’ validity.  
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 We deemed necessary to include in the analysis the estimated ‘reading time’, as well 

as ‘number of total words’ of each text, ‘words per sentence’, and ‘number of uncommon 

(according to the RAE74) or misspelled words’.  For the latter, we only included words 

that were truly misspelled that had no semantic value within the community.  For 

example, the word “Boulevares” would be marked as misspelled in the data analyzer, but 

we know that this is a neighborhood within the community, and therefore it was not 

counted as a misspelled word.  Also, acronyms, names of places, or abbreviations that 

have a semantic meaning according to our analysis were not considered as misspelled.  

Therefore, the CREA corpus (Real Academia Española, 2017) was the starting point for 

reference to define ‘uncommon words’, but these were reviewed by the researcher and 

only lexicon without local meaning was considered. 

 The results were divided in four categorical variables in order to get significant 

statistical output.  The buckets for each category are as follows:  

o Reading time: <1 minute; 1-2 minutes; 2+ minutes 

o Total number of words: <100; 100-199; 200+ 

o Words per sentence: 0-4; 5-10; 11-15 and over 15 words 

o Number of uncommon or misspelled words: 0-4; 5-10; 11+ 

The readability values estimated ‘reading time’, as well as ‘number of total words’ of 

each text, ‘words per sentence’, and ‘number of uncommon or misspelled words’ were 

then cross-tabulated with multiple variables to look for significant correlations among 

texts, as well as relationships between texts and citizens’ perspectives and their 

corresponding social backgrounds.  

                                                
74 According to the “Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA)” (Real Academia Española, 2017) 
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2.5.2. The Multimodal Approach 

 In terms of Multimodality, we have explained before that the three main 

characteristics of multimodal texts are the ‘information value’, the ‘salience’ of elements, 

and the ‘framing’ of elements (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001)75.  When analyzing the data 

qualitatively and quantitatively, we focused on documents’ 1) color and 2) visual 

representations of meanings (i.e., images) since these two were the most salient according 

to citizens’ responses.  The data is divided in salient semiotic features in all paperbound 

texts (N=37) and also signage displayed in government facilities, which was also 

referenced by surveyed citizens.  They were then categorized according to their content 

and coded accordingly (see 2.5.3.2). 

 

2.5.2.1. Paperbound Texts 

 The documents available in the offices (n=37) were paperbound texts that were 

available to the public.  They were either carried by the citizen or present in the office, 

and they were categorized according to their characteristics, as well as their function in 

citizens’ purpose in the government office.  They were divided in 1) cards, such as the 

IFE/INE76, which are also a form of identity, 2) forms, such as a paper that must be filled 

out or a mailed receipt/bill that must be presented at the government facility to carry out 

successfully the given paperwork77, 3) certificates that had multiple heuristic devices 

                                                
75 See section 1.4.2. 
 
76 The Instituto Federal Electoral issued IFE voting (and ID) cards for all citizens. In 2014, the IFE was 
structurally changed and renamed Instituto Nacional Electoral (INE) (“Adiós al IFE…” 2014). However, 
surveyed citizens still referred to it by its former name, IFE.   
 
77 In Spanish, the word formas is used in a general form to refer to these types of forms.  Also, mailed-in 
receipts/forms and fill-out forms were condensed in one category to acquire statistical significance in the 
results.     
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such as the birth certificate, 4) flyers that were pamphlet-like and that were available to 

take, often with promotional purposes, 5) sheets with requirements that consisted of a 

regular piece of paper with only text written, often of requirements, and no other semiotic 

feature, and finally 6) booklets that were designed in a booklet format like the medical 

records or the actual passport.   

 This categorization was helpful to provide an overview of the characteristics of the 

texts, and it provided a way to organize the data for one of the sections of the readability 

analysis (section 3.1.2.1).  We also analyzed paperbound texts in a qualitative manner 

based on citizens’ responses of what they would perceive as helpful or interesting.  

 

2.5.2.2. On-site Texts 

 We refer to on-site texts to any text that was available in the office that was not 

paperbound (v.g., signage or images that citizens would refer to).  The texts in the 

facilities that were analyzed were the ones found with semiotic patterns, as well as a 

significant site of display (Kress in Beard 2009:170).  Since we did not perform a 

readability analysis for on-site texts, we analyzed them in a qualitative manner 

considering salient patterns that were cross-referenced with answers from surveyed 

citizens. 

 Not all texts in all offices were recorded, and some of them were left unrecorded due 

to lack of permission from officials on-site during my visit, or the inability to get a clear 

picture.  However, the references made by citizens were collected and are explained 

considering their responses.  Therefore, we focused on characteristics such as official vs 
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non-official signs78, color schemes as a mode of communication, heuristic devices such 

as holograms, official seals, official logos, etc., and visual representations of meanings.  

This was done after a more broad but careful examination of all aspects of texts as 

detailed in the following sections. 

 

2.5.3. Coding of the Analyzed Data 

 This section explains the questions in the citizens’ survey found in appendix A, 

which collected data that was used in all cross-tabulations.  It also explains how the data 

was categorized and then coded.  All acquired data was organized in a systematic way in 

order to effectively analyze it.  Not all questions in the surveys were used; only questions 

that we deemed necessary to exemplify the relation between government texts and 

citizens were used. 

 All cases are reported as number of cases (n), and subgroups that were used as points 

of reference were reported as sample proportions (N).  For example, we use N=160 to 

refer to the total number of citizens in the survey, as well as N=28 to refer to the total 

citizens that reported an element that helped them reach their goal.  On the other hand, we 

use for example n=14 to refer to the number of females that reported an element that 

helped them reach their goal from the total number of citizens (N=28) who reported a 

helpful element (i.e., n=14/28).  All analyzed data was considered in relationship to 

citizens’ responses, and the results are reported and explained in Chapters III and IV. 

 

                                                
78 The criteria used to label pamphlets and signage as official was that it must have an official logo that 
entailed that it was produced by the government office where it was used or found. 
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2.5.3.1. Coding of the Linguistic Data 

 The data was labeled with their corresponding 20 surveys from each of the 8 offices, 

for a total of N=160 surveyed citizens.  The cases were then organized by type of task.  

As explained in section 1.5.3, a task or trámite is “any requests or information delivery 

that individuals or corporations from the private sector do in a government office or 

decentralized agency, either to fulfill an obligation, to obtain a benefit or service or, in 

general, in order to be issued a resolution, as well as any document that such persons are 

obliged to keep” (COFEMER, 2017).  In the majority of the offices, the purpose of the 

tasks was consistent.  For example, citizens who went to the Water Department were 

there to pay their water bill; citizens that went to the medical or passport offices went 

there to get medical attention and passport and so forth.  The only office that showed 

variation was the office of Centro de Servicios Fiscales, which had citizens there to get 

tarjetas de circulación, alta y baja de placas, cambio de propietario o cambio de placas 

y pago de tenencia.  However, they were all coded as ‘Vehicle Information Update’, in 

order to keep them in one category since they all take place in the same office and are 

closely related in nature.  This also happened in one case in the Electricity Department, 

where one citizen had to make an adjustment to pay his bill, but it was still coded as 

‘water bill payment’. 

 All ‘yes/no’ questions were recorded as such and coded in a binary system.  Citizens 

used multiple texts for a certain task.  All documents (N=37) including the ones that the 

citizens mentioned in the survey (n=17) were coded following the categories explained in 

section 1.5.3, according to the type of task that they implied such as ‘obligation 

(obligación)’ ‘start of procedure (inicio de procedimiento)’, ‘preservation 
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(conservación)’ and ‘consultation (consulta)’.  Citizens’ perspectives of the texts (N=17) 

was analyzed based on questions #2, #4, #5 and #8 from the survey (see appendix A), and 

were cross-tabulated with variables of gender, age, education, occupation and the self-

identification of citizens as Satelucan.  This will be explained in detail when we discuss 

the citizens’ perception of texts in section 3.2.1. 

 All documents (N=37) were also categorized for provenance based on the Offices 

and Secretariats described in section 1.5.3.  For Offices, provenance of texts was one of 

the following: Palacio Municipal, Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE), Centro de 

Servicios Fiscales (CSF), Organismo Público Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los 

Servicios de Agua Potable, Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS), Registro Civil, 

Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS), Servicio de Administración Tributaria 

(SAT), Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan.  For Secretariats, provenance of texts was one 

of the following: Secretaría de Gobernación, Secretaría de Energía, Secretaría de 

Finanzas, Secretaría de Salud, Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, Secretaría de 

Relaciones Exteriores.  The readability values and provenance are explained and 

explored in sections 3.13 and 3.14.  

 

2.5.3.2. Coding of the Multimodal Data 

The multimodal data was taken from questions #6 and #7 of the survey (see appendix 

A).  Question #6 of the survey asked citizens if any particular text or element had helped 

them achieve their goal in that office.  Their answers were categorized and coded as 1) 

lexical item, 2) graphic image, 3) a document/form, 4) other, or 5) nothing/null.  We 

considered lexical items responses that would point towards a specific word or words.  
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Examples considered as lexical items were: “the requirements that were written on the 

sheet”, or “the address in the form”79.  Responses coded as graphic images would refer to 

a graphic depiction of information in media such as signs, billboards and posters 

referenced as such by citizens.  Examples of graphic images were: “the signage” or “the 

poster of the vaccines” 80.  For documents/forms, we considered citizens’ responses that 

would refer to a document as a whole, for example an ID card or a specific form (v.g., 

“the payment requirement” or “the agreement document” 81).  Also, if citizens referred to 

a text using the actual process to refer to it, their answers were coded as 

“document/form”.  Examples of this were citizens using the term “traslado de dominio” 

to refer to the document needed for this process or using the term “pago de tenencia” to 

refer to the form needed to make the payment.  The category of ‘other’ was used for 

responses that did not fit into any other category to be analyzed in a quantitative manner, 

and there were only n=2 cases labeled as ‘other’ (v.g., “information module” and 

“database” 82).  Finally, the category of ‘nothing/null’ was used for citizens that did not 

report anything.  

 Question #6 also had a section afterwards that allowed citizens to report any word(s), 

font(s), image(s) or color(s) that helped them achieve their goal.  Following this, question 

#7 had also a space for citizens to report any word(s), font(s), image(s) or color(s) that 

‘caught their attention’ during their visit in a particular office.  As can be observed in 

their responses in the following table, the majority acknowledges that images helped 

                                                
79 My translations. 
 
80 My translations. 
 
81 My translations. 
 
82 My translations. 
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them more to fulfill their objective, and a significant number of citizens acknowledge that 

a particular color caught their attention in their visit.   

What helped their objective? What caught their attention? 
25 citizens words 11 citizens  words  
4 citizens fonts 2 citizens  fonts 
58 citizens images 60 citizens images 
4 citizens colors 114 citizens colors 

Table 2.10: Citizens’ references on responses to text and signage 

A multimodal approach was taken to analyze this data, since it involved looking at 

specific visual text representation, as well as graphic images and colors.  Let us recall 

from Chapter 1, the three characteristics of multimodal texts 1) the ‘information value’, 

or compositional organization (i.e., layout), 2) ‘salience’ of elements (i.e., hierarchical 

position of elements color, sizes, background, etc.), and 3) ‘framing’ that connect or 

disconnect elements. (Kress & Leeuwen, 2006:177).  We focused on salience of elements 

in relationship with citizens’ perspective, and therefore, we analyzed visual 

representations/images and color in a qualitative and quantitative manner in section 4.1.  

The qualitative approach (section 4.3.1.) takes into consideration citizens’ responses to 

questions #6 and #7 of the survey (see appendix A), and it takes a particular interest in 

the color schemes present in government texts as well as government facilities.  The 

quantitative approach (section 4.3.2) focuses on question #6 of the survey where cross-

tabulations were made considering social variables such as gender, age, education, 

occupation and the self-identification of citizens as Satelucan.   

 All semiotic resources were inspected, considering the underlying reasons used by 

the government.  We analyzed all texts for presence of official icons, such as the 

municipality, the State, or the iconic Torres de Satélite, as well as non-official icons (i.e., 

icons that do not represent authority in any way, like private companies, happy faces, sad 
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faces, check marks, etc.).  We counted symbols of authority even if they were repeated, 

as long as they appeared in different places. Since the purpose of symbols of authority is 

to give a document “legality” we labeled them as heuristic devices since they help citizen 

process the information as ‘official’.  Examples of symbols of authority used as heuristic 

devices are municipality logos, official seals with the Mexican eagle, the country map as 

a watermark, and holograms.  A signature with the name and title of a person with 

assumed ‘power’ was also counted as a heuristic device.  Heuristic devices were grouped 

and divided in two groups: texts with 1 to 4 heuristic devices and texts with 5 to 10 

heuristic devices.  Another aspect considered of texts were visual representations of 

meanings.  For example, if citizens were asked for a payment, a text would have an 

image of a coin, or bills or something that represents the signified object.  Heuristic 

devices are not part of this category.  Finally, we considered if the texts were marketing 

products or services.   

 Number of colors and shades of colors were also analyzed in great detail (i.e., dark 

blue, light blue, and medium blue if there was a shade in the middle).  However, we 

focused on colors that could have political implications and where certain meanings were 

conveyed, such as the shades or combinations of colors of political parties that were 

visibly striking.  Based on these combinations, color schemes were identified focusing on 

signs; walls, floors, and ceilings were not taken into account unless they were 

acknowledged by citizens (v.g., the case in the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social in 

section 4.3.1.1.6. and in the Oficina de Pasaportes Naucalpan in section 4.3.1.1.8).   

 All colors were taken into account, but we focused on colors with political 

implications, and only the first color mentioned by citizens was taken into account.  Blue 
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was associated with the Partido Acción Nacional (i.e., PAN) and green, red or the 

combination of green-white-red, was associated with the Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (i.e., PRI).  Colors that were too small to notice and were not part of the 

color theme were not considered.  Texts were also divided in colored or black and white.  

Texts that had two sides and had color in one side and black and white in the other were 

considered as color texts.  Texts that were in their majority black and white but had some 

scale of gray were considered as black and white.  The main color, also referred to as 

thematic color, was the predominant and more striking color, and if there were different 

shades of this color in a text (i.e., dark blue, light blue, and medium blue), the primary 

color (i.e., blue) was considered as the thematic color.  The pattern of green-white-red (in 

that specific order) was considered since these are the colors of the Mexican flag, as well 

as the colors of the PRI party.  For the most part, this pattern was present in Secretariats 

logos, or other offices.  Once again, the qualitative approach considered citizens’ 

responses to the survey and it incorporated them as they became relevant to the 

government texts and linguistic landscapes (section 4.3.1.2).   

 Finally, the text ‘surface’ was also analyzed by number of fonts on the actual text 

(not in icons or heuristic devices) and we only considered the ones visibly different in 

shape, size, or color.  Critical information from the government was analyzed for 

capitalization, italics, bold, or underlining.  However, no significant data was found 

focusing on ‘fonts’ since critical information was in a variety of fonts, and therefore, 

there was no patterns found.  Also, there were not enough cases of citizens 

acknowledging fonts as a feature that helped them or caught their attention.   
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2.6. Moving Forward Towards Meaning 

 In a Bourdieuan approach to the data, we strived to incorporate subjectivism and 

objectivism in order to explain the mental model of citizens with what is outside their 

mind, by finding systematic patterns in texts and citizens’ responses to texts. The 

linguistic and modal features illuminate the political reality in the community, and how it 

takes shape in terms of ‘access’ to meaning.  However, the way these features are 

perceived by its citizens is illuminated by their answers to the survey, and the statistical 

analysis of the correlation with different social variables explain how their actual world is 

shaped.  The discursive patterns in texts, as well as the thematic modal features are 

exposed in several occasions, and citizens consciously (or perhaps unconsciously) 

acknowledge them.  Therefore, the sender’s (i.e., government) legitimation strategy takes 

shape in linguistic and graphic forms, since the structure is defined with allowed forms 

and content of expression.  The results in Chapters III and IV provide enough qualitative 

and quantitative data to observe the relationship between ‘discourse’, ‘reality’, and 

‘power’ in this community, and they provide a foundation to assess the productive goals 

of the Plain Language Campaign of 2004 in the subject community.  The results further 

discussed in Chapter V, provide a better understanding of government communication in 

Mexico, and illuminate the process of meaning creation and re-creation through 

government text analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

READABILITY ANALYSIS 

3.0. Overview 

In this Chapter we analyze texts as discourse practice in the interaction between 

government and citizen in the subject community, Cd. Satélite.  We explained in section 

1.4.1.1. that measuring a text’s ‘accessibility’ can be subjective since it depends on the 

reader’s linguistic ability.  Accessibility then becomes a quality that implies that 

information is easily understood.  We stated that readability levels are a way to illuminate 

the difficulty or easiness of a text.  In this sense, the level of accessibility of a text is 

reflected by its readability index.  As indicated in section 2.5.1., we used the readability 

indexes (i.e., average of syllables per word, average per words per phrase, number of 

words, average of number of letters per word and distribution) and we contrasted them 

with significant markers of the text such as number of misspelled words and reading 

time, in order to show if texts are accessible or not. 

Here, we explore the readability levels for different types of documents and tasks.  

The word trámite literally translates to ‘paperwork’ in Spanish, but it refers to a task that 

an individual or corporation do in a government office to “fulfill an obligation, to obtain a 

benefit or service or […] to be issued a resolution” (see section 1.5.3).  We examine 

readability levels of the government Offices and the Secretariats, and we focus on the 

Secretariats with the lowest language accessibility in order to illuminate the impact that 

the Plain Language campaign has had in the subject community.  

 When we use readability levels to index the difficulty or easiness of a text, we are 

also considering the symbolic power that is at play.  Being able to understand a difficult 
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text based on one’s cultural capital implies to having a better or easier access to 

information and knowledge.  This is explored in the citizens’ perception of texts and their 

social profile.  We used social variables such as gender, age, education, occupation, and 

the Satelucan identity.  We have placed special attention on the Satelucan component 

because of the role of identity in the subject community for the cultural capital it entails, 

since what is at stake is who can understand (have access to knowledge) and who cannot.  

Broaching language accessibility through readability indexes gives the analyst an idea if 

the text is difficult or not, which in turn can be used for other purposes. 

 

3.1. Readability of Government’s Communication 

In section 1.4.1. we indicated that readability is the level of linguistic complexity and 

that there were multiple ways of measuring it. Therefore, we used this to establish a 

relationship between citizens’ accessibility and governments’ language in texts.  In 

section 1.4.1, we explained the two readability indexes used (Fernández Huerta, 1959; 

Muñoz Baquedano, 2006) to analyze my corpus.  The first one calculates readability 

based on the average of syllables per word and the average of words per phrase; the 

second one uses number of words in the text, the mean of number of letters per word and 

their distribution (see 1.4.1)83.  However, there are also other measurements that are not 

considered in the formulas that provide supporting data for the readability levels, such as 

‘number of uncommon/misspelled words’ and ‘approximate reading time’.  These two 

                                                
83 The equation used to measure the lecturabilidad (L) (Fernández Huerta, 1959) is L=(206.84–0.60)(P–
1.02F), where L is for lecturabilidad; P, is the promedio or average of syllables per word, and F, is the 
mean of words per frase or phrase; the equation used to measure the legibiliadad mu is: 
µ=(n/n−1)(x̄/σ²)×100, where µ is the index of readability, n the number of words, x̄, the mean of number of 
letters per word, and σ², its variability (section 1.4.1).    
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measurements provide sustaining information that correlates with the findings in terms of 

readability indexes, and they will be explained and explored in following sections.  The 

readability levels of the total number of texts available in the analyzed offices (N=37) is 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Readability level of number of texts (N=37) 

There is also a relation between levels of readability and citizens’ perception of texts 

if we consider their sociological profile (RQ:2).  Before analyzing the relation between 

the social profile of the sample and language accessibility and since this is contingent on 

the first issue in Research Question One (RQ:1), we will first address RQ:1 – “How has 

the Plain Language impacted language accessibility in printed government documents’ 

communication (i.e, cards, forms, certificates, flyers, sheets of requirements and 

booklets) in Cd. Satélite?”  Hypothesis 1A (H1A) states that if a text is ‘clear,’ then it 

will have ‘easier’ levels of readability and the majority of citizens in this community will 

not report unclear elements within texts.  Otherwise, hypothesis 1B (H1B) proposes that 

if a text is not ‘clear,’ it will have more ‘difficult’ levels of readability and a significant 

number of surveyed citizens will report unclear elements within the text.  Therefore, we 
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must take a formal approach to language accessibility and explore texts in terms of types 

of document, types of tasks, offices and finally the top of the government structures: the 

Secretariats. This will provide a scope that goes from physical texts available to citizens 

in government offices, to the institutions in charge of their production and distribution. 

 

3.1.1. Significant Markers of Levels of Readability 

There is a direct relationship between the features in the texts in the corpus (N=37) 

and the measurements that account for their readability levels84.  Among all 

measurements that were available (see 2.5.1), the most relevant data was in ‘total number 

of words’, ‘words per sentence’, ‘number of uncommon/misspelled words’ and 

‘approximate reading time’.  As can be observed in the top two charts of Figure 3.2, there 

is a correlation between readability levels and +/- number of words, and +/- words per 

sentence, respectively.  When texts have a higher number of words (+200) they tend to be 

ranked as ‘difficult’, whereas if they have a lower number of words (<100) they are less 

likely to be ranked as ‘difficult’.  Moreover, when the phrases have over 15 words per 

sentence they are considered ‘difficult’ or ‘somewhat difficult’, while difficulty decreases 

as the words per sentence decreases too.  The trend lines for the level of ‘difficult’ 

increase when the number of words and words per sentence increase; yet the trend line 

for ‘normal’ readability decreases in the same categories85.  This means that when there 

                                                
84 As explained in section 1.4.1, (L) lecturabilidad is based on the average of syllables per word and the 
average per words per phrase, and Legibilidad µ is based on number of words, the mean of number of 
letters per word and their distribution. 
 
85 The graphics above are based on case numbers (i.e., total number of texts), and not in percentages per 
category.  The first two graphics include trend lines for ‘normal’ and ‘difficult’ levels of readability to 
make it easier to visually appreciate the difference in levels, for the total number of cases are more evenly 
distributed (i.e., 12, 7, 18 and 5, 14, 13, 5) whereas the second two graphs have a decreasing number of 
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are less words and less words per sentence the text would be more accessible (i.e., it 

would have easier levels of readability). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Readability’s most relevant markers 

The second two charts show the distribution of texts for +/- uncommon or misspelled 

words, as well as the reading time.  As can be seen, most of the texts in my corpus 

(n=21/37) are within the 0-4 uncommon/misspelled words, and most of them (n=19) can 

be read in less than one minute.  As explained in sections 2.5.1. and 2.5.3.1, here we 

                                                
cases (i.e., 21, 9, 7 and 19, 10, 8); if trend lines were to be included in the last two, they would provide a 
misleading visual interpretation.   
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explore the texts with more difficult levels of readability and discuss the provenance and 

significance of such texts. 

 

3.1.2. Documents, Tasks and Levels of Readability 

This section explains the documents in terms of format and characteristics, and it 

also explains each type of task in terms of citizen’s purposes in each office.  Documents 

and tasks are correlated with their respective readability levels; texts with higher 

difficulty levels of readability are explored and explained. 

 

3.1.2.1 Types of Documents 

These documents represent the total number of texts (N=37); some were referenced 

by citizens (n=17) and are examined later in relationship to the social data from the 

surveyed informants.  All texts were categorized according to their features (section 

2.5.2.1).  The relationship between type of document and their readability level was 

greatly significant statistically speaking (p=0.004); numbers and percentages can be 

observed in Table 3.1: 

Readability 
Value card form certificate flyer 

sheet 
w/REQs. booklet Total 

Somewhat 
Easy 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

10% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

2.7% 
(n=1) 

Normal 
75% 
(n=3) 

28.57 
(n=2) 

33.33% 
(n=1) 

10% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

18.92% 
(n=7) 

Somewhat 
Difficult 

0% 
(n=0) 

42.86 
(n=3) 

66.67% 
(n=2) 

60% 
(n=6) 

0% 
(n=0) 

50% 
(n=3) 

37.84% 
(n=14) 

Difficult 25% 
(n=1) 

28.57% 
(n=2) 

0% 
(n=0) 

20% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=7) 

50% 
(n=3) 

40.54% 
(n=15) 

Total 
100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=7) 

100% 
(n=3) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=7) 

100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(N=37) 

Table 3.1: Total number of texts available in government offices by document type 
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The documents with more ‘difficult’ levels were the ‘sheets with requirements’ 

(100%, n=7) and the ‘booklets’ (50%, n=3).  Also, 80% of the ‘flyers’ were either 

‘difficult’ or somewhat difficult’ (n=8), whereas most of the cards (75%, n=3) were 

labeled with ‘normal’ readability.  This distribution can be observed in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Readability by type of document 

 

3.1.2.2 Types of Tasks 

In section 1.5.3, we stated that according to the Comisión Federal de Mejora 

Regulatoria86, the most common types of tasks were obligation (59.54%), followed by 

benefit (33.79%), starting a procedure (3.07%), preservation (2.7%) and consultation 

(.91%) (COFEMER, 2017).  Figure 3.4 compares types of tasks of texts encountered in 

the offices in Cd. Satélite, which are based on citizens’ reported purpose of their visit (see 

question #3 of the survey in appendix A), and the tasks reported by the Mexican 

government organization COFEMER: 

 

 

                                                
86 This is a government organization in charge of analyzing types of tasks (for more information refer to 
section 1.5.3). 
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Figure 3.4: Tasks in subject community vs tasks reported in the city 

There is significant difference between the texts associated with tasks carried out by 

surveyed citizens in the studied community and the ones reported in the capital of the city 

(COFEMER, 2017).  A small percentage of texts (n=2) that citizens reported to be the 

“most relevant document” to carry out their purpose in government offices, are non-

government issued texts.  This provides an overview of the distribution of tasks which 

will then be analyzed in terms of readability levels and provenance. 

There is a significant difference in terms of language accessibility (i.e., readability 

levels) of each type of task.  A significant number of government texts required for tasks 

are considered ‘difficult’ and ‘somewhat difficult’, as shown in Figure 3.5 (n=27) and 

Table 3.2. (77.1%).   
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Figure 3.5: Readability by type of task 

Most of the government texts for tasks (77.1%, n=27) are in the ‘difficult’ and 

‘somewhat difficult’ levels of readability.  Table 3.2 also shows that the type of task with 

most difficulty is to ‘start a procedure’ since 66.7% (n=6) of the text in this category were 

rated ‘difficult’.  

Readability 
Value Obligation Benefit Preservation 

To start a 
Procedure Consultation Total 

Somewhat 
Easy 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

11% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

2.9% 
(n=1) 

Normal 
57.1% 
(n=4) 

12.5% 
(n=1) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

11.1% 
(n=1) 

20.0% 
(n=7) 

Somewhat 
Difficult 

14.3% 
(n=1) 

50.0% 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

22.2% 
(n=2) 

66.7% 
(n=6) 

37.1% 
(n=13) 

Difficult 
28.6% 
(n=2) 

37.5% 
(n=3) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

66.7% 
(n=6) 

22.2% 
(n=2) 

40.0% 
(n=14) 

Total % of 
tasks 

20.0% 
(n=7) 

22.9% 
(n=8) 

5.7% 
(n=2) 

25.7% 
(n=9) 

25.7% 
(n=9) 

100% 
(n=3587) 

Table 3.2: Total number of types of tasks in government offices 

We can then state that of the total number of tasks in the analyzed documents 

(N=35), most of them are in the ‘somewhat difficult’ and ‘difficult’ ranks (77.1% in 

comparison to 22.9% from ‘normal’ and ‘somewhat easy’).  In this subgroup of tasks 

with texts considered ‘difficult’ or ‘somewhat difficult’, the tasks with highest 

                                                
87 Two of the texts of the total number of cases (N=37) (one in the ‘difficult’ and the other in the 
‘somewhat difficult’ ranges) were not included in this table because they were not a task. 
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percentages are ‘to start a procedure’ (88.9% n=8), ‘benefit’ (87.5%, n=7) and 

‘consultation’ (88.9% n=8).  The values found in this correlation had some statistical 

relevance (p=.095).   

The most relevant interaction between types of documents and tasks in terms of 

readability levels were found in ‘sheets of requirements’, ‘booklets’ and ‘flyers’.  All 

‘sheets of requirements’ were ranked ‘difficult’ and also most of the ones to start a 

‘procedure’ (85.7%, n=6).  All ‘booklets’ (n=6) were either ‘somewhat difficult’ or 

‘difficult’ and they were all to receive a ‘benefit’ like medical attention or the right to 

leave the country (i.e., passport).  Finally, 9 out of 10 ‘flyers’ had the purpose of 

‘consultation’ and 8 out of these 9 (88.9%) were considered ‘somewhat difficult’ and 

‘difficult’, with a very high statistical value (p=.019).   

The observable trend is that most of the texts have different degrees of difficulty in 

terms of language accessibility, and there are certain documents and tasks that are more 

difficult than others (i.e., ‘sheets of requirements’, ‘booklets’ and ‘flyers’ for types of 

documents, as well as ‘start a procedure’ ‘benefit’ and ‘consultation’ for types of tasks), 

based on readability levels.  Since this study focuses on the relationships between text 

and citizens and how they operate in terms of power relationships, other linguistic criteria 

such as syntax structures or lexical forms were not used to assess ‘difficulty’ levels, due 

to the nature of our corpus.  We then evaluate the provenance of these documents in 

terms of offices and Secretariats, in order to establish a relationship between readability 

levels and other measurements, types of documents, types of tasks and the entities 

responsible for their production, respectively.  
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3.1.3. Offices’ Readability Levels 

The offices are the government buildings where the survey was conducted.  In these 

offices, the most accessible texts found in terms of readability levels were the Comisión 

Federal de Electricidad (CFE) and the Civil Registry (Registro Civil) with all their 

documents within the ‘normal’ level of readability.  After these two, the center for water 

control, or Organismo Público Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los Servicios de 

Agua Potable, Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS) only had 33% (n=1) of its 

documents within the ‘difficult’ level of readability and the Palacio Municipal had 40% 

(n=2) labeled as ‘difficult’ and 40% (n=2) as ‘somewhat difficult’.  Finally, the Centro de 

Servicios Fiscales had 82% (n=9) of its documents within the ‘difficult’ and ‘somewhat 

difficult’ range and it is the one with highest percentage (64.0%) of ‘difficult’ texts.  

However, as observed in Figure 3.6, it had a small percentage of texts within the ‘normal’ 

and ‘somewhat easy’ ranges.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Analysis of Readability of Offices 

On the other hand, the offices with the most difficult readability levels (none had any 
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Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) and the Oficina de Pasaportes 

Naucalpan88.  The IMSS had 100% (n=5) of its documents with 200+ total words as well 

as 100% of them with 5-10 words per phrase (p=.011).  This office had 80% (n=4) of 

documents with 11+ uncommon/misspelled words and 20% (n=1) within the 5-10 

uncommon/misspelled words range (p=.039), and all its texts take 2+ minutes to read 

(p=.003).   

All documents of the SAT office (n=6) were also ranked in the ‘difficult’ or 

‘somewhat difficult’ levels, and 66.7% of these documents (n=4) had 200+ total words 

and 50.0% (n=3) had 15+ words per phrase (2 of these 3 had 200+ words as well as 15+ 

words per phrase).  Also, half of all the documents from this office (n=3) had 5-10 

uncommon/misspelled words (p=.039).  Finally, 12.5% (n=1) of texts in this office take 

2+ time to read, 30% (n=3) of them 1-2 minutes and 33.3% (n=2) take less than 1 minute 

(p=.003).   

The Oficina de Pasaportes Naucalpan (100%, n=4) had most documents in the 

‘somewhat difficult’ level and the rest in the ‘difficult’ rank (see Figure 3.6).  Also, 

25.0% of its documents (n=1) had 200+ total words; 25.0% (n=1) had 15+ words per 

phrase and 50.0% (n=2) had 11-15 words per phrase.  Moreover, 50.0% (n=3) of the texts 

in this office had 5-10 uncommon/misspelled words and 25.0% (n=1) had 11+ 

uncommon/misspelled words (p=.039).  Finally, one of these documents (12.5%) take 2+ 

time to read, 50.0% (n=3) of them take 1-2 minutes, and 33.3% (n=2) take less than 1 

minute (p=.003).   

                                                
88 As explained in section 1.5.1, Naucalpan is one of the 125 municipal entities of the Estado de México, 
which is one of the 31 states of Mexico. 
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3.1.4. Secretariats’ Readability Levels 

The Secretariats are the core structure of the administrative, judicial and political 

federal powers of the whole country, and each state has its own subdivisions (see 1.4.1).  

The majority of the government offices report directly to a Secretariat, and some of them 

can be easily identified by their logos, but this will be explored in Chapter 4.  As 

explained in 1.4.2, the processes and services in the Mexican Government are as follows: 

• The council tax payment is carried out in the Palacio Municipal that reports 

to the Secretaría de Gobernación.   

• The electricity bill payment is paid in the Comisión Federal de Electricidad 

(CFE) that reports to the Secretaría de Energía.   

• The vehicle information update is carried out in the Centro de Servicios 

Fiscales and it is related to the Secretaría de Finanzas.   

• The water bill payment is handled solely by the Organismo Público 

Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los Servicios de Agua Potable, 

Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS).   

• Citizens must go to the Registro Civil to get or update any birth certificate 

and this office reports to the Secretaría de Gobernación.   

• For medical attention, they must attend to the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro 

Social (IMSS) that reports to the Secretaría de Salud.   

• For payment of their taxes they must go to the Servicio de Administración 

Tributaria (SAT) that reports directly to the Secretaría de Hacienda y 

Crédito Público.  

• Citizens that require a passport, they need to attend to the Oficina de 
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pasaportes Naucalpan that reports to the Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores. 

All documents found in all offices (N=37), whether mentioned or not by citizens 

were categorized according to their provenance – in terms of Secretariats – and analyzed 

based on their readability levels.  As shown in Figure 3.7, the Secretariats with the most 

relevant data were four: the Secretaría de Finanzas (10 documents, N=10), the Secretaría 

de Hacienda y Crédito Público (6 documents, N=6), the Secretaría de Salud (5 

documents, N=5), and finally the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (3 documents, 

N=3) (p=.240). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Analysis of Readability of documents in Secretariats (N=37) 

The Secretaría de Salud was the one with the lowest language accessibility, with 

40.0% (n=2) of its documents with the ‘difficult’ level of readability, and 60.0% (n=3) 

within the range of ‘somewhat difficult’.  The Secretaría de Finanzas had 60.0% of its 

documents with the ‘difficult’ level of readability (n=6) and 20% (n=2) within the range 

of ‘somewhat difficult’.  The Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público had 33.3% (n=2) 

of its documents with the range of ‘difficult’ and also 66.7% (n=4) of its documents with 

the readability level of ‘somewhat difficult’ (p=.240).  Finally, the Secretaría de 
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Relaciones Exteriores had 33.3% (n=1) of its documents labeled as ‘difficult’, and 66.7% 

(n=2) labeled as ‘somewhat difficult’89.   

 

3.1.4.1. Secretariats with Lowest Language Accessibility 

This section analyzes the readability features that point towards the Secretariats with 

most difficult texts, and therefore, the ones with the least accessible language in their 

texts.  As explained in the previous section, the Secretariats with most difficult texts were 

the Secretaría de Salud, the Secretaría de Finanzas, the Secretaría de Hacienda y 

Crédito Público and the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores.  We will now explore other 

measurements that illuminate the texts’ readability levels90 of these four Secretariats, 

such as ‘total number of words’, ‘words per sentence’, ‘number of uncommon/misspelled 

words’ and ‘approximate reading time’ (see 3.1.1 for significant markers of readability).  

These will show how some factors that account for readability (i.e., words per sentence 

from lecturabilidad L and number of words from Legibilidad µ) are related to other 

characteristics of language accessibility, such as number of uncommon/misspelled words 

and approximate reading time. 

The Secretaría de Salud was the one with the highest difficulty in terms of 

readability levels, for 40.0% of its texts (n=2) were categorized as ‘difficult’ and 60.0% 

(n=3) as ‘somewhat difficult’.  As shown in Figure 3.8., most of its documents were 

                                                
89 Also, the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, Secretaría de Desarrollo Social, and a non-Secretariat had 
3 documents with no relevant data to in regard to readability.  The Secretaría de Energía and the Secretaría 
de Educación Pública had 1 document, and finally there were 2 documents that were not government 
issued.   
 
90 Readability levels used to analyze the data are based on two indexes: Fernández Huerta (1959) and 
Muñoz Baquedano (2006); the first one calculates readability based on the average of syllables per word 
and the average per words per phrase; the second one uses number of words, the mean of number of letters 
per word and their distribution. 
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within the highest ranges of number of words and number of uncommon/misspelled 

words.  All documents (100.0%, n=5) are 200+ words, and all of them are 5 to 10 words 

per phrase; this correlation is statistically significant (p=.012).  Of these texts, 80.0% 

(n=4) had 11+ uncommon/misspelled words (p = .019). 

 

Figure 3.8: Readability features related to low language accessibility in documents from Secretaría de 

Salud 

Moreover, all of its documents (100.0%, n=5) are within the 2+ minutes reading time 

(p=0.16).  Only 20.0% (n=1) of its documents had 5 to 10 uncommon/misspelled words, 

which is still a high volume of difficult words to understand with a very high statistical 

value (p=.019).  This shows a correlation between the levels of readability of its 

documents and other characteristics of the texts that resonate with the documents’ 

difficulty in terms of language accessibility.  This pattern can also be observed in the 

following Secretariats.  

 Figure 3.9. shows the documents’ readability features of the Secretaría de Finanzas 

(N=10).  We can observe that this Secretariat had 50% (n=5) of its documents with a total 

of 200+ words, and also a very high percentage (70%, n=7) of documents with 11 to 15 

words per phrase (p=.012).  Also, 20.0% (n=2) of its documents have 11+ 
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uncommon/misspelled words and another 20% (n=2) have 5 to 10 uncommon/misspelled 

words, with high statistical significance (p=.039).  Of the 50% (n=5) of the documents 

that have 200+ words, three of them had 11-15 words and two of these three had 11+ 

uncommon words.  Finally, 10.0% (n=1) of its documents are 2+ reading time, 40% 

(n=4) are in the 1-2 minute(s) reading time, and 50.0% (n=5) are less than one-minute 

reading time, also with a high statistical value (p=0.16).   

 

Figure 3.9: Readability features related to low language accessibility in documents from Secretaría de 

Finanzas 

As shown in Figure 3.10, the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (N=6) had 

50.0% of its documents (n=3) with over 15 words per sentence and 50% (n=3) with 5 to 

10 uncommon/misspelled words (p=.039).  It also had most of its texts (67%, n=4) with a 

total of 200+ words, in which two of these particular texts had over 15 words per 

sentence and one of them had 5 to 10 uncommon/misspelled words; statistically 

speaking, this correlation is also significant (p=.039).  Finally, it would take more than 2 

minutes to read 16.7% (n=1) of its documents, 1-2 minutes to read 50% (n=3) of the 

documents, and less than one minute to read 33.3% (n=2) of documents from this 

Secretariat (p=.016).  
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Figure 3.10: Readability features related to low language accessibility in documents from Secretaría de 

Hacienda y Crédito Público 

Finally, below in Figure 3.11. we can see that the Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores, had its documents (N=3) evenly distributed for number of words: 33.3% 

(n=1) each one (p=.012).  However, most of its documents (66.7%, n=2) had 11 to 15 

words per sentence and 33.3% (n=1) over 15 words per sentence (p=.012), with one of 

them having more than 11 uncommon/misspelled words (p=.039).  Also, 33.3% (n=1) of 

its documents take 2 minutes to read, but the majority (66.7%, n=2) are less than one-

minute reading time (p=.016). 

 

Figure 3.11: Readability features related to low language accessibility in documents from Secretaría de 

Relaciones Exteriores 
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We have previously stated that the distribution of ‘difficult’ and ‘somewhat difficult’ 

texts in the Secretariats with lowest readability.  This can be observed in Table 3.3 as 

follows: 

Secretariats Difficult 
Readability  

Somewhat difficult 
Readability 

Secretaría de Salud  
(N=5) 

40.0%  
(n=2) 

60.0%  
(n=3) 

Secretaría de Finanzas  
(N=10) 

60.0%  
(n=6)   

20%  
(n=2) 

Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito 
Público 
(N=6) 

33.3%  
(n=2) 

66.7%  
(n=4) 

Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores 
(N=3) 

33.3%  
(n=1) 

66.7%  
(n=2)91 

Table 3.3: Secretariats with lowest readability levels 

In order to observe the hierarchy of the documents’ accessibility (besides the percentage 

of ‘difficult’ and ‘somewhat difficult’ texts in terms of readability levels), the features in 

these Secretariats documents examined above were put into perspective to find out which 

ones had more accessible texts than others.  The correlation between readability levels 

and documents’ most salient characteristics analyzed in Figures 3.8., 3.9., 3.10., and 

3.11., can be observed in Figure 3.12., which in turn shows the relationship between 

readability indexes and other features in text that illuminate their language accessibility.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
91 The correlation between Secretariats and Readability levels did not have an optimal statistical value 
(p=.240). 
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Figure 3.12: Analysis of readability features of documents in Secretarías with lowest language accessibility 

 As shown above, the Secretaría de Salud has the highest numbers in all categories, 

followed by the Secretaría de Finanzas, followed by the Secretaría de Hacienda y 

Crédito Público and finally the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, respectively.  The 

trend line shows higher to lower language text inaccessibility based on most total words, 

most numbers of words per phrase, and most uncommon or misspelled words.  Moreover, 

the reading time of documents within each Secretariat provides further data that shows 

how some of them are more or less accessible: 

1) Secretaría de Salud (N=5) 

100.0% (n=5) of its documents within 2+ minutes reading time (p=.016). 

2) Secretaría de Finanzas (N=10) 

10.0% (n=1) of its documents within 2+ minutes reading time 

40% (n=4) of its documents within 1-2 minute(s) reading time 

50.0% (n=5) of its documents within less than 1-minute reading time (p=.016). 

3) Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (N=6) 
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50% (n=3) of its documents within 1-2 minute(s) reading time 

33.3% (n=2) of its documents within less than 1-minute reading time (p=.016). 

4) Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (N=3) 

33.3% (n=1) of its documents within 2+ minutes reading time 

66.7% (n=2) of its documents within less than 1-minute reading time (p=.016). 

 Besides having all its documents (n=5) with more than 200 words and 80.0% (n=4) of 

them with more than 11 uncommon/misspelled words, the Secretaría de Salud has 

documents that take a very long time to read, and therefore, it is the least accessible 

Secretariat.  The Secretaría de Finanzas has half of its documents (n=5) with more than 

200 words, but n=4 of them are 1-2 minute(s) reading time and only n=1 is 2+ minutes.  

It also has 20.0% (n=2) of its documents with more than 11 uncommon/misspelled 

words.  The Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público has 67.0% (n=4) of its documents 

with more than 200 words, but only n=1 takes more than 2 minutes to read and half of 

them are 1-2 minutes reading time.  It is also the Secretariat that uses the most words per 

phrase (50.0%, n=3 of its documents are 15+ words).  Finally, the Secretaría de 

Relaciones Exteriores has 1 document in each of the categories for more than 200 words, 

more than 15 words per sentence, and more than 11 uncommon/misspelled words.  

As far as language accessibility, there is a valuable relationship between the 

Secretariats with lowest readability levels, the type of task they offer, and the type of 

documents they issue92, except for the ‘preservation93’ task that was not attested in any 

Secretariat.  All documents (n=5) from the Secretaría de Salud had the format of a 

                                                
92 All tasks are according to the categorization of the government organization COFEMER (2017). 
 
93 According to the COFEMER (2017), a ‘preservation’ task (conservación in Spanish), is when a subject 
must attend to a certain government office to preserve certain information (section 1.5.3). 
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‘booklet’, and as observed in Figure 3.13, their purpose is to receive a ‘benefit’, which is 

also statistically significant (p=.000).  As explained before, it had the least accessible 

language in its documents.  This means that citizens who need this benefit but may not 

possess the adequate language skills may not be able to receive this service or may not be 

as easy for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Analysis of type of tasks and Secretariats with lowest Readability 

The Secretaría de Finanzas has most of its documents (n=8) ‘to start a procedure’ 

from which 6 of them are ‘sheets of requirements’ with only text and no images.  As 

explained before, a significant number of the texts (40%) issued by this Secretariat 

require 1-2 minutes to read them, which can potentially hinder citizens’ objective.  Also, 

two documents are for ‘obligation’, one is in a ‘card’ format and the other is on a ‘form’ 

format, which reiterates the importance of the types of tasks in this particular Secretariat.   

Most of the documents (n=5) in the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público are 

for ‘consultation’ and they are all in pamphlet/flyer format (p=.000).  Only one document 

was for ‘obligation’ and it was in a ‘form’ format.  In this case there is also a significant 

amount of reading time involved as well as low readability in text for the citizen who is 

inquiring into information in this Secretariat’s offices (p=.000).   
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Finally, all documents (n=3) from the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores were for 

‘procedure’, ‘benefit’ or ‘consultation’ and two had readability levels of ‘somewhat 

difficult’ and one was found ‘difficult’(p=.000).  This gives a broader perspective on the 

relation between readability levels and citizens’ perspective, but the correlation is subject 

to social factors, which are analyzed and explained in RQ:2.   

 

3.1.5. The Impact of the Plain Language Campaign in Cd. Satélite 

We have explained that the distribution of texts is 40.0% difficult, 38.0% somewhat 

difficult, 19.0% normal and 3.0% somewhat easy (section 3.1).  Moreover, the observable 

trends are as follows: 

1) Most of the texts have a certain difficulty: 78.0% are in the categories of 

‘difficult’ and ‘somewhat difficult’ in comparison to 22.0% from ‘normal’ and 

‘somewhat easy’.   

2) Documents such as ‘sheets of requirements’, ‘booklets’ and ‘flyers’ are more 

difficult to understand than the rest. 

3) Tasks such as ‘procedure’ ‘benefit’ and ‘consultation’ have lower levels of 

readability and therefore are more difficult to understand. 

This information is summarized for Secretariats and Offices with most difficulty found in 

their texts in the following table: 
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Secretariat Related Office Type of 
task/function 

Type of 
Document(s) 

Secretaría de 
Salud 

 
 

Instituto Mexicano 
del Seguro Social 

(IMSS) 

benefit booklet 

Secretaría de 
Finanzas 

 

Centro de Servicios 
Fiscales Registro 

Civil94 

procedure sheet w/REQs 

Secretaría de 
Hacienda y 

Crédito Público 

Servicio de 
Administración 

Tributaria (SAT) 

consultation flyers 
form 

Secretaría de 
Relaciones 
Exteriores 

Oficina de 
Pasaportes 
Naucalpan 

procedure 
benefit 

consultation 

form 
flyer 

booklet 
Table 3.4: Categorization of texts with most difficult rankings of readability 

This is evidence that some offices (and also types of documents and tasks) have 

more ‘difficult’ texts in terms of readability levels.  These offices report to certain 

Secretariats, and therefore, the texts available for citizens in these offices are related in 

most cases to a specific Secretariat.  Research Question One (RQ:1) asks how has the 

Plain Language impacted language accessibility in printed government documents’ 

communication (i.e, cards, forms, certificates, flyers, sheets of requirements and 

booklets) in Cd. Satélite.  H1A stated that if a text was ‘clear,’ then it would have ‘easier’ 

levels of readability and the majority of citizens in this community would not report 

unclear elements within texts.  On the contrary, H1B stated that if a text was not ‘clear,’ it 

would have more ‘difficult’ levels of readability and a significant number of surveyed 

citizens would report unclear elements within the text. 

 

                                                
94 90% of the texts that are subject to the Secretaría de Finanzas were found in the Centro de Servicios 
Fiscales and the other 10% in the Registro Civil. 
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The results from the analyzed data provide a partial response that leans towards 

H1B.  The majority of the texts (78.0%) are in the readability levels of ‘difficult’ or 

‘somewhat difficult’ and this can be traced to particular offices and Secretariats (and 

categorized in types of documents and tasks), making some of them more ‘difficult’ than 

others.  This means that individuals with higher command of the language (i.e., 

privileged readers) are less likely to have issues understanding the content.  However, 

this ‘difficulty’ is not acknowledged by all citizens, for only 18.8% of the surveyed 

citizens (n=30) reported unclear elements in the texts95.  But this 18.8% is based only in 

N=17 texts, which are texts used by citizens, (per their answers in the surveys), and do 

not represent the totality of texts available for them in the office (N=37).  The total 

number of texts is a much higher number and the texts referenced by citizens (N=17) 

represent only the 45.9% of the total number of texts available for them (N=37).  

Referenced texts (N=17) were categorized mainly (41.2%, n=7) on the ‘difficult’ level of 

readability, a lower number on the ‘somewhat difficult’ level (29.4%, n=5) and also a 

lower percentage (29.4%, n=5) in the ‘normal’ level (p=.402).  Furthermore, referenced 

texts (N=17) with reported unclear elements by citizens (n=30) were categorized mostly 

(43.3%, n=13) on the ‘difficult’ level of readability, a significant lower number on the 

‘somewhat difficult’ level (16.7%, n=5) and finally a high percentage (40.0%, n=12) in 

the ‘normal’ level (p=.974).   

Although this does not provide a continuous trend, the results yield 70.6% of 

referenced texts (N=17) and 60.0% within the reported unclear elements (n=30) with 

some sort of difficulty, and it gives us enough information to affirm that the Plain 

                                                
95 This is explained in more detail in relation to the social variables in the following section. 
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Language campaign has not had a significant impact in this community, mainly because 

the majority of the texts are not accessible to all citizens according to their readability 

levels.  However, we cannot fully explain yet why the majority of the surveyed citizens 

report to ‘understand the text’ and affirm that texts are ‘clear’, since there is no direct 

correlation of texts’ readability and citizens’ ability to reach their goal, text clarity or 

reported unclear elements.  However, there is a significant number of citizens who 

reported unclear elements in texts (n=30) and this provides an opportunity to be analyzed 

for social characteristics, in order to illuminate possible cultural and social capital 

distribution in the community. 

 

3.2. Perception and Social Variables 

In section 2.2.2.5, we discussed the demographics of the municipality of the subject 

community Naucalpan de Juárez.  According to the latest census, 3.3% of the population 

is illiterate, 48.7% have Elementary education, 23.4% have Middle School or High 

School education and 24.2% have Undergraduate and Graduate degrees constitute 

(INEGI, 2015)96.  If having a higher command of language would provide certain 

individuals with a much higher capital than those who do not possess this ability in a 

certain field97 and if this plays a role in the transmission of a written message from 

government to citizen, it is possible that communication problems arise and that 

participants with a certain social profile are more likely than others to report unclear 

                                                
96 This is true for citizens 15 years and older, and there is no difference established in Middle School vs 
High School education, as well as undergraduate or graduate education (Ibid.). 
 
97 As explained in Chapter 1, Bourdieu (1984, 1986) defines field as a distribution structure of some kind of 
capital. 
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elements in government texts (see 1.3.1).  Research Question One (RQ:1) inquires about 

the impact of the Plain Language campaign by analyzing language accessibility in 

government texts using readability levels.  The answer to this question is based on 

readability levels of the total number of texts (N=37), as well as on the likelihood of 

citizens to report unclear element in texts they interacted with during their visit (N=17).  

However, the social characteristics of citizens who are more likely than others to report 

issues with 1) understanding, 2) clarity of texts, and 3) unclear elements of texts, need to 

be demarcated.  Therefore, Research Question Two (RQ:2) asks whether the Plain 

Language campaign has influenced texts in Cd. Satélite to make them accessible to all its 

inhabitants, or to a limited population with a certain sociological profile.  Hypothesis 2A 

(H2A) proposes that if texts have been influenced by the Plain Language, then most 

surveyed citizens (regardless of their age, gender, education and occupation) will not 

report any unclear elements; on the other hand, hypothesis 2B (H2B) proposes that if 

some texts were unaffected by the Plain Language guidelines, then a group of citizens 

will report unclear elements and there will be a privileged receiver whose sociological 

profile must be identified.  

Social variables such as age, gender, education, occupation or identity and their 

relation to perception of written government language provide an overview of different 

sectors of the sample.  Groups with higher command of language (i.e., privileged readers) 

have an advantage in terms of language accessibility in this particular field.  Therefore, 

explaining why citizens with specific social background are more likely than others to 

acknowledge unclear items in texts provides an explanation of the social experience in 

this community, as well as the distribution of cultural and social capital.  
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3.2.1. Citizens Perception of Texts 

In order to examine “citizens’ perspective” and quantify it, we used questions #2, #4, 

#5 and #8 from the survey (see appendix A) that queried surveyed citizens about 

achieving their goal, text understanding, text clarity, and reporting unclear items within 

the texts.  Of the total number of texts available in all offices (N=37), citizens reported 

using only a portion of them during their visits to government agencies (N=17).  A 

comparative analysis of texts and what we consider citizens’ overall perspective (their 

reactions to questions #2, #4, #5 and #8 from the survey in appendix A) was based on 

texts with which citizens had interaction (N=17). 

The majority of respondents (88.1%, n=141) reported achieving their goal in the 

government office, while 11.9% (n=19) did not.  As far as text clarity, a very small 

fraction (3.8%, n=6) reported that a text itself was not clear; 5 out of these 6 also reported 

‘unclear element(s)’ in the texts during their visit to the government office.  Citizens who 

‘do not understand’ (see question #4 in appendix A) the text are only 2.5% (n=4).  

However, citizens who reported not understanding a particular element (see question #8 

in appendix A) were 16.9% (n=27); only one person affirmed to ‘not understand’ the text 

and also reported unclear items in the text.  Individuals who ‘do not understand’ the text 

were grouped together with citizens who reported ‘not understanding’ a particular item of 

the texts, which turned into a category labeled as ‘citizens who reported unclear 

element(s)’ in texts during their visit; this group of N=30 represent 18.8% of the surveyed 

citizens, and can be observed in the following table: 
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Questions used to define citizens’ perspective percentage cases 
Not reaching their goal (question #2) 11.9% (N=19) 
Do not understand the text (question #4) 2.5% (N=4) 
Reported that text was not clear (question #5) 3.8% (N=6) 
Reported not understanding elements (question #8) 16.9% (N=27) 
Reported unclear element(s) (questions #4 & #8) 18.8% (N=3098) 

Table 3.5: Distribution of questions used to define citizens’ perspective 

The N=30 acquired responses from citizens were categorized as: 1) lexical items, 2) 

graphic images, 3) documents/forms, 4) other or 5) nothing/null (see section 2.5.3.2).99  

Citizens’ responses distribution turned out statistically significant (p=.023) and can be 

observed in Table 3.6 below. 

Reported unclear elements 
63.3% 
(n=19) lexical items 

23.3% 
(n=7) other 

10.0% 
(n=3) documents/forms  

3.3% 
(n=1) graphic images 

Table 3.6: Distribution of reported unclear elements by type 

As observed, most of the unclear elements were categorized as lexical items (63.3%, 

n=19) and only one item was categorized as graphic images (3.3%).  There was a high 

percentage of elements categorized as ‘other’; these were citizens’ answers stating that 

they ‘did not understand’ or that the text was ‘not clear’ but were not specific.  Other 

responses in this category were ambiguous and were not able to fit into any of the other 

                                                
98 Since one person claimed not to understand the text and also reported unclear element(s), this left only 
N=3 citizens who claimed not to understand the texts who did not report unclear elements. 
 
99 There were n=130 nothing/null responses (see section 2.5.3.2). 
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categories; they involved issues such as with fonts, location of the government Offices 

and unclear answers. 

 

3.2.2. From Citizen’s Perception to Readability 

If we recall the trends in offices and Secretariats (see sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4), the 

ones with lowest language accessibility in terms of readability levels were: Secretaría de 

Salud, Secretaría de Finanzas, Secretaría de Hacienda y Credito Público, and Secretaría 

de Relaciones Exteriores.  For government offices in the community, they were: Instituto 

Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS), Centro de Servicios Fiscales, Registro Civil, 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) and Oficina de Pasaportes Naucalpan.  

Tasks with the lowest language accessibility were: benefit, procedure, consultation.  In 

these particular Secretariats and Offices, we found evidence that some have more 

‘difficult’ texts in terms of readability levels.  However, data shows also that readability 

levels do not match completely with citizens’ reported perspective based on the questions 

established in Table 3.5.     

In terms of readability, people who did not reach their goal (11.9%, n=19/160) had 

most texts in the ‘normal’ readability range, (52.6%, n=10/19), while 36.8% of texts 

(n=7/19) were in the ‘difficult’ range and the smallest percentage in the ‘somewhat 

difficult’ range (10.5%, n=2/19) (p=.560).  Of the citizens who stated that the text was 

not clear, half were ‘difficult’ texts (n=3) and half were ‘normal’ texts (n=3) (p=.546).  

Of citizens who reported unclear elements, 43.3% (n=13) were for ‘difficult’ texts, 16.7% 

(n=5) were from ‘somewhat difficult’ texts, and 40.0% (n=12) were from ‘normal’ texts 

(p=.974).  This shows that there is no direct correlation between text difficulty with 
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citizens’ perspective and readability levels of texts.  However, some significant 

correlations were found when Offices, Secretariats and types of tasks were compared. 

Surveyed citizens who defined the texts as ‘not clear’ (n=6/160) were from the 

following offices: Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) (n=2), Organismo Público 

Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los Servicios de Agua Potable, Alcantarillado y 

Saneamiento (OAPAS) (n=2) and Palacio Municipal (n=1) and Servicio de 

Administración Tributaria (SAT) (n=1) (p=.367).  People who did not reach their goal 

(n=19) are mostly from two offices: SAT (n=6) and the CFE (n=4), while the rest are 

distributed in the Registro Civil (n=3), Palacio Municipal (n=3), Centro de Servicios 

Fiscales (n=2), and Oficina de pasaportes (n=1); no subjects had issues with their goal in 

the offices of OAPAS and the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS) and this 

correlation is statistically significant (p=.047).  Citizens who reported unclear elements 

(n=30) were distributed in Palacio Municipal (n=6), CFE (n=6), SAT (n=5), OAPAS 

(n=5), Centro de Servicios Fiscales (n=4), Oficina de pasaportes (n=3), IMSS (n=1); 

there was no unclear elements reported in the Registro Civil  (p=.028) (See Table 3.7). 

In regard to Secretariats, the provenance of the texts that resulted in citizens stating 

that the text was not clear (n=6) was from the Secretaría de Energía (n=2), but also from 

the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (n=1), and from the Secretaría de 

Gobernación (n=1); the other two individuals were referring to texts that could not be 

linked to any Secretariat (p=.631).  The provenance of the texts that resulted in people not 

reaching their goal (n=19) was mostly from the Secretaría de Gobernación (n=6), the 

Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (n=4) and the Secretaría de Energía (n=4), 

while the rest were from the Secretaría de Educación Pública (n=1) and the Secretaría de 
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Finanzas (n=1).  There were also two texts that could not be linked to any Secretariat and 

one that was a non-governmental text with significant statistical importance (p=.003).  

For the citizens who reported unclear elements (n=30), most of the texts can be traced to 

the Secretaría de Gobernación (n=6) and the Secretaría de Energía (n=6), while the rest 

are from the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (n=4), the Secretaría de Finanzas 

(n=3), and the Secretaría de Salud (n=1); a significant number were not related to any 

Secretariat (n=8) and one was a non-governmental text (p=.248). 

In terms of type of task, citizens who stated that the text was not clear (n=6) were 

mostly for texts for ‘preservation’ (n=4) and the rest from ‘obligation’ (n=2) (p=.168).  

People who did not reach their goal (n=19) were mostly carrying out an ‘obligation’ type 

of task (n=12), and the rest were distributed in ‘preservation’ (n=4), ‘benefit’ (n=1) and 

‘procedure’ (n=1); there was also one text in this category, but it was not government 

produced (p=.183).  Finally, most citizens who reported unclear elements (n=30) were for 

texts for the task of ‘preservation’ (27.5%, n=11) and ‘obligation’ (18.8%, n=13), while 

the rest were for ‘procedure’ (15.8%, n=3) and ‘benefit’ (6.9%, n=2), with one non-

government text (p=.266). 

The percentage relationship between reported unclear elements and Secretariats, 

government offices and types of task is summarized in the following table by percentages 

of total cases within each Secretariat, government office and task.   The percentages are 

proportioned within each category. 
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Secretariats 
(p=.248) 

Offices 
(p=.028) 

Type of Tasks 
(p=.266) 

40.0% (n=4) of texts 
within Secretaría de 
Hacienda y Crédito 
Público 

30.0% (n=6) of texts 
within Palacio Municipal 

27.5% (n=11) % of texts 
within Preservation 
 

30.0% (n=6) of texts 
within Secretaría de 
Energía  

30.0% (n=6) of texts 
within Comisión Federal 
de Electricidad 

18.8% (n=13) % of texts 
within Obligation 
 

17.6% (n=3) of texts 
within Secretaría de 
Finanzas 

25.0% (n=5) of texts 
within Organismo Público 
Descentralizado, para la 
Prestación de los Servicios 
de Agua Potable, 
Alcantarillado y 
Saneamiento (OAPAS) 

15.8% (n=3) of texts within 
Procedure initiation 
 

13.0% (n=6) of texts 
within Secretaría de 
Gobernación 

25.0% (n=5) of texts 
within Servicio de 
Administración Tributaria 
(SAT)  

6.9% (n=2) of texts within 
Benefit100 

9.1% (n=1) of texts within 
Secretaría de Relaciones 
Exteriores 

20.0% (n=4) of texts 
within Centro de Servicios 
Fiscales 

 

5.0% (n=1) of texts within 
Secretaría de Salud 
 

15.0% (n=3) of texts 
within Oficina de 
pasaportes Naucalpan 

 

0% of texts within 
Secretaría de Educación 
Pública101 

5.0% of texts Instituto 
Mexicano del Seguro 
Social (IMSS) 

 

 0% (n=0) of texts within 
Registro Civil  

Table 3.7: Percentages of reported unclear elements within each category 

Comparing the percentages of reported unclear elements and the Secretariats with more 

difficult levels of readability, we find that the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, 

                                                
100 There is 1 non-government text, but it was not accounted in the total percentage since it was not issued 
by the government.  
 
101 There were n=8 documents not related to any Secretariat, and 25.0% of them were reported with unclear 
elements. 
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n=4/10 individuals reported unclear elements.  In texts coming from the Secretaría de 

Finanzas n=3/17 citizens reported unclear elements, in the Secretaría de Salud, n=1/20 

reported unclear elements and in the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores n=1/11 reported 

unclear elements.  Therefore, of the Secretariats with most difficult levels of readability, 

the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público is the one with most issues reported, the 

Secretaría de Finanzas afterwards, followed by the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, 

and finally the Secretaría de Salud. 

Considering the government offices with most difficult levels of readability, we find 

that in the Centro de Servicios Fiscales, 2 out of 19 citizens (n=2/19) did not reach goal 

and n=4/30 reported unclear elements; in the SAT n=6/19 did not reach goal; in the 

Oficina de Pasaportes, n=3/30 reported unclear elements, and finally, in the IMSS n=1/30 

reported unclear elements.  This means that from the government offices with most 

difficult levels of readability, the Centro de Servicios Fiscales and the SAT have the 

greatest number of citizens reporting issues, and afterwards it is the Oficina de 

Pasaportes and the IMSS, respectively.  

 As far as types of tasks with most difficult levels of readability, tasks of 

‘procedure’ had n=1/19 citizens who did not reach goal and n=3/30 citizens reported 

unclear elements; tasks labeled as ‘benefit’ yielded n=1/19 citizens who did not reach 

goal and n=2/30 who reported unclear elements, making the tasks of ‘procedure’ the ones 

with most issues reported (i.e., 4 citizens).   

These results represent a section of the community that overall is not likely to openly 

disclose that:  

1. did not understand the text (survey question #1) (n=4) 
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2. did not think the text is clear (survey question #2) (n=6) 

3. did not reach their goal (survey question #4) (n=19) 

4. reported unclear elements (survey question #8) (n=30) 

This community is more likely to disclose their issues with government texts as the 

survey progresses, for we observe an increased number of responses as the questions 

develop.  There are far more reported unclear elements in survey question #8 than in 

survey question #1.  Now we will address the issue of the majority of texts having 

difficult readability levels and only 18.8% (n=30) of citizens reporting unclear elements.  

 

3.2.3. Explaining Disparity between Readability Levels and Citizens’ Perception 

Most citizens affirmed to have reached their goal in the respective office (88.13%, 

n=141/160), while only 11.9% claim to not reach their goal (n=19/160).  Also, most 

citizens (n=156/160) state that they understand the text.  Only 4 participants in the 160 

surveys stated that they did not understand the text being used for their visit, and a 

significant higher percentage (18.8%, n=30) reported ‘unclear element(s) in texts (see 

Table 3.5).   

Of the total respondents who reported unclear elements (N=30), 23.3% (n=7) did not 

reach their goal. Comparatively, 9.2% (n=12) of respondents who did not report an issue 

understanding the documents did not reach their goal. Therefore, respondents who 

reported unclear elements in the texts were 14.1 percentage points more likely to not 

reach their goal compared to respondents who did not report unclear elements in the 

documents. The relationship between comprehension of the texts and reaching their goal 

is statistically significant (p=.031) and it can be observed in the following table: 
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 Reached goal Did not reach goal Total 
Reported unclear 

element(s) 
76.7% 
(n=23) 

23.3% 
(n=7) 

100% 
(n=30) 

Did not report 
unclear element(s) 

90.8% 
(n=118) 

9.2% 
(n=12) 

100% 
(n=130) 

Table 3.8: Correlation between goal achievement and reported unclear elements in texts 

The majority of the citizens were able to provide an explanation of the text they 

used, regardless of them reaching their goal or not102.  While the brief explanation of the 

text does not show statistical significance, the tendency shows that citizens’ perception of 

government’s communication and his/her own information processing does not always 

match with the idea of ‘clearness/clarity’, ‘easy to understand’, or their ability to 

paraphrase text content.  Furthermore, 48.8% of the surveyed citizens (n=78) do not trust 

government’s written communication, while the majority (81.9%, n=131) do not trust 

government’s oral communication.  It is clear that most of the people tend to trust more 

the written communication, which would explain their reluctance to disclose that the text 

is ‘not clear’, ‘not understanding’ the text, or even reporting unclear elements within the 

text.   

Yet, these answers do not show a consistent trend linking citizens’ perspective of 

government communication and language accessibility in terms of readability levels.  

Even though the majority of unclear reported elements (N=30) come from ‘difficult’ texts 

(43.3%, n=13), there is an inconsistency in texts labeled as ‘somewhat difficult’ (16.7%, 

n=5), since texts labeled as ‘normal’ have a much higher percentage (40.0%, n=12) of 

unclear reported elements (p=.974).  As a consequence, additional comparative factors 

                                                
102 Within these 19 citizens who did not reach their goal, the majority (n=15, 78.9%) provided a brief 
explanation of the text, while only n=4 (21.1%) did not.  Of the 141 remaining citizens that reached their 
goal, the majority provided an explanation (n=114, 88.4% within the citizens who provided an explanation 
of the text and 80.9% within the citizens who reached their goal). 
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had to be used to explain the association between citizens’ perspective and ‘difficult’ and 

‘normal’ readability levels.  In order to find the rationale behind this trend, only 

significant correlations are reported henceforth.  

Among all analyzed readability characteristics (i.e., ‘total number of words’, ‘words 

per sentence’, ‘number of uncommon/misspelled words’ and ‘approximate reading time’; 

(for more details refer to section 2.5.1), the most revealing correlations were within 

reading time.  To explain the higher correlation of reported unclear elements in 

documents with ‘normal’ levels of readability, it was found that citizens’ responses were 

linked to more-to-less reading time.  As observed in the Figure 3.14, there is a relatively 

high number (n=13/89, 14.6%) of citizens who were exposed to texts less than one 

minute long in which unclear elements were reported, an increase of such elements 

reported in texts 1-2 minutes long (n=16/51, 31.4%) and a considerable drop in texts 2 

minutes or longer (n=1/20, 5.0%). 

 

Figure 3.14: Relationship between reported unclear element(s) and reading time of texts 

This correlation has a high statistical significance (p=0.012), and thus it becomes a 

possibility that when a document becomes too long, citizens lose interest and stop reading 
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it.  This resonates with the way systematic processing works since it “entails a relatively 

analytic and comprehensive treatment of judgment-relevant information” and it is “less 

likely to be seen among perceivers who possess little knowledge in the domain, or among 

individuals who are processing with time constraints” (Chen & Chaiken 1999:74).  This 

helps to understand why there are fewer people reporting unclear elements in texts that 

are 2+ minutes long, for it seems that the longer it takes to read a text, the number of 

reported unclear elements decreases.  In other words, people may be less critical when the 

text is too long, which was also found to be related with the education variable, as 

explained in detail in the following section.  

Citizens who distrust government’s written communication represent 48.8% 

(n=78/160), and citizens who do not trust in government’s oral communication are 81.9% 

(n=131/160) of the surveyed citizens.  Of the group who reported unclear elements 

(18.8%, n=30), 66.7% of them (n=20) distrust government’s written communication 

(p=.029) and 93.3% (n=28) of them do not trust in government’s oral communication 

(p=.071).  Both correlations are statistically significant and show that the majority of 

citizens who do not trust government communication (written and oral) are far more 

likely to be more critical of the language used by the government than their counterparts.  

Although it can be used as a point of reference, we will not analyze social variables of 

citizens who do not trust oral communication since we are focusing on government’s 

written communication.  The rest of the data is analyzed for social aspects at play that 

may alter how citizens perceive texts, based on their responses to the survey (see 

appendix A). 
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3.2.4. Social Variables and Readability 

This section reports the most relevant data considering the following social factors: 

1) gender, 2) age, 3) education 4) occupation and 5) identity.  These variables are 

analyzed using cross-tabulations with multiple features from texts in regards to their 

readability levels (i.e., number of words, word per sentence, uncommon words and 

reading time).  However, only the most valuable and reliable data in terms of 

interpretative and statistical value are reported.  

 

3.2.4.1. Gender 

The distribution of the population in the municipality of Naucalpan is 48.2% male 

and 51.8% female (INEGI: 2015).  Results from the survey in Cd. Satélite were 

somewhat different, for 55.0% (n=88) were male and 45.0% (n=72) were female.  As 

observed in Table 3.9., in terms of citizens finding the text ‘unclear’, (N=6) the answers 

were even.  Half were males (n=3) and the other 50.0% were females, but of the 2.5% 

(n=4) who stated they did ‘not understand the text’, 75.0% (n=3) were female (p=.222).  

However, of the 11.9% who did not reach their goal (n=19), the higher percentage were 

males (63.2%, n=12) (p=.446), and of the 18.8% (n=30) who reported unclear element(s), 

53.3% (n=16) were also male and 46.7% (n=14) were female (p=.839).  Moreover, of the 

48.8% (n=78) who do not trust government’s written communication, 51.3% (n=40) were 

male and 48.7% (n=38) were female (p=.357). 
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Social 
Variable Text unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

Male 
55.0% 
(n=88) 

50.0% 
(n=3) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

63.2%, 
n=12) 

53.3% 
(n=16) 

51.3% 
(n=40) 

Female 
45.0% 
(n=72) 

50.0% 
(n=3) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

36.8% 
(n=7) 

46.7% 
(n=14) 

48.7% 
(n=38) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

100% 
(n=78) 

Table 3.9: Citizens’ perception and gender 

 The gender analysis suggests that men are more likely to report unclear elements 

and not to reach their goal in the government office, while women were only willing to 

report to ‘not understand the text’.  There is a close distribution in percentage of men and 

women who do not trust in government’s written communication, but the male 

percentages are slightly higher.  This does not give an insightful result as far as gender, 

but it does serve as an indicator of what is happening in this community in terms of 

gender relations.  Males are a bit more likely to report issues with the text (i.e., text 

unclear and unclear elements), while females are more likely to accept that they do not 

understand the text. 

 

3.2.4.2. Age 

The median age in the municipality of Naucalpan is 31 years old (INEGI, 2015), and 

the median range for surveyed citizens was 40-45 years of age.  The highest percentage 

of surveyed citizens in Cd. Satélite (44.4%, n=71) was between 40 and 62 years of age103.  

                                                
103 There is a discrepancy in age categories for the surveys in the medical office, for the age categories in 
the government issued document for this service did not directly correspond to the age categories in the 
survey.  The 2 males and 3 females with 18-28 years were counted within the age range of 20-59 because it 
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Of the 3.8% (n=6) who think the text is not clear, 50.0% (n=3) of them were 40-62 years 

old, 33.3% (n=2) 63+ years old and only n=1 (16.7%) was 18-39 years of age (p=.668).  

Of the 2.5% (n=4) who stated they did ‘not understand text’, 3 individuals (75.0%) were 

40-62 years old and only one (25.0%) was 63+ years old (p=.117).   

As observed in Table 3.10, of the 11.9% who did not reach their goal (n=19/160), 

26.3% (n=5) were between 18-39 years old, 57.9% (n=11) were between 40-62 years old 

and only 15.8% (n=3) were 63+ years of age (p= .440).  This means that of the total 

surveyed citizens (N=160) who did not reach their goal (11.9%, n=19), the majority 

(57.9% n=11) of them were citizens within the 40 through 62 age range, followed again 

by the 18-39-year-old group (26.4%, n=5) (p=.440).  In addition, of the 18.8% 

(n=30/160) who reported unclear element(s), 40.0% (n=12) were between 18-39 years 

old, 53.3% (n=16) were between 40-62 years old, and 6.7% (n=2) are 63+ years old 

(p=.032).  This means that the statistically significant majority of citizens who reported 

unclear elements are between 40 to 62 years old (53.3%, n=16), followed by a younger 

group 18-39-year-old (40.0%, n=12) (p=.032).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
was the most suitable category for their age range.  Also, the 1 male within the age range of 51-62 was 
counted as 20-59 for the same reason. 
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Social 
Variable Text unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

63+ years 
23.1%  
(n=37) 

33.3% 
(n=2) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

15.8% 
(n=3) 

6.7% 
(n=2) 

20.5% 
(n=16) 

40-62 years 
44.4% 
(n=71) 

50.0% 
(n=3) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

57.9% 
(n=11) 

53.3% 
(n=16) 

47.4% 
(n=37) 

18-39 years 
32.5% 
(n=52) 

16.7% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

26.3% 
(n=5) 

40.0% 
(n=12) 

32.1% 
(n=25) 

TOTAL 100% 
(N=6) 

100% 
(N=4) 

100% 
(N=19) 

100% 
(N=30) 

100% 
(N=78) 

Table 3.10: Relation of citizens’ perception and age 

As seen above, of the individuals who do not trust in government’s written 

communication (48.8%, n=78/160), 32.1% (n=25) are 18-39 years old, 47.4% (n=37) are 

40-62 years old, and 20.5% (n=16) are 63 years old or more (p=.677).  This means that 

the group that distrusts written government communication the most is the group in the 

40-62 years of age, followed by the younger population in the age range of 18-39.  

Individuals in this community who are 40 through 63+ years old are most likely to 

report any unclear items in the text, and they are also more likely to report that they do 

not understand texts.  The 40-62-year-old group is followed by the younger group (18-39 

years old) in reporting unclear items.  The data points to the older population (63+) as 

less likely to report any problems with the texts.  Since the highest percentages of citizens 

not reaching their goal is in the age range of 40-62 years old, this group is expected to be 

the highest in reporting unclear elements in texts and mistrust in government 

communication; the data favors this trend. This agrees with the percentages reported of  
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individuals not reaching their goal in their visit to government offices, as well as their 

mistrust in government written communication104.   

 

3.2.4.3. Education 

The distribution of the population’s education in Naucalpan is as follows: 3.3% are 

illiterate, 48.7% have elementary education, 23.4% have Middle School/High School 

education, and 24.2% have Undergraduate/Graduate degrees (INEGI: 2015)105.  The 

distribution of surveyed citizens in Cd. Satélite was 6.3% (n=10) with Elementary 

School, 11.3% (n=18) with Middle School, 21.9% (n=35) with High School, 48.8% 

(n=78) with Undergraduate degrees and 11.9% (n=19) with Graduate degrees.  Thus, the 

highest percentage of surveyed citizens (60.7%, n=97) have Undergraduate/Graduate 

degrees. 

As observed in Table 3.11, of the 3.8% (n=6/160) who think the text is not clear, all 

of them (n=6, 100%) had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees, and this correlation is 

statistically significant (p=.046) 106.  Moreover, of the 2.5% (n=4/160) who reported not 

understanding the text, 25.0% of them had Elementary/Middle School (n=1), but 75.0% 

(n=3) had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees (p=.557).  Of the 11.9% who did not reach 

their goal (n=19/160), 15.8% (n=3) had Middle School, 36.8% (n=7) had High School, 

                                                
104 While the individuals’ distrust in government’s oral communication can be important to understand the 
community’s perspective, we considered more relevant to focus on written communication for the purpose 
of this study. 
 
105 This census makes no distinction between secundaria (i.e., Middle School) and High School education, 
as well as between undergraduate and graduate degrees. 
 
106 Both of these correlations had statistical significance (p=.043), and they show that the majority of 
citizens who believe the text is unclear (66.7%, n=4) had undergraduate degrees and 33.3% (n=2) had 
graduate degrees. 
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and 47.4% (n=19) had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees (p=.238)107.  Of the n=30/160 

(18.8%) who reported unclear element(s), 6.7% (n=2) had Elementary/Middle School, 

13.3% (n=4) had High School, and 80.0% (n=24) had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees 

(p=.037). 108 

As seen below, of the individuals who do not trust in government’s written 

communication (48.8%, n=78/160), 15.4% (n=12) had Elementary/Middle School, 21.8% 

(n=17) had High School, and 62.8% (n=49) had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees 

(p=.775)109.  Since the largest group of citizens who did not reach their goal had 

Undergraduate or Graduate degrees (47.4%, n=9) and the majority of the surveyed 

citizens who reported unclear elements in texts also have Undergraduate/Graduate 

degrees (80.0%, n=24), it seems that citizens’ perspectives of text clarity and reaching 

their goal in government offices are not directly correlated, but it is rather subject to their 

education level.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
107 None of them had Elementary School but 15.8% (n=3) had Middle School, 31.6% (n=6) had 
Undergraduate degrees, and 15.8% (n=3) had Graduate degrees (p=.237).   
 
108 3.3% (n=1) had Elementary School, 3.3% (n=1) had Secondary School, 63.3% (n=19) had 
Undergraduate degrees and 16.7% (n=5) had Graduate degrees (p=.191). 
 
109 6.4% (n=5) of them have Elementary education, 9.0% (n=7) had Middle School, 53.8% (n=42) had 
Undergraduate degrees, and 9.0% (n=7) had Graduate degrees (p=.627).   
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Social 
Variable 

Text 
unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

Undergraduate 
& Graduate 

60.6% 
(n=97) 

100.0% 
(n=6) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

47.4% 
(n=9) 

80.0% 
(n=24) 

62.8% 
(n=49) 

High School 
21.9% 
n=35 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

36.8% 
(n=7) 

13.3% 
(n=4) 

21.8% 
(n=17) 

Elementary & 
Middle School 

17.5% 
n=28 

0% 
(n=0) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

15.8% 
(n=3) 

6.7% 
(n=2) 

15.4% 
(n=12) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

100% 
(n=78) 

Table 3.11: Citizens’ perception and education 

Individuals with more education tend to examine the texts more closely and give 

more thoughtful opinions, but they are also 10.6 percentage points more likely to reach 

their goal than their counterparts.  Moreover, 75.0% (n=3) of the people who admitted 

‘not to understand’ the text have an Undergraduate or Graduate degree and the 100.0% 

(n=6) of the individuals who affirm that the text is ‘not clear’ are also in the category of 

Undergraduate/Graduate degrees.  In addition, a significant number of individuals with 

Undergraduate/Graduate degrees (62.8%, n=49) do not trust government’s written 

communication. Therefore, results show that individuals with more education are far 

more critical of the information when they make judgments in regards to government 

communication (i.e., they are producing their answers with extreme care).  

 

3.2.4.4. Occupation 

Occupation was categorized and grouped in different ways to obtain different 
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outcomes (see section 2.4.2.1).  Only the most significant data is reported, and redundant 

and irrelevant results were omitted.  As observed in Table 3.12., of the 3.8% (n=6/160) 

who think the text is not clear, 83.3% (n=5) are professionals and only 1 individual 

(16.7%) is unemployed (p=.028).  These 5 professionals are in white collar jobs while the 

unemployed person was categorized as a houseworker and with no interaction with other 

people in the work place (p=.074).   

Social 
Variable 

Text 
unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

Professionals 
33.8% 
(n=54) 

83.3% 
(n=5) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

36.8% 
(n=7) 

56.7% 
(n=17) 

34.6% 
(n=27) 

Employees 
33.8% 
(n=54) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

21.1% 
(n=4) 

20.0%. 
(n=6) 

34.6% 
(n=27) 

Unemployed 
32.5% 
(n=52) 

16.7% 
(n=1) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

42.1% 
(n=8) 

23.3% 
(n=7) 

30.8% 
(n=24) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

100% 
(n=78) 

Table 3.12: Citizens’ perception and occupation 

Of the 2.5% (n=4/160) who stated they did not understand text, 75.0% (n=3) were 

professionals with white collar jobs and only n=1 individual (25.0%) was categorized as 

unemployed/houseworker (p=.172).  There is some difference in citizens’ perspective in 

terms of individuals reaching their goal.  Of the 11.9% who did not reach their goal 

(n=19/160), 42.1% (n=8) were categorized as unemployed or had housework 

occupations, 36.8% (n=7) were professionals and white-collar jobs, and the rest (21.1%, 

n=4) were skilled and unskilled employees (n=2 were blue collar employees and n=2 

were categorized as other) (p=.050).  In addition, of the n=30 (18.8%) who reported 

unclear element(s), 56.7% (n=17) were professionals, 20.0%. (n=6) were skilled and 
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unskilled employees and 23.3% (n=7) were categorized as unemployed (p=.012).   

Moreover, as observed in Table 3.13, there are higher percentages of citizens 

without legal background who think the text is unclear (83.3%, n=5) and who do not 

understand the text (100%, n=4).  Of the citizens who did not reach their goal 

(n=19/160), 10.5% (n=2) had legal background, while the majority who did not reach 

their goal did not have knowledge in the legal field (89.5%, n=17) (p=.430).  In addition, 

of all the citizens with legal background (n=12), n=4 reported unclear elements, which 

represents 13.3% of the total number of individuals who reported unclear elements 

(n=4/30), whereas the great majority without legal background (86.7%, n=26/30) were 

the ones reporting unclear elements in texts (p=.178)110 

Social 
Variable Text unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

W/Legal 
background 

7.5% 
(n=12) 

16.7% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

10.5% 
(n=2) 

13.3% 
(n=4) 

9.0% 
(n=7) 

No legal 
background 

92.5% 
(n=148) 

83.3% 
(n=5) 

100% 
(n=4) 

89.5% 
(n=17) 

86.7% 
(n=26) 

91.0% 
(n=71) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

100% 
(n=78) 

Table 3.13: Citizens’ perception and legal background 

The individuals who do not trust in government’s written communication (48.8%, 

n=78/160) are distributed in even numbers for professionals (34.6%, n=27), 

skilled/unskilled employees (34.6%, n=27), and the rest constitute a 30.8% (n=24) of 

                                                
110 All individuals with legal background were also in the category of professionals, since they need to have 
a specialized education in the legal field (i.e., lawyers and legal advisers). 
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unemployed citizens (p=.208)111.  Interestingly, the majority of individuals who do not 

trust in government’s written communication do not have legal background (91.0%, 

n=71), and only 9.0% (n=7/78) of the individuals who do not trust in written 

communication have legal background (p=.045). 

As expected, occupation shows strong correlations with education.  Thus, most of 

the individuals with ‘professional’ or ‘white collar’ jobs have Undergraduate and 

Graduate degrees.  There is a high percentage of them (75.0%, n=3) who acknowledge 

they do ‘not understand the text’, and an even higher percentage (83.3%, n=5) who 

believe that the text is ‘not clear’ (the latter case with high statistical value p=.074).  

Also, more individuals with professional jobs (56.7%, n=17) reported unclear elements, 

which corresponds to most citizens reporting unclear elements (80.0%, n=24) with 

Undergraduate/Graduate degrees.  However, there is a relevant trend in citizens reporting 

reaching their goal.  The highest percentage of citizens who did not reach their goal (n=9) 

had Undergraduate/Graduate degrees, and this number decreased with education level 

(v.g., n=7 with High School and n=3 with Elementary and Middle school; see Table 

3.11).  However, the occupation variable provides a different perspective.  The majority 

of citizens not reaching their goal were categorized as ‘unemployed’ or had a housework 

occupation (42.1%, n=8).  If we group them together with the unskilled/skilled 

employees (21.1%, n=4), we have a group of 63.2% (n=12) not reaching their goal, while 

a significantly smaller percentage of 36.8% (n=7) who did not reach their goal hold 

professional/white collar jobs.  These correlations have significant statistical value 

                                                
111 In a different categorization with higher statistical value (p=.036), 35.9% of citizens who do not trust in 
written communication (n=28) have white collar jobs, while 32.1% of them (n=25) have blue collar jobs, 
29.5% of them (n=23) work at home and 2.6% (n=2) were categorized as ‘other’. 
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(p=.050) and they resonate with the relationship between citizens’ knowledge in the legal 

field and their ability to reach their goal.  This is because only a small percentage of the 

citizens who did not reach their goal had legal background (10.5%, n=2/19), and just 

13.3% (n=4) of those reporting unclear elements also had legal background.  On the other 

hand, the majority of those not reaching their goal had no training in the legal field 

(89.5%, n=17/19) (p=.430), as did a significant percentage of the ones who reported 

unclear elements (86.7%, n=26/30) (p=.178). 

Finally, trust in written and oral government communication is somewhat balanced 

across occupations and distinct occupational categories112; yet, citizens’ legal knowledge 

or lack of it and their trust in written communication stands out.  Since these are the 

individuals with a higher command in terms of ‘language knowledge’ in this field, the 

low percentage of them not trusting the written form of government communication 

(9.0%, n=7/78) and the high statistical value of this correlation (p=.045) becomes 

paramount to consider.  

 

3.2.4.5. The Satelucan Identity Component  

The last factor that must be considered is the citizens’ self-disclosed identity.  For 

the purposes of this study, we focused on the citizens who identify as sateluco/a.  A total 

of 54 individuals (33.7% of N=160) considered themselves satelucos/as.  Of these 

individuals, a large majority (74.1 %, n=40) identify as sateluco/a in offices inside the 

zip-code/area of Cd. Satélite (p=.031).  If we break it down into two categories (i.e., zip-

code and area), of the 54 satelucos/as, 66.7% (n=36) of them identified as such in the 

                                                
112 While we analyzed trust in oral communication, we focused on the results for written communication 
for the purpose of this study. 
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offices that were inside the zip code of Cd. Satélite and only 7.4% (n=4) in offices 

outside the zip code but inside the area of the community.  While this correlation was 

significant (p value=.01), we merged zip code and area of what is considered Cd. 

Satélite113 to have only two groups: 1) inside zip code/area of Cd. Satélite (n=40) and 2) 

outside Cd. Satélite (n=14).   

As expected from an older population and validated by the highest statistical value 

(p=.000), the largest group of individuals who identified as satelucos/as are between 40-

63+ years of age: 42.6.2% (n=23/54) are 63+ years old, 27.8% (n=15/54) are 40-62 years 

old and 29.6% (n=16/54) are 18-39 years old.  Also, the majority of satelucos/as (i.e., 

88.9%) have Undergraduate and Graduate degrees, 68.5% (n=37/54) have Undergraduate 

degrees and 20.4% (n=11/54) possess Graduate degrees, while only 9.2% (n=5/54) have 

High School and 1.8% (n=1/54) Middle School (p=.000).  By now we have started to see 

patterns in citizens’ responses and their social background, which in turn illuminate the 

distribution of symbolic capital among the surveyed citizen.   

While only 24.2% of individuals in Naucalpan have Undergraduate and Graduate 

degrees (INEGI, 2015), 60.7% (n=97) of surveyed citizens and 88.9% of self-identified 

satelucos/as are in the same education category.  The tendencies of more or less symbolic 

capital (specifically cultural capital in this case) become reinforced in citizens’ 

perspectives.  As seen in Table 3.14., of the 3.8% (n=6/160) who think the text is not 

clear, 66.7% (n=4) identified as satelucos/as (p=.082), and of the 2.5% (n=4/160) who 

indicated they did not understand the text, 50.0% (n=2) are satelucos/as (p=.486).  This 

data suggests that the satelucos/as are likely to straightforwardly acknowledge difficulties 

                                                
113 See section 2.2.2.1 for the explanation of geographic limits. 
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with the texts.  However, they are more likely to reach their goal in government offices, 

for only 21.1% (n=4/19) of citizens who did not reach their goal were satelucos/as 

(p=.212).   

Social 
Variable Text unclear 

Do not 
understand 

text 

Did not 
reach goal 

Unclear 
elements 

Distrust 
Written 
Comm. 

Sateluco/a 
33.7% 
(n=54) 

66.7% 
(n=4) 

50.0% 
(n=2) 

21.1% 
(n=4) 

36.7% 
(n=11) 

33.3% 
(n=26) 

Non 
sateluco/a 

66.3% 
(n=106) 

33.3% 
(n=2) 

50.0% 
(n=2) 

78.9% 
(n=15) 

63.3% 
(n=19) 

66.7% 
(n=52) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=4) 

100% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

100% 
(n=78) 

Table 3.14: Citizens’ perception and Satelucan identity 

Of the 18.8% (n=30/160) who reported unclear element(s), 36.7% (n=11) are 

satelucos/as (p=.708).  Of this 36.7% (n=11) of satelucos/as who reported unclear 

elements, 81.8% (n=9/11) did so in offices inside their zip code/area (p=.408).  This 

shows a link between the likelihood of disclosing issues of unclearness in texts and 

individuals feeling ‘at home’; citizens who reported unclear elements and consider 

themselves as part of the community since they self-identify with it were more likely to 

disclose unclear elements in texts located in offices inside the limits of Cd. Satélite 

(81.8%, n=9/11).  

Finally, the satelucos/as seem to be very close to the rest of the surveyed citizens in 

terms of disclosing their trust in government communication.  Of all individuals who do 

not trust government’s written communication (48.8%, n=78/160), 33.3% (n=26/78) of 

them are satelucos/as, whose correlation has a high statistical significance (p=.012).  In 

other words, out of 54 satelucos/as, n=26 of them do not trust in government 
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communication and they represent 48.2% of the total satelucos/as who do not trust 

written government communication.  

 

3.2.5. Texts and Symbolic Power in Cd. Satélite  

The impact of social variables on citizens’ responses has been described above.  In 

particular, it is evident that there is a crucial relationship between education, occupation 

and sateluco identity variables since they entail cultural and social capital.  Table 3.15. 

illuminates the relationship between citizens’ probability to report unclear elements and 

their education, as well as the reading time factor. 
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Elementary 
& Middle 

School 

High School Undergraduate 
& Graduate 

TOTAL 
% 

 
 
 

2 min + 

Reported 
unclear 

element(s) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

100% 
(n=1) 

3.3% 
(n=1) 

Did not report  
anything 

52.6% 
(n=10) 

31.6% 
(n=6) 

15.8% 
(n=3) 

14.6% 
(n=19) 

 
 
 

1 - 2 min 

Reported 
unclear 

element(s) 

12.5% 
(n=2) 

18.8% 
(n=3) 

68.8% 
(n=11) 

53.3% 
(n=16) 

Did not report  
anything 

14.3% 
(n=5) 

20% 
(n=7) 

65.7% 
(n=23) 

26.9% 
(n=35) 

 
 
 

< 1 min 

Reported 
unclear 

element(s) 

0% 
(n=0) 

7.7% 
(n=1) 

92.3% 
(n=12) 

43.3% 
(n=13) 

Did not report  
anything 

14.4% 
(n=11) 

23.7% 
(n=18) 

61.8% 
(n=47) 

58.5% 
(n=76) 

 
TOTAL  17.6% 

(n=28) 
21.9%% 
(n=35) 

60.7% 
(n=97) 

100% 
(N=160) 

Table 3.15: Unclear element(s), reading time of texts, and education level 

As shown, data suggests that citizens are less likely to report unclear elements when 

documents have a higher reading time.  Also, the tendency is that people with the lowest 

education tend to be less critical of texts, while their counterparts with Undergraduate and 

Graduate degrees are far more critical (i.e., they tend to report far more unclear 

element(s). This also has high statistical value (p=.002). 

This data gives us rich information to respond to Research Question Two (RQ:2) – 

“Has the Plain Language campaign influenced texts in Cd. Satélite to make them 

accessible for all its inhabitants? Or are these texts intended for a certain audience with a 

certain sociological profile?”  We can recall that the hypotheses were: H2A – If texts 
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have been influenced by the Plain Language guidelines, then most surveyed citizens 

(regardless of their age, gender, education and occupation) will not report any unclear 

elements; H2B – If texts have not been influenced by the Plain Language guidelines, then 

a group of citizens will report unclear elements and there will be a privileged receiver 

whose sociological profile must be specified.   

We can affirm H2B since there was a group of citizens who reported unclear 

elements (N=30), and certain citizens were more likely than others to report unclear data 

in texts.  There is also a text-length issue determined by the approximate reading time 

that shows a potential factor for less reported unclear elements in texts 2 minutes or 

longer.  However, there seems to be also a correlation with the education variable.  

Individuals who are more likely to report unclear elements have higher levels of 

education (section 3.2.4.3), or if they have a specific occupation (i.e., professionals, 

especially those with legal background, see 3.2.4.4), it provides them with much higher 

command of language and allows them to easily access government texts; thus, we can 

affirm that in this community, there are privileged receivers of government information.  

Moreover, there is also a relationship between individuals who reported unclear elements 

and self-identified as satelucos/as, especially in offices within the limits of Cd. Satélite 

(section 3.2.4.5), but this will be explained considering the community’s symbolic power 

at stake in Chapter V.   
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CHAPTER 4 

MULTIMODAL APPROACH 

4.0. Overview 

 The second component of the analysis is a multimodal approach to the government’s 

communication in this community.  First, we take a qualitative approach to salient modal 

features found in texts and signage, and we describe visual representations found in 

documents that were acknowledged by the citizens.  We then focus on the color themes 

found in all media in the eight analyzed offices and we explain the possible political 

scenarios that are taking place in the community.   

 The last part of this section is a quantitative analysis of the salient modal features, 

emphasizing elements that helped citizens in their objective.  We then explore the 

different outcomes based on Offices and Secretariats, and we use the same social 

variables used for the readability analysis in Chapter 3 (i.e., gender, age, education, 

occupation, and Satelucan identity).  Finally, we explore the governments’ use of 

heuristic devices such as symbols of authority, which seem to have an impact in citizens’ 

perception of written government communication.  We then explore the social approach 

and we give our final thoughts before proceeding to the discussion in Chapter V.  

 

4.1. Multimodality in Government’s Communication 

As we explained before in section 1.4.2, a mode “is a socially and culturally shaped 

resource for making meaning; that is the product of social-semiotic work on a specific 

material over significant periods” (Kress in Beard, 2009:169).  In this section we analyze 

citizens’ interpretation of multimodal features (other than lexicon that was analyzed using 
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readability levels) and we base our criteria on their answers to question #6 and question 

#7 (see appendix A).  As explained in section 2.5.3.2, question #6 first asks if a specific 

text helped the citizen to achieve his/her goal.  The citizens who reported that a text 

helped them to achieve their goal in the government office (question #6) were 17.5% 

(n=28) from the total (N=160).  After asking if a specific text helps the citizen to achieve 

his/her goal in the office, the question provides an opportunity for the citizen to state if a 

word, font, image and/or color helped them to “understand better” (question #6.2).  On 

the other hand, question #7 asks if any a word, font, image and/or color caught their 

attention.   

Of all semiotic resources available to citizens (see section 2.5.3.2), we focused on 1) 

visual representations of meanings (i.e., images) and 2) thematic color.  These two were 

the most salient semiotic items acknowledged in citizens’ responses (see section 4.1.1. 

below), and they were analyzed qualitatively in conjunction with citizens’ answers.  Only 

acknowledged semiotic items were considered, since citizens’ perception is the focus of 

this study.  Moreover, a quantitative analysis was also performed to reveal what type of 

items citizens perceive as ‘helpful’ to achieve their goal in a particular office.  Again, 

items in documents or government buildings were considered, depending on citizens’ 

responses.  All acknowledged semiotic and heuristic devices114 were analyzed in cross-

tabulations with different social variables.  

The qualitative and quantitative analyses illuminate some of the historical, social and 

cultural perspectives of the community, and they are framed by power relations because 

of the political nature of the texts themselves.  Different discourses (heteroglossia) in 

                                                
114 Heuristic devices that serve as symbols of authority are municipality logos, official seal with the 
Mexican eagle, the country map as a watermark, and holograms (see section 2.5.3.2). 
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semiotic items acknowledged (and sometimes commented on) by citizens provide a 

supplementary component to the CDA approach used for this study, and it allows us to 

broach Research Question Three.  As established in section 1.4.2, it (RQ:3) asks: “Do 

citizens in Cd. Satélite’s government offices attend to particular modal features such as 

images and colors in text and the linguistic landscape?”  The two hypotheses that we 

established were: H3A – Government offices will have salient modes/media of 

communication, such as theme(s) pattern(s) in logos, color, or format, throughout their 

texts and offices, and these will be acknowledged by the citizens; and H3B – Government 

offices will have salient modes/media of communication such as theme(s) pattern(s) in 

logos, color, or format, throughout their texts and offices, but these will not be 

acknowledged by the citizens.  Citizens’ perspectives illuminate salient features in the 

government media that can be interpreted as a mode of communication, and these will be 

discussed in detail.  After analyzing all materials and citizens responses, color and images 

were reported by citizens in the survey with a higher frequency, and therefore were 

analyzed in more depth.  Finally, the social profile of citizens in the quantitative analysis 

also provides a different approach to the outcomes.   

 

4.1.1. Qualitative Approach to Multimodal Features 

 When we consider citizens’ answers, we assume that they interpret signs in the 

context of institutional power relations to achieve their goal in the office.  When asked in 

an open-ended question (survey question #6 in appendix A) if there was any text or other 

resource that helped them achieve their goal in the office, only N=28 citizens reported an 

answer.  These responses were divided in lexical items, graphic images, 
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documents/forms, other, or nothing/null.  As explained in section 2.5.3.2, lexical items 

responses were considered if they pointed towards a specific word or words (v.g., “the 

requirements that were written on the sheet”, or “the address in the form”115).  Graphic 

images were considered for any graphic depiction of information in media such as signs, 

billboards and posters (v.g., “the signage” or “the poster of the vaccines”116).  

Documents/forms were considered if citizens would refer to a document as a whole, and 

not specific lexical items (v.g., “the IFE”, “the payment requirement” or “the agreement 

document” 117).  The category of ‘other’ was used for responses that did not fit into any 

other category to be analyzed in a quantitative manner, and there were only n=2 cases 

labeled as ‘other’.  These four categories above are analyzed in a quantitative approach in 

the following section since social variables were taken into account. 

What helped to achieve their objective? 
50.0% 
(n=14) graphic images  

35.7% 
(n=10) documents/forms 

7.1% 
(n=2) lexical items  

7.1% 
(n=2) other 

Table 4.1: Citizens’ references to text and signage 

When provided a second opportunity to report what “helped” them and what “caught 

their attention” in pre-defined categories in this particular order: ‘words’, ‘fonts’, 

‘images’ and ‘colors’ (questions #6 and #7 in appendix A), citizens were willing to report 

                                                
115 My translations. 
 
116 My translations. 
 
117 My translations. 
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a lot more answers than in question #6 as shown in Table 2.10 from Chapter 2. 

What helped their objective? What caught their attention? 
15.6% 
(n=25) words 6.9% 

(n=11) words  

2.5% 
(n=4) fonts 1.3% 

(n=2) fonts 

36.25% 
(n=58) images 37.5% 

(n=60) images 

2.5% 
(n=4) colors 71.3% 

(n=114) colors 

Table 2.10: Citizens’ references on responses to text and signage 

This data provides an overview of the most salient features that citizens acknowledge.  

There are more images that are helping citizens to ‘achieve their objective’ and there is 

far more color ‘catching their attention’.  Some had further comments that have social 

and political implications and will be analyzed in the following sections by office.  Let us 

recall the government offices and show the distributions of citizens’ reported words, 

fonts, images and colors per office in Table 4.1. 
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 What helped 
their objective? 

What caught 
their attention? 

Palacio Municipal 

7 words 1 words 
2 fonts 2 fonts 
4 images 4 images 
1 colors 2 colors 

Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) 

9 words 2 words 
0 fonts 0 fonts 
11 images 6 images 
1 colors 18 colors 

Centro de Servicios Fiscales (CSF) 

2 words 0 words 
0 fonts 0 fonts 
8 images 8 images 
0 colors 18 colors 

Organismo Público Descentralizado, para la 
Prestación de los Servicios de Agua Potable, 

Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS) 

5 words 4 words 
1 fonts 1 fonts 
6 images 5 images 
0 colors 14 colors 

Registro Civil 

2 words 0 words 
1 fonts 0 fonts 
2 images 7 images 
2 colors 11 colors 

Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS) 

0 words 2 words 
0 fonts 0 fonts 
11 images 11 images 
0 colors 18 colors 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) 

0 words 2 words 
0 fonts 0 fonts 
10 images 8 images 
0 colors 17 colors 

Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan 

0 words 0 words 
0 fonts 0 fonts 
6 images 10 images 
0 colors 16 colors 

Table 4.2: Citizens’ references on responses to text and signage per office 

 As explained before, we focused on images and colors because of the higher 

perceived salience for citizens according to the higher number in answers.  In other 

words, we focused on the meaning potential; this is what is necessary or deemed helpful 
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in the main objective of the citizen in a particular office.  For example, if the citizen is 

going to pay the water bill and a visual representation of a water drop found in the bill 

was considered ‘helpful’ by citizens, it was considered, for the government was using this 

as a way to convey certain ‘meanings’ to citizens.  On the other hand, marketing was not 

included here, since it is not necessary to conduct their paperwork and it is 

communication produced by third parties118 and not directly by the government, even 

though it is part of discourse. 

 

4.1.1.1. Visual Representations in Documents and Citizens’ Perception 

This section provides a comparison between the documents associated with a 

particular office (i.e., documents mentioned by citizens plus documents available to take, 

such as pamphlets, flyers, etc.), and the documents mentioned by citizens as critical for 

their paperwork119.  It also takes into account visual representation of information and 

citizens’ opinions.  We focus on images that are a reproduction of elements that convey 

characteristics of likeness of the signified concept (i.e., motivated signs) and are salient to 

citizens.  This means that we considered if there was a direct acknowledgement of 

presence/absence of such image(s), and if a pattern among citizens’ acknowledgment was 

found.   The ideas and attitudes that such images communicate to the citizens were also 

taken into account and explained in accordance to the community’s social cognition120.  

                                                
118 Private companies for the most part.  
 
119 As explained in section 1.5.3, the definition of a trámite or task in English is “any requests or 
information delivery that individuals or corporations from the private sector do in a government office or 
decentralized agency, either to fulfill an obligation, to obtain a benefit or service or, in general, in order to 
be issued a resolution, as well as any document that such persons are obliged to keep” (COFEMER, 2017). 
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The different voices (heteroglossia) present in text that portray interdiscursive strategies 

will also be explained.  

 

4.1.1.1.1. Palacio Municipal 

In this office (Registro Civil), the main objective was to pay the ‘council tax 

payment’ (i.e., pago del predial), and there were n=5 documents linked to this office, but 

only n=3 were mentioned by surveyed individuals as the primary text to carry out their 

objective in this particular office (survey question #3, appendix A).  Of the three 

documents mentioned by citizens, two had the logo of the municipality (i.e., Naucalpan) 

and were also classified as ‘forms’121.  Besides being present in official documents, this 

logo was found throughout official signage in the Palacio Municipal (see appendix E).  

This image can be observed in Figure 4.1., and it consists of the name of the 

municipality, followed by a slogan “Ciudad con vida” (literally “City with life”).  It has 

an orange geometrical shape on top that resembles the top of the house and at its core, it 

has the Torres de Satélite122.  The Torres de Satélite have an important local meaning in 

the community, for it represents the community itself and the individuals that self-

identify with it (see 2.2.2.1).  The 2016-2018 three-year period under the slogan indicates 

the term that any political party can be in office.  In this current period (i.e., 2016-2018) 

                                                
120 Social cognition can be defined as “socially shared representation of societal arrangements, groups and 
relations, as well as mental operations such as interpretation, thinking and arguing, inferencing and learning 
…” (Van Dijk, 1993: 257). 
 
121 The other document mentioned in survey question #3 for this office was an ID card, which was also 
considered as the ‘most relevant text’ for citizens’ objective at the Registro Civil for birth certificates, at the 
Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) for tax payment, and at the Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan 
for the acquisition of a passport. 
 
122 Literally translated as Satellite Towers. 
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the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) was elected and the municipal president is Edgar 

Olvera Higuera (PAN)123.  

 

Figure 4.1: Naucalpan’s logo 

There were n=5 images that ‘helped citizens in their objective’ and n=4 that ‘caught 

their attention’, but most of their responses make reference to “the logo”, and we assume 

that they are referring to the one in Figure 4.1.  Three out of five individuals (n=3/5) state 

that “the logo” helped them reach their goal, and three out of four citizens (n=3/4) state 

that it caught their attention (n=1/4 stated “the logo” helped and also caught his 

attention).  However, one citizen refers to the absence of a municipality logo, stating that 

“if there was a municipality logo, it would be better124”.  As we explained before, “the 

logo” (Figure 4.1) is present in all correspondence such as the actual bill for the city tax 

payment.  It is also present in the two pamphlets found inside the building at the time 

when the survey was conducted, as well as in the official signage and pamphlets 

throughout the government office (see appendixes E & F).  However, the “lack of logo”  

 

                                                
123 Víctor Hugo Gálvez Astorga is covering the remaining portion of Edgar Olvera Higuera’s term absence 
(Huerta, 2018). 
 
124 “Si hubiera un logo del municipio sería mejor” (My translation). 
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that this particular citizen mentioned made us consider that he was referring to a different 

logo, which most likely is the Coat of Arms (see Figure 4.2).   

 

Figure 4.2: Naucalpan’s Coat of Arms 

The Coat of Arms is the original icon from this municipality, and it is a graphic 

representation of the community in the Nahuatl language.  Naucalpan means “the place 

of the four houses”, which comes from “nahui” (four), “calli” (house), “en” (place) 

(INAFED, 2010).  It is written in pre-Hispanic graphic writing, in which the bottom part 

represents a “tepetl” (hill or mountain), with a “calli” (house) above, and it is topped with 

the number four (INAFED, 2010).  This logo is present in other texts and offices, for 

example in the signage outside the Registry (see appendix M).  However, it was not 

found in the Palacio Municipal, and therefore, there is no certainty that the other n=4 

subjects were referring to it.  We can only assume that since there are far more texts (i.e., 

the bill, the official signage, and the pamphlets), most of them are referring to the more 

modern icon (Figure 4.1), but at least one citizen is acknowledging the ‘absence’ of the 

original logo.    

This information suggests that of all images available, the logo is the most important 

for citizens at least in this office.  While there is no certainty of which image citizens are 

referring to, we are certain that both convey different meanings.  The two logos also 

portray a multi-voiced discourse (i.e., heteroglossia) that the local government (i.e., the 

Naucalpan municipality) is conveying.  Both of them are quite distinct and they represent 
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conflicted interests and ideologies.  The first one represents a contemporary society with 

a modern design that contains geometrical shapes with an iconic monument of the 

community at its core, which is quite valuable in terms of symbolic capital.  The second 

logo embodies a historic past that seems to be ‘disappearing’ from the official signage, 

and this could be interpreted as a way to distance the community from the past (i.e., 

indigenous).  These different representations in the two logos were acknowledged by one 

citizen, which means that the municipality’s choice for logos does play a role in how 

some citizens perceive government communication. 

 

4.1.1.1.2. Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) 

In this office (Comisión Federal de Electricidad or CFE), the main objective was to 

pay the ‘electricity bill’ (see appendix G).  There was one text that was mentioned by all 

citizens in this office (n=20) as the main text to conduct business (survey question #3): 

the receipt of electricity (i.e., el recibo de la luz).  There were no other texts available for 

citizens to take.  There were n=14 images that ‘helped citizens in their objective’ and n=6 

that ‘caught their attention’.   

Among the most mentioned images, n=7 citizens mentioned the consumption chart 

(i.e., gráfica de consumo) as the image that helped them the most.  As observed in Figure 

4.3., it consists of an image that shows two ranges: the electricity consumption and the 

government contribution.  The scale goes from lower (left) to higher (right), and it is 

color coordinated with green being the lower levels and red being the higher levels.  On 

the bottom, there is a legend that states that the “graphic has two indicators, the lower one 

is the consumption and the higher one is the government contribution applied to the 
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electricity bill”, and at the top it specifies that “the higher consumption the less the 

government contribution.”125 

 

Figure 4.3: Consumption chart 

The color continuum makes it easy to identify the electricity consumption and the arrow 

shows the level of consumption.  However, it is not clear how the government 

contribution (Aportación on the left) is ‘applied’.  The ambiguity may be due to a left-to-

right dimensional issue, and the incongruency with the legend at the top stating that the 

more consumption the less government contribution.  The subsidy being proportional to 

the consumption is not completely clear if we consider that the left shows less 

consumption and it has a green-to-red shade.  Considering the legend at the top, the color 

continuum on the government contribution (top bar) should be opposite going from a red-

to-green shade.  This could be considered as a way to incentivize less consumption, but 

the meaning of the green/red dichotomy could be misleading (green meaning ‘less’ at the 

bottom and ‘more’ at the top bar, and red meaning ‘more’ at the bottom and ‘less’ at the 

top).  

                                                
125 My translations.  
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 The deluding depiction of the government contribution acquires new meaning when 

put into perspective with social actors.  According to the Secretaría de Hacienda y 

Crédito Público, the subsidy “continues to benefit the homes with more income” (Flores, 

2018).  The subsidy in homes with higher purchasing power was 19.1%, while homes 

with lower income only received 5.1% (Flores, 2018).  This inconsistency is echoed by 

the obscure depiction of how the government provides its subsidies.  The graphic does 

not portray a clear visual representation of the message that is trying to convey.  

Regardless of this issue, n=7 citizens stated that this image helped them to ‘understand’. 

Another image that was reported as a ‘helping to achieve goal’ device was the bar 

code (i.e., código de barras), and this can be observed in Figure 4.4.   

 

Figure 4.4: Bar code 

Five citizens (n=5) stated that this image helped them get their goal done in this office.  

As observed, this image only contains the service number (i.e., Número de servicio), the 

account number (i.e., Cuenta) and the code for mailing (i.e., Clave de envío) in the same 

shade of green as the rest of the bill.  It then has a postage stamp and details of it on the 

right.  This image does not have any visual representations of anything.  However, 

citizens consider it helpful because this bar code can be scanned, and all their information 

becomes available to the government’s clerk in that particular office.  While it does not 

have images of likeness (i.e., motivated signs), it conveys the meaning of technology and  
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information availability.  This can be interpreted as an efficient way for the government 

to carry out their job.  

The box on the top right corner of the bill (see Figure 4.5. below and appendix G) 

has the total amount to pay, and n=1 citizen considered it helpful and n=2 said it caught 

their attention.  It also has the green shade of the rest of the bill, and this becomes a 

consistent pattern across the government office.  

 

Figure 4.5: Receipt of Electricity 

These three images (Figures 4.3., 4.4, and 4.5) are considered salient according to 

citizens, and they have a matching color pattern that goes along with the office 

appearance.  Some citizens consider these images ‘helpful’ to reach their objective and 

some of them consider them important since they ‘caught’ their attention.  The graphic 

(Figure 4.3) seems useful to interpret citizens’ electricity consumption.  However, the bar 

code and the total amount to pay do not contain depiction of images with composite 

meanings.  They rather have a simple and utilitarian purpose since citizens need the total 

amount to pay and the bar code to scan their information.  These three elements convey a 

practical and efficient way for citizens to ‘do business’ in this office, which in turn 

conveys a means-end mode of organization in the layout of the document, and therefore, 

of the Comisión Federal de Electricidad itself.  
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Finally, the setting in the office’s entrance gives an insightful approach to the 

community of Cd. Satélite.  There were n=5 people who acknowledged the acronym CFE 

and the compound acronym/word CFEmático shown in Figure 4.6.   

 

 

Figure 4.6: Façade of the Comisión Federal de Electricidad 

The acronym CFE on top of the office is followed by their slogan “A world-class 

enterprise126”, for which lexicon and concept seem to be adopted from English, since the 

‘world-class’ concept originated with the boom of capitalist societies where English is 

dominant.  As observed in Figure 4.6, the layout of the office is appealing to the eye, for 

it contains geometrical shapes arranged in a symmetrical way.  The layout of highlighted 

words ‘movimientos’ (i.e., transactions) ‘recibos’ (i.e., receipts) and ‘fácil’ (i.e., easy) 

conveys a modern and clean image of the government.  One citizen states that the “office 

                                                
126 My translation. 
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is nice127” and the entrance shows why. However, another citizen mentions that their 

slogan (at the top of the office) “Una empresa de clase mundial” is not true.  This 

suggests that some people may have had a good/bad experience, but more importantly 

that they are aware of these characteristics and the meaning they are implying.   

 It is evident that many people were focused on more utilitarian features of the texts in 

this office.  However, there are different discourses present in these texts.  The citizens 

trend to notice the more colorful and appealing features of the office, but there were other 

texts present that were not acknowledged by citizens (see Figure 4.7).   

 

Figure 4.7: Official and unofficial signage at the electricity office 

As explained before (section 2.5.3.2), we considered ‘official’ any text that had the 

official logo of the government issuing office.  In this case (Figure 4.7), the first text was 

considered official for having the “CFE” logo and the Mexican eagle, which give the sign 

a certain validity even though the format lacks professional character.  The second and 

unofficial sign does not have any symbol that represents and would provide any 

authority.  These unofficial signs do not match the rest of the office that is very 

symmetrical and appealing.  Also, the only person portrayed in the official signage is 

depicted as being racially white (Figure 4.6), and there is nothing in the office that shows 

                                                
127 My translation from “La oficina es bonita.” 
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any ‘Mexican’ heritage.  The marketing strategies used by the government to self-

represent portray an entity that comes across as a privatized entity selling a product.  This 

is accentuated with the use of the “CFEmático”, an automated machine (see appendix H) 

that allows citizens to pay through a more ‘modern’ alternative.  In this sense, more than 

offering a service the government can be perceived as selling a commodity that benefits 

the higher income class.  

 

4.1.1.1.3. Centro de Servicios Fiscales (CSF) 

In this government office (Centro de Servicios Fiscales or CSF), the main 

objective was to update citizens’ vehicle information (i.e., actualización de información 

del vehículo128).  There were n=11 documents associated with this particular office, but 

only n=4 were mentioned by surveyed individuals as important documents to update their 

vehicle’s paperwork.  The most used document for citizen’s main objective (survey 

question #3) was the formato universal de pago129, which was mentioned n=16 times and 

which is a form that has all information of the vehicle owner to do any procedure.  The 

factura del carro (car title) was mentioned n=2 times, the tarjeta de circulación (car 

registration) was mentioned n=1 time, and the carta responsiva, (a letter used to transfer 

responsibility from former proprietor to new owner) was also mentioned n=1 time.  The 

factura del carro and the carta responsiva are not government issued documents, but the 

government requires them as ‘official texts’ and therefore, they are part of discourse. 

                                                
128 The specific vehicle information updates stated by citizens were procedures related to registration card 
(tarjetas de circulación), car plates (alta y baja de placas), vehicle owner exchange (cambio de 
propietario), and possession payment (pago de tenencia). 
 
129 “Universal format for payment” (My translation). 
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For answers to questions #6 and #7 of the survey, there were n=8 images that 

‘helped citizens in their objective’ and n=8 images that ‘caught their attention’.  First, 

there were n=7 citizens that said that the sign of “Centro de Servicios Fiscales” helped 

them to ‘achieve their goal’ and n=2 said it ‘caught their attention’ (see Figure 4.8).   

 

 

Figure 4.8: Façade of the Centro de Servicios Fiscales Ciudad Satélite 

However, for images that caught citizens’ attention there were n=2 individuals who said 

that the ‘lack of signage outside’ was of particular interest because ‘[it] is very ugly’130.  

There is an apparent discrepancy here because there are more citizens stating that it 

helped them, but n=2 of them believe there is a lack of appropriate signage.  The sign 

itself is not very big, and the colors pink and white do not make it very contrasting.  

However, the heading “Centro de Servicios Fiscales Ciudad Satélite” is easy to read 

because of the light background and black font on top, but above, one can barely see that 

it reads “Secretaría de Finanzas” because of the lack of contrast of colors.  On the other 

                                                
130 The two citizens said: 1) “Deben tener más anuncios afuera”; 2) “Faltan señalamientos porque está muy 
feo” (My translation). 
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hand, the logo is clearly highlighted with a big “G” on the left and the full logo on the 

right provides a particular interest in publicizing this image.  In the middle of the sign, the 

Estado de México’s Coat of Arms is represented.  This image became the official Estado 

de México’s emblem on 1941131, but from the building sign, one cannot see the pictorial 

representations that it contains. 

 

Figure 4.9: Estado de México’s Coat of Arms 

Cd. Satélite is located in the municipality of Naucalpan, and this municipality 

belongs to the Estado de México.  As shown in Figure 4.9, the Estado de México’s Coat 

of Arms’ motto is Libertad, Trabajo y Cultura (Freedom, Work and Culture).  Near the 

top, there are 18 bees, which represent the 18 judicial districts.  Naucalpan belongs to the 

XV judicial district, which is the Distrito Judicial de Tlalnepantla.  According to the 

Secretaría General de Gobierno from the Estado de México (2014), the homeland is 

represented by the emblematic eagle on top.  The Cultura on the top left corner portrays 

regional icons, such as the pyramid of Teotihuacán, the Xinantécatl volcano, and the map 

of Toluca (i.e., the capital of the Estado de México).  The Libertad is represented in the 

                                                
131 The Coat of Arms became the Estado de México’s emblem, according to the Decreto No. 39 of the 
Legislatura del Estado, published in the Gaceta de Gobierno on April 16th, 1941. 
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drawing on the top right corner; it depicts the battle of the Monte de las Cruces on 

October 30, 1810132.  Finally, at the bottom image, Trabajo is represented with a 

furrowed land producing corn at the bottom, with an open book on top representing 

knowledge, and on top of it working tools for human labor (Secretaría General de 

Gobierno, 2014).  

Regardless of the complexity and cultural richness of meanings in this image, not 

one citizen reported the Coat of Arms (Figure 4.9) as either ‘helping’ them or ‘catching’ 

their attention.  This national emblem on the sign on top of the office is also present in 

other documents (such as the birth certificate Figure 4.14, or the Elementary School 

certificate in appendix S), and no one from this surveyed acknowledged its presence.  

However, the size proportion of this image in relation to the big “G” on the left is highly 

noticeable.  Also, the simplicity of this “G” makes it a marketable image, and it appears 

also on the right at the same size of the Coat of Arms.  Moreover, the vivid colors of the 

“G” are very similar to the green-white-red color pattern of the Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (PRI).  The logo also appears twice in the same sign of Figure 4.8 (left and 

right), which makes us anticipate that n=3 citizens state that the logo of “Gobierno que 

trabaja y logra en GRANDE” (Figure 4.10) ‘caught their attention’, in contrast with no 

one mentioning the Coat of Arms. 

                                                
 
132 This event took place a month after the ‘Cry of Dolores’ when the Mexican Independence started on 
September 16th, 1810.  
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Figure 4.10: 2011-2017 Estado de México’s logo 

In addition, the formato universal de pago – document mentioned n=16 times as the 

primary document to carry out business in this office in survey question #3 – portrays 

both images (see appendix I): the Coat of Arms (Figure 4.9) and the “G” logo (Figure 

4.10).  The tarjeta de circulación (car registration) mentioned n=1 time and government 

issued also has both images, but regardless of this, there is a manifested tendency for 

surveyed citizens to notice the more modern logo. 

Finally, only one person said the organigrama – which portrayed the personnel 

working at this particular office – helped him to achieve his goal and it also caught his 

attention.  There is no picture available of this image as the personnel strictly prohibited 

taking pictures inside this office.  However, one image was possible to obtain since it was 

taken from outside of the office (see Figure 4.11).   
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Figure 4.11: Façade of the Centro de Servicios Fiscales Ciudad Satélite 

In this picture, we can appreciate the predominant use of the color green with red accents.  

There is a distinctive stand with a light-skin person portrayed under the heading 

‘Crezcamos Juntos’ (i.e., ‘Let us Grow Together’).  This is a second appearance of a 

lighter-skin individual depicted in government printed material, which suggests a covert 

racial discourse.  The “G” logo (in Figure 4.10) is present across the official signage.  

The excessive use of the “G” logo (appearing 12 times) can be observed in the only 

available picture from this office.  Moreover, the “G” logo was also present in the ficha 

de turno (i.e., ticket number), which is a piece of paper that the citizen needs to hold to 

get service in this office (Figure 4.12).  
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Figure 4.12: Ticket number in the Centro de Servicios Fiscales 

This logo is also present in other government offices such as a pamphlet found at the 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria (see appendix Q) and the hologram of the birth 

certificate (see Figure 4.14), which suggests an intertextual presence.  In the “Manual de 

identidad gráfica” of the Coordinación General de Comunicación Social (2011), this 

‘emblem’ identifies the state administration of the Estado de México from 2011 to 2017 

stating that “[it] must appear in all internal and public communication133”.  This logo and 

its slogan “Gobierno que trabaja y logra en GRANDE” (Figure 4.10) was employed 

during the term of state governor Eruviel Ávila Villegas 2011 – 2017 from the Partido 

Revolucionario Institucional (PRI).  This logo seems to create a presence of the PRI as an 

entity throughout this particular office, as well as in other state-regulated printed material. 

 With the former examples, it is possible to begin recognizing similarities between the 

image patterns used for municipal and state regulated texts. The use of specific images in 

the government-issued texts portrays a political visual struggle for dominance in the 

public space between the PAN and PRI.  This visual fight becomes more evident when 

we analyze the color themes in section 4.1.1.2.  

 

                                                
133 My translation.  
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4.1.1.1.4. Organismo Público Descentralizado, para la Prestación de los Servicios de 

Agua Potable, Alcantarillado y Saneamiento (OAPAS) 

 In the office in charge of the water service (Organismo Público Descentralizado, 

para la Prestación de los Servicios de Agua Potable, Alcantarillado y Saneamiento, 

OAPAS), the main objective for citizens was to pay their water bill.  There were n=3 

documents linked to this office but only n=1 was mentioned by citizens as the most used 

document for their main objective (survey question #3), which was the water bill (i.e., el 

recibo del agua).  There were n=3 images that ‘helped citizens in their objective’ 

(question #6) and n=3 images that ‘caught their attention’ (question #7).  The most 

acknowledged image was the logo of OAPAS (mentioned n=5 times).  There were n=2 

citizens who said that the sign outside the OAPAS office helped their objective (see 

Figure 4.13).   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Painted sign outside the Water bill Office that shows OAPAS’ logo 

On the other hand, n=3 citizens said the logo helped them fulfill their objective in the 

office (survey question #3), n=1 citizen said that it caught his attention, and n=1 said that 

the orange triangle in the logo caught his attention.  This logo is present in all official 

correspondence and pamphlets referring to the water service or promoting discounts (see 

appendix K & L).  It seems to have the same array of colors as the Palacio Municipal of 

the municipality of Naucalpan.  The dark blue with white fonts is predominant in its 
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correspondence and official signage, and it has the same slogan as the council tax bill that 

is paid in the Palacio Municipal (see Figure 4.1).  The only difference is the inclusion of 

“OAPAS” and the core of the logo that has an ad hoc water drop instead of the 

community’s iconic Torres de Satélite (i.e., Satellite Towers) as in the council tax bill. 

 In other images that helped citizens ‘achieve their goal’, n=1 citizen said the 

consumption history and the different payment options were helpful (see appendix K).  

This data is pragmatically helpful, since it contains the amount to pay in numbers and 

how it can be paid.  Finally, the advertisement in the back of the water bill was 

mentioned as catching n=3 citizens’ attention (see appendix K).  One of them said that 

she does not pay attention to advertisements, even though she acknowledged them in the 

survey134.  Another citizen expressed that the advertisement in the back shows “where the 

sponsorship comes from135”.  This shows a certain ambivalent reaction between 

acknowledging as ‘attention catching’ and criticizing the marketing.  Also, this citizen’s 

opinion suggests a certain awareness of the economic capital that is at stake and how this 

plays a role in the diffusion of communication.  

 

4.1.1.1.5. Registro Civil 

 In the office for birth, death, and marriage certificates (Registro Civil), the main 

objective reported by surveyed citizens was to obtain or update the birth certificate.  The 

most referenced document by citizens to fulfill their objective (survey question #3) was 

the birth certificate itself.  It was mentioned n=18 times, and some citizens were updating 

                                                
134 Me llaman la atención “los anuncios comerciales, pero no les pongo atención” (My translation). 
 
135 Me llaman la atención “los anuncios de la boleta porque se sabe de dónde viene el patrocinio” (My 
translation). 
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it while others were getting an original copy.  They had to come with a copy of the birth 

certificate in order to acquire an original.  There were n=2 citizens who mentioned the 

Clave Única de Registro de Población as the first document to obtain a birth certificate, 

which is in an ID format (see appendix N).  The top section of the birth certificate 

contains several images as shown in Figure 4.14. 

 

Figure 4.14: Top section of a current Birth Certificate 

There was n=1 citizen who said the hologram on the right corner helped his objective, but 

n=6 citizens said it caught their attention.  Of the three images available in the birth 

certificate (Figure 4.14), the hologram in the top right corner seems to draw citizens’ 

attention.  As shown, the hologram, which is a way to show authenticity and legality, (in 

other words it is a mechanism of legitimation) has the “G” logo from Figure 4.10.  This 

conveys a meaning that the “G” logo is used as a way to purport power.  What is most 

interesting is that the citizens are noticing the hologram more than any other symbol of 

authority, like the iconic Mexican eagle on the left, the Coat of Arms (Figure 4.9) next to 

the “G” logo, or the “Estado libre y soberano” logo under the Coat of Arms.  

 While there were no pamphlets of any kind available for citizens in the Registro Civil, 

there were multiple unofficial signs in the entrance of the records office (Figure 4.15).  

There was n=1 citizen who stated that “the signage in the office for death, birth, 
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marriage”136 helped his objective.  While it is not certain that he is referring to these 

signs, there were no other signs available inside the building and is very likely that he 

was referring to the multiple signs (i.e., signage or letreros) However, in this image 

(Figure 4.15) there are multiple messages, and a few are more salient than others. 

 The first thing that can be noticed is the sign with “Archivo Registro Civil” since we 

tend to read left to right and top to bottom, and it could be the reason for this sign’s 

location.  It also has a black background with white letters that stand out.  The rest of the 

signage seems to be in three layers: the first layer, the middle layer and the third layer.  

We can only see the first layer’s signs partially because the middle layer covers some of 

the information and words of the first layer’s signs.  Most of the signs are in the middle 

layer and some stand out more than others.  However, none were specifically mentioned 

by surveyed citizens, except perhaps for the citizen stating that “the signage in the office 

for death, birth, marriage” helped his objective since there were no other signs inside the 

building.  Finally, the third layer is comprised of many smaller signs that have few words.  

The most salient one is the orange sign that reads “IMPORTANTE” with an arrow 

pointing towards a different middle layer sign regarding cell phone use in the office (see 

Figure 4.15).  

                                                
136 “Los letreros de la oficina de defunción, nacimiento, matrimonio” (My translation).  
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Figure 4.15: Signage inside Registro Civil 

 It is evident that the saturation of messages in this image makes it hard for citizens to 

pinpoint words or images that help in the objective in the office.  The lack of organization 

makes it hard to know which information is important and which is not.  As explained, 

the sign “IMPORTANTE” is present but this points to a different sign with information 

regarding cell phone use, which is more important for the personnel than for the citizen.  

This is not critical information that the citizen needs to know to carry out their objective 

in the office.  Moreover, some of the critical information (i.e., the use of the Clave Única 

de Registro de Población which n=2 citizens reported as the most important document to 

carry out their objective) is on the first layer and it is covered by the middle layer.  

Finally, on the bottom there are two government-issued documents (i.e., two ID cards), 
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which are almost invisible, and most likely are forgotten items.  They have no actual 

informational use for the regular public.  

 The overload and clutter of information in this office could lead to citizens to not pay 

attention to any of it.  There was n=1 citizen who said the ‘lack of images’ caught his 

attention.  It is possible that he was referring to the lack of images in the documents, but 

as we have seen in Figure 4.14, the birth certificate (which is the document that he stated 

as his objective in survey question #3) has 4 very distinct images, and the majority of 

citizens seem to be drawn to the hologram.  Another possibility is that he could be 

referring to a ‘lack’ of official images in signage.  As shown in 4.15., there is no official 

signage that seems to be government-issued.  In comparison to other offices, the inside of 

the Registro Civil seems to have a significant deficiency in visual clarity and uniformity. 

 Finally, the banner in Figure 4.16 was found outside the Registro Civil, and although 

no citizens acknowledged it, it has several images that are worth mentioning.  First, the 

banner is promoting a Father’s Day Race and the title reads “Run with your hero”.  In the 

left background the iconic Cd. Satélite’s towers are visible and the whole banner has a 

blue color theme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Signage outside Registro Civil 
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Finally, one cannot help to notice that the ‘hero’ in question resembles more an American 

cartoon hero.  The portrayed skin color seems closer to a white-skin person, which does 

not match with Mexico’s own collective imaginary.  It seems appropriate now to say that 

there is a racially charged discourse used by this image and many others that emerge in 

government texts with marketing purposes.  

 

4.1.1.1.6. Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS) 

 In the medical office (Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social or IMSS) the main 

document to attend a medical appointment was the “cartilla” (i.e., medical carnet).  There 

are n=5 documents available to get medical attention, but surveyed citizens only reported 

n=3 types of cartillas to carry out their objective in this office (survey question #3)137.  

There were no visual representations in the reported cartillas.  Also, there were no 

pamphlets or flyers available of any kind to take freely, so the only paper texts were the 

cartillas. 

 There were n=11 images that ‘helped citizens in their objective’ and n=11 ‘caught 

their attention’.  The images that helped citizens the most (n=9) were signage of 

pharmacy, lab, and exam rooms (Figures 4.17 and 4.18). 

 

 

 

 

                                                
137 Surveyed citizens reported using Cartilla de adulto mayor de 60 años, Cartilla de hombres de 20-59 
años, Cartilla de mujeres de 20-59 años.  Survey citizens did not report using Cartilla de adolescentes 10-
19 años or Cartilla de niños 0-9 años. 
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Figure 4.17: Signage of pharmacy and labs 

 

Figure 4.18: Signage of exam rooms 

The design in the signage for pharmacy, lab, and exam rooms has green background with 

white font.  Most signs seem to follow the same format and they are visually clear, and 

unlike other offices (v.g., Registro Civil, Figure 4.15), they do not have much unofficial 

signage present.  This could be the reason why almost half of the citizens in this office 

(n=9) affirm that the green signs that seem to have a similar format are helpful to reach 

citizens’ objective.  

 The other signs at this office were posters related to health and well-being, such as 

diabetes and high blood pressure posters, advertisements for sports activities, and vaccine 
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campaigns.  Figure 4.19 shows some examples of these types of posters, such as the 

vaccination campaign inside the office, right at the entrance.  The majority of citizens 

who acknowledged these images (n=7) said that these types of posters ‘caught their 

attention’.  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Signage outside/inside the medical office 

Moreover, there was a small number of individuals (n=2) who said that these posters 

‘helped their objective’.  There were other signs available in Figure 4.19, such as official 

signs of regulations with white background and black letters (outside of the office, right 

at the top of the entrance door), whose presence citizens did not acknowledge.  This 

could be due to the lack of color, as well as the unattractive format, since white 

backgrounds, black letters and small fonts do not seem to be very appealing to the eye.  

The last noticeable issue that we found in the signage outside the medical office is the 

large banner on the left that is about to fall and the banner right after you walk inside the 
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office.  In the left banner, we notice that the cartoon portrays an IMSS worker (she has its 

uniform) that seems quite different, racially speaking, from what most of the Mexican 

population is thought to look like. Furthermore, the banner inside shows two red haired 

female figures, which resonates with a racially charged discourse utilized by the 

government for marketing purposes, and this is not the first time that we encounter this.  

Finally, n=4 citizens said that the logo from Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social or 

IMSS ‘caught their attention’ (see Figure 4.20). 

 

Figure 4.20: Logo outside and on the medical carnets 

The logo in the left was outside the building and it has the abbreviation of the office, 

followed by a slogan “Seguridad y Solidaridad Social” (i.e., Security and Social 

Solidarity).  It portrays a mother with a child and the Mexican emblematic eagle 

protecting both of them with its wings.  This logo is also present in all the medical carnets 

(i.e., cartillas, see appendix O) but with a different pattern (v.g., white and green).  This 

is the same color pattern used in the signage for pharmacy, lab, and exam rooms (Figures 

4.17 and 4.18) which shows uniformity throughout the signage in this office.  There were 

other logos in all the medical carnets (appendix O), such as other Secretariat’s logos and 

other government institutions’ logos, but these were not mentioned by citizens. 
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4.1.1.1.7. Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) 

In this office, the main objective was to pay taxes.  There were n=7 documents 

associated with this office, but only n=2 were reported to help citizens fulfill their 

obligation (survey question #3): the IFE138 card (n=10) and the tax return form (n=10).  

These two documents lacked visual representations, but the other n=5 documents which 

were pamphlets had significant images (see appendix P).  Most of them had icons with 

more or less relevance of likeness to what was portrayed.  However, none of these 

pamphlets was mentioned by surveyed citizens.  

There was a total of n=4 images that ‘helped citizens in their objective’ and n=3 that 

‘caught their attention’.  The first image that can be perceived is the big building with 

black/gray hues, which ‘caught the attention’ of n=1 citizen139.  Outside the building 

there is a white sign with black letters separated into two sections by a green-white-red 

vertical belt (see Figure 4.21).   

 

Figure 4.21: Façade of the Módulo de Servicios Tributarios 

                                                
138 “IFE” stands for “Instituto Federal Electoral” and it is used for voting in federal, state and municipal 
elections, though citizens refer to it as the “IFE card” (see appendix T). 
 
139 Me llamo la atención el “edificio grande” (My translation). 
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The layout of this sign is: on the right section, it reads “Módulo de Servicios Tributarios” 

(i.e., the Center for Taxpayer Services140) and on the left side of the green-white-red belt 

it has the following logos: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Logos on the Módulo de Servicios Tributarios sign 

The logos in Figure 4.22 are ordered in hierarchical way from top to bottom, since the 

presidency is at the top with the iconic Mexican eagle on its right.  On the second tier is 

the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, which is one of the Secretariats that 

reports to the presidency, and finally the Servicio de Administración Tributaria, which is 

a deconcentrated government agency that reports to the SHCP141. 

 The sign itself was mentioned by n=2 citizens as the item that helped them reach their 

objective, and it was referred to as the sign of “Módulo de Servicios Tributarios”.  

However, the logos also seem to draw citizens’ attention, since n=5 of them stated that 

the SAT logo caught their attention, and n=2 said that the Mexican eagle did.  None of 

them seemed to notice the SHCP logo in the middle, perhaps because it is the only one 

comprised of letters and lacking an actual image. 

                                                
140 My translation. 
 
141 The four circles on the SAT logo symbolize the four administrations that comprise the SAT: 1) 
Administración General de Recaudación, 2) Administración General de Auditoría Fiscal Federal, 3) 
Administración General Jurídica de Ingresos, and 4) Administración General de Aduanas. 
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 Right at the white themed entrance of the office, we can observe in Figure 4.23 the 

signage that provides information, warnings, and advertising.   

 

Figure 4.23: Entrance of the Módulo de Servicios Tributarios 

Another sign that helped achieve the citizens’ objective was the sign of “Información” 

n=4, located right past the entrance doors that has the same layout of the “Módulo de 

Servicios Tributarios” (Figure 4.23) and it reads “Registro e información”.  The 

protruding location and the fact that there were no other signs with “Información” written 

on them suggests that the n=4 citizens are referring to this sign.  Finally, the last sign that 

‘helped a citizen’ (n=1) was the sign “all types of paperwork are free142” (Figure 4.24).  

While both signs actually read “All of our services are free,” the citizen mentioned above 

interpreted it as “all types of paperwork are free.” 

 

                                                
142 Literally “todos los trámites son gratuitos” (My translation).  
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Figure 4.24: Official signage at the entrance of the tax office 

The last ‘image’ that helped n=2 citizens’ objective was the ficha de turno (i.e., ticket 

number).  Citizens categorized this as an image that helped them fulfill their objective, 

but it is a piece of paper, which I was unable to get an image of, due to the strong 

restrictions to get images in this particular office.  It is possible that this ticket would 

have a similar pattern as its issuing office, such as in other offices such as the ticket 

number in the Centro de Servicios Fiscales.  Finally, in this office there is no appearance 

of the state regulated “G” logo that is so heavily used in other offices. 

 

4.1.1.1.8. Oficina de Pasaportes Naucalpan 

 There were n=6 documents linked to this office, but only n=5 were mentioned by the 

surveyed citizens.  In this office (Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan), citizens can carry 

out multiple tasks, but after requesting permission of different civil servants, we were 

only allowed to carry out the surveys on the second floor, where the citizens’ main 

objective was to get or update a passport.  The document most used by citizens to reach 

their goal (survey question #3) was the passport itself, and a small minority mentioned 

the birth certificate (Figure 4.14), the payment form (appendix R), the Elementary School 

certificate (appendix S), and the IFE (appendix T). 
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As far as the images that citizens acknowledged in this office, n=2 images were 

deemed helpful to reach citizens’ objective and n=5 images caught their attention.  There 

were n=2 citizens who stated that the “big building” helped them carry out their business 

(see Figure 4.25); one of them said that the building had a good location, and in her 

perspective, this made it simpler to achieve her goal143.   

 

Figure 4.25: Façade of the passport office 

Moreover, some of the building features caught n=4 citizens’ attention (see Figure 4.26), 

such as the light, the chairs and the elevator.  The citizen who highlighted the chairs 

mentioned that having a place to sit while waiting was important for her, for there are no 

chairs in other offices144.  While the chairs featured in Figure 4.26. are technically inside 

the office, they are in the first floor.  The second floor, where the passport task is carried 

out and where this citizen was interviewed had no chairs.  This suggests that even though 

the citizen was not using the chairs she was aware of their presence.   

 

                                                
143 “El edificio es grande y [tiene] buena ubicación” (My translation). 
 
144 Me llamó la atención “las sillas porque te puedes sentar y en la mayoría de oficinas no hay” (My 
translation).  
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Figure 4.26: Building features acknowledged by citizens 

There were n=2 citizens who stated that the elevator caught their attention, and n=1 said 

that particularly the handicap sign on top of the elevator145”.  In this particular sign it is 

possible to see again the state regulated “G” logo (Figure 4.10) featured previously in 

other offices.  Moreover, besides the “good light” mentioned by one citizen, across the 

second floor of this building it is possible to observe again the overtly frequent use of this 

logo, whose intertextual and interoffice presence by now is evident (Figure 4.27). 

 

Figure 4.27: Higher level of the Oficina de Pasaportes’ building 

 

                                                
145 Me llamó la atención “el elevador y sobre todo el letrero del elevador de discapacitados” (My 
translation).  
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 Finally, n=4 citizens acknowledged the personnel as ‘images’ that helped them reach 

their objective in the office, while n=1 citizen stated that the “well-presented146” 

personnel caught her attention.  We are not analyzing persons’ images, since the shots 

from this office were limited and they are not visual images that are government-issued, 

even though they were characterized as such by citizens.  

 The entrance of the passport office (Figure 4.28) shows a similar color pattern to the 

tax payment office (see section 4.1.1.1.7).   

 

Figure 4.28: Entrance of the passport office 

It is no surprise that n=4 citizens reported the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores’ logo 

as an image that caught their attention (Figure 4.29), and one of them (i.e., n=1/4) 

referred specifically to the eagle in the logo.  This logo also shows the uniformity that 

there is between official logos of Secretariats, since all of them have the same color 

pattern, the same font, and the same distribution. 

 

                                                
146 Me llamó la atención “el personal bien presentado” 
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Figure 4.29: Logos from the passport office 

Finally, n=1 citizen said that the sign of “Información” caught her attention, but this sign 

was not found in a place where we could take a picture of it.  However, n=3 citizens  

reported the lack of a ‘passports sign’ as an element that could have helped them reach 

their goal, and n=1 citizen reported the need of a map to reach her goal as well.   

Resources of ‘colour’ are often combined with other modes (Kress and Van 

Leeuwen, 2002:351), but we will focus now on the use of color with political purposes.  

Since color can be a mode of communication it can be used as way to show and promote 

political presence and ideas that resonate in social practice.  

 

4.1.1.2. Color Themes with a Political Agenda 

 We explained in section 1.4.2. that from a multimodal perspective, color can be 

understood as a mode based on its features (v.g., saturation, hue, modulation, purity) 

(Van Leeuwen, 2011).  The way meaning is attached to a particular color or colors 

depends on the color(s)’ characteristics and the social schemata of the community.147  

There are patterns of color use that are understood by people in certain contexts, such as 

advertising, home décor, and fashion (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2006), and certain colors 

such as pink can also be used to index sexual identity (Koller, 2008).  Color can be part 

of a symbolic system used in social practice (medium), and we can also find color or 

                                                
147 Social cognition in Van Dijk terms (see section 1.2). 
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patterns of colors used for political purposes (mode).  For example, red can be associated 

with socialism and communism (v.g., the red flag since the French Revolution), while 

blue can be associated with conservatism (v.g., right wing parties such as the Tories). 

These associations can change over time (v.g., in the USA currently Republican-

conservative are associated with red and Democrat-liberals are associated with blue), and 

they show how color can acquire different meanings that are socially constructed over 

time.  There are two political parties in Cd. Satélite: Partido Revolucionario Institucional 

(PRI) and the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) (section 1.5.2).  Moreover, there are two 

main uses of ‘color’ imbedded in discourse in Cd. Satélite.  We will address ‘color’ as a 

mode of communication in terms of: 1) the use of political parties’ color in official texts, 

and 2) the use of ‘color’ as a way to demarcate racial ‘color’. 

 In Mexico, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) is associated with three 

colors, green-white-red, just like the colors in the Mexican Flag, and it is currently 

located in the center in terms of political position of the ideological spectrum.  The right-

wing party, the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) uses blue and white colors, and the left-

wing Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD) uses yellow and black.  As the 

qualitative analysis shows, the subject community’s (i.e., Cd. Satélite’s) political field is 

dominated only by two political parties: the center Partido Revolucionario Institucional 

(PRI) and the right-wing Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) (Figure 4.30).  Data suggests 

that there is a strive for dominance in the linguistic landscape, as well as in paperbound 

communication between these two political entities. 
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Figure 4.30: Logos of dominant political parties in Cd. Satélite 

The municipal president from 2016 until 2018 has been Edgar Olvera Higuera from 

the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) (section 4.1.1.1.1)148.  However, the previous two 

terms (i.e., 2009-2012 and 2012-2015) were under the power of the Partido 

Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), and prior to that (1997-2000, 2000-2003, 2003-2006, 

2006-2009) under the order of the PAN.  At the country level, the PRI had been in power 

since 1929, when it was first established (Krauze, 1998), until Vicente Fox of the PAN 

won the elections on 2000 and was succeeded by Felipe Calderón of the PAN in 2006.  

This means that the PAN gained power at the municipal level when Fox was president 

but it started losing power in the middle of Calderón’s presidency, to gain it again until 

2018.  On the other hand, the PRI has been in power in the Estado de México – the state 

in which Cd. Satélite is located – since 1929 when its antecedent party was established 

(Reveles Vázquez & Sánchez Ramos, 2012: 469), and the previous governor was Enrique 

Peña Nieto (2005 – 2011), who became the president of Mexico on 2012149.  The 

distribution of the in-office terms of political parties can be observed in Table 4.3, and 

the transitions can be easily identified.  

 

                                                
148 Víctor Hugo Gálvez Astorga is covering the remaining portion of Edgar Olvera Higuera’s term due to 
leave of absence (Huerta, 2018).  
 
149 The party began as Partido Nacional Revolucionario (PNR, 1929-1938) and then as the Partido de la 
Revolución Mexicana (PRM, 1938-1946), before receiving its current name (Reveles Vázquez & Sánchez 
Ramos, 2012).   
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Country level State level Municipality level 

1929 – 2000 
2000 – 2006 
2006 – 2012 
2012 – 2018  

1929 – 2018 
 

1929 – 1996 
1997 – 2000 
2000 – 2003 
2003 – 2006 
2006 – 2009   
2009 – 2012 
2012 – 2015  
2016 - 2018 

Table 4.3: Dominant political parties in Cd. Satélite 

 Once the terms of political parties were identified at country, state and municipal 

level, we analyzed Cd. Satélite’s texts to see how these levels are interacting with each 

other, and what colors are citizens more likely to acknowledge.  Based on the qualitative 

data, the blue-white and the green-red colors are in a constant struggle for power in the 

public realm of semiotic items, and their distribution makes some of their uses more 

salient than others, and therefore, more likely to be acknowledged by citizens than others. 

 There is a difference between colors present in a certain medium and a color scheme 

or theme.  We consider color scheme as the choice of colors used for the design in media 

(Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2006; Van Leeuwen, 2011).  Across the government offices’ 

issued texts, there are multiple colors present but there is a predominant color scheme 

that resonates with the political party in charge.  We focused on the appearance of colors 

in government-issued 1) paperbound texts, and 2) billboards/posters/signage that would 

point towards a color scheme.  We then demarcated their relevance based on citizens’ 

perspective and their acknowledgment or lack of it.  As explained in section 2.5.3.2, only 

colors with political implications were taken into account, and only the first color 

mentioned by citizens was considered for analysis.  Further comments that citizens made 

were also considered if they added value in terms of political implications. 
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 Table 4.4 below displays the distribution of color schemes in texts and offices’ 

official signage, as well as the colors perceived by citizens as ‘helpful to their goal’ and 

the color that ‘caught their attention’ (see appendix A questions #6 & #7).  We only 

considered the first color mentioned by citizens as the main color, since it was the first 

color that came to their minds (section 2.5.3.2).  There is a pattern of blue and blue/white 

scheme in certain offices, and a green and green/red scheme in others.  There are other 

colors present in other offices, but they do not seem to follow a certain pattern or have a 

thematic color that could index to a political party representation.  Therefore, we can 

group the offices as having a political party color scheme or not having a political party 

color scheme. 
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Office and number of 
citizens acknowledging 

colors in each office 

Texts’ color 
scheme 

Offices’ 
color 

scheme 

Color that 
helped citizens 

Color that 
caught their 

attention 

Palacio Municipal 
(n=2) 

blue, 
white 

blue, 
white red (n=1) blue (n=2) 

Comisión Federal de 
Electricidad (CFE) 

(n=18) 

green, 
white 

green, 
gray green (n=1) green (n=17) 

red (n=1) 
Centro de Servicios 

Fiscales (CSF) 
(n=18) 

green, red green, red none green (n=16) 
white (n=2) 

Organismo Público 
Descentralizado, para la 

Prestación de los 
Servicios de Agua 

Potable, Alcantarillado 
y Saneamiento (OAPAS) 

(n=14) 

blue, 
white 

blue, 
white none 

blue (n=12) 
white (n=1) 
orange (n=1) 

Registro Civil 
(n=11) pink none green (n=2) 

green (n=7) 
lack of colors 

(n=4)  

Instituto Mexicano del 
Seguro Social (IMSS) 

(n=18) 

white, 
multiple 
colors 

green, 
orange none 

green (n=6) 
white (n=5) 
blue (n=3) 
red (n=2) 

orange (n=1) 
pink (n=1) 

Servicio de 
Administración 

Tributaria (SAT) 
(n=17) 

white, 
green 

white, 
gray none 

white (n=7) 
green (n=5) 
red (n=3) 
blue (n=1) 
beige (n=1) 

Oficina de pasaportes 
Naucalpan 

(n=16) 
white 

green, 
white none 

green (n=10) 
beige (n=4) 
white (n=2) 

Table 4.4: Distribution of colors per office 

First of all, there is a blue and blue/white prevalent presence in texts and office signage in 

the Palacio Municipal and the OAPAS offices that is perceived by some citizens.  The 

data also shows that the blue color theme is perceived much more by citizens in the 

OAPAS office (n=12) than in the Palacio Municipal (n=2).  However, there were further 
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comments from citizens regarding color appearance in these offices that point towards an 

association of the color blue with the municipality of Naucalpan and with the Partido 

Acción Nacional (PAN).  For instance, n=2 citizens out of the Palacio Municipal 

declared: “blue because I associate it with the Naucalpan municipality” and “blue for 

PAN,” respectively.  Additionally, n=2 citizens out of the OAPAS office stated: “I 

associate white and blue with the PAN” and “dark blue, but that’s the one for the 

municipality, and they should use a lighter shade of blue for the water”150. Finally, the 

only citizen that mentioned the color red was well aware that signage different from the 

color scheme found in the Palacio Municipal would be associated with the rival party, 

the PRI151.  These comments corroborate the citizens’ conscious awareness of an 

association of colors with a political meaning.     

 On the other hand, there is a predominance of green in the text referred by citizens 

and in the overall color theme in the Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) office.  The 

majority of citizens (n=17) acknowledged the green color, but their comments suggest 

that they are aware that this color is not related with the Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (PRI).  Some citizens (n=2) associate the green with an “ecological 

theme”152; some others (n=2) associate this color with the CFE itself, or with the 

electricity bill153.  The only citizen who acknowledged a different color was the ‘red’ in 

the consumption graphic (Figure 4.3 in CFE) but she also referred to the ‘green’ in 

                                                
150 My translation from Palacion Municipal: “azul porque lo asocio con el municipio de Naucalpan”; “azul 
del PAN”, and from the OAPAS office: “azul y blanco los asocio con el PAN”; “azul oscuro, pero ese es 
del municipio y deberían usar un azul más claro por el agua”. 
 
151 My translation from “el rojo en las pancartas es posible que sean del PRI”. 
 
152 My translation from “se asocia con lo ecológico”; “asociación con lo ecológico”. 
 
153 My translation from “lo asocio con CFE”; “lo asocio con la luz”. 
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general154.  On the other hand, there is a green/red scheme in the texts and office of the 

Centro de Servicios Fiscales (CSF), but citizens only acknowledged the color green.  

Moreover, they do not seem to be aware that the green (or red) belongs to any political 

party since the additional comments allude to the green in the “gardens”, the “employee 

clothing”, and the “inside-office color”155.  Moreover, in the Oficina de pasaportes 

Naucalpan, a significant number of citizens affirm that the green caught their attention 

(n=10).  The large building in Figure 4.25 in the Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan is 

painted in a vivid green, and the inside has a pattern that matches the green color scheme 

of other offices such as the CSF (not to mention the heavily used state regulated “G” logo 

in Figure 4.10) 

 The Registro Civil did not have a color scheme that matches any of the political 

parties.  Interestingly, n=2 citizens reported that the color “green” helped them achieve 

their goal and n=7 reported that it caught their attention.  However, the only image with 

the color green was at the sign at the entrance of the building (appendix M).  Moreover, 

this office is the only one with a reported “lack of colors”, and n=4 citizens noticed this 

absence of colors156.  Also, the Instituto Mexicano de Seguro Social (IMSS) office does 

not seem to have a noticeable color scheme, for there are some colors acknowledged by 

citizens, but they match building characteristics such as walls, ceilings and chairs, and are 

not related to any political party157.  

                                                
154 My translation from “rojo en el gráfico y el verde en general”. 
 
155 My translation from “verde porque están arreglando los jardines”, “verde de la camiseta de los 
empleados”, “verde de adentro de la oficina”. 
 
156 My translations from “no hay colores/casi” “la falta de colores” “carece de colores”. 
 
157 The only extra comment from a citizen referred to orange color in the exam rooms: “naranja de las 
puertas de los consultorios” (My translation). 
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 Finally, the Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT) office was predominantly 

painted in white, which suggests a lack of political party color.  However, there is a 

presence of green-white-red combination in the logo (Figure 4.22 in the SAT) that 

matches the PRI color scheme and therefore could provide an advantage in terms of 

visual presence.  Citizens noticed the color green (n=5) and the color red (n=3), which 

gives us n=8 citizens noticing colors associated with the PRI, and only n=1 citizen 

acknowledging the color blue, which is the only color that could be associated with the 

PAN.   

 It is evident that the presence/absence of political parties in government buildings can 

be achieved through different modes of communication, and as we have shown, color can 

be used as a very salient one.  The data collected in Cd. Satélite suggests that the political 

parties PRI and PAN struggle for visual command in the public domain.  As shown in 

Table 4.4, some offices such as the Palacio Municipal, OAPAS, CSF, and Oficina de 

Pasaportes Naucalpan are highly politicized in terms of color schemes associated with 

the two dominant parties in the community, while some others are not.  The Registro 

Civil and the IMSS seem to be the less politicized offices in terms of color schemes 

because of the lack of colors of any of the political parties that dominate this community.  

Finally, the last set of offices could be considered as semi-politicized.  The SAT and the 

CFE have a color scheme in their documents and buildings that has the potential of being 

associated with a dominant political party in the community.  The green-white-red found 

in the SAT and the green color throughout the CFE could be associated with the PRI 

party.  However, in the particular case of the CFE, the citizens who acknowledged the 

color green seem to be aware that this color is not related at all with the PRI party, but 
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rather to an ecological movement.  Unlike the Palacio Municipal and the OAPAS office 

where citizens are consciously aware that the blue is related to the PAN party and the 

municipality (governed by the PAN party), the case of the CFE and the SAT has the 

potential to be associated with the PRI for the colors used in their offices and texts, but 

citizens do not seem the be aware of this in a conscious level.  Data suggest that there is a 

political agenda imbedded in the color scheme of some offices and texts, and that some 

offices this is more salient than others.  Data also suggests that citizens are aware of the 

use of color with political propaganda purposes, for it is the political power what is at 

stake. 

 The second issue that we address in the government’s use of ‘color’ with a political 

agenda is related to the self-depiction of the collective imaginary of the Mexican society.  

As we had explained in section 2.2.2.5, in Mexico there is a ‘pigmentocracy’ that exposes 

the self-awareness of skin color and individuals’ position in the social scale.  Studies 

shows how people with lighter skin color have higher education and higher paid jobs than 

their counterparts with darker shades of skin (MMSI, 2016).  This entails the association 

of lighter skin color with power and prestige, and potentially property; therefore, skin 

color carries symbolic power.  It is not surprising then that the government uses images 

of people with lighter skin color to associate itself with this image, reinforcing and 

perpetuating the stigma on darker skin tones.  Official signage in the Comisión Federal 

de Electricidad, Centro de Servicios Fiscales, Registro Civil and the Instituto Mexicano 

del Seguro Social offices has graphic images of portrayed individuals with a light shade 

of skin or ‘white’.  People with darker skin tones are not portrayed anywhere, and thus 

become a racially disenfranchised group.  What gives these images more validity, 
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prestige and significance outside of being a mere publicity stunt, is the fact that they 

appear in official signage.  Furthermore, they are overwhelmingly visible in official 

government buildings, which, in turn display and therefore promote and perpetuate a 

racial discourse that favors citizens with lighter skin color, providing them with symbolic 

power.   

 We have established how color can become a mode of communication in certain 

contexts and communities.  As recognized by Kress & Van Leeuwen: “There is no large 

or sufficiently powerful group which could sustain a shared understanding of the 

meanings of colour across ‘all of society’. Instead there are specialized interests of 

particular groups, at times even just of individuals, all with their very specific 

professional or personal interests” (2002: 345).  For Cd. Satélite, the thematic colors or 

color schemes present in the government facilities and documents (i.e., blue/white or 

green/red) acquire meanings that link them with a certain political party or disassociate 

them from it.  Texts themselves are legitimized by having certain characteristics, such as 

official images and political parties color schemes.  Data indicates that some citizens are 

well aware that certain colors index a certain political party, and therefore, color acquires 

political relevance.  There is also an adjacent racial discourse based on ‘color’ depiction 

of the ‘self’ or ‘common citizen’, which entails xenocentric shades.  In this particular 

context, symbolic capital that ‘racial color’ carries becomes clear, if not in the country, at 

least in this community (section 2.2.2.5).  There is further data that broadens the concept 

of what can be considered symbolic capital in Cd. Satélite.  This will be analyzed in the 

following section of the quantitative approach, explained in the sections afterwards, and 

explored in greater detail in Chapter V. 
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4.1.2. Quantitative Analysis of Multimodal Features 

 As explained before, there were multiple texts available in offices and not all of them 

were acknowledged by citizens.  According to Kress & Leeuwen (2006), multimodal text 

characteristics are based on 1) the ‘information value’, or compositional organization 

(i.e., layout), 2) ‘salience’ of elements (i.e., hierarchical position of elements color, sizes, 

background, etc.), and 3) ‘framing’ (i.e., what connects or disconnects elements). In 

communication, certain aspects can be exaggerated or diminished through format (Kress 

& Leeuwen, 2006).  The purpose of the second portion of the survey (question #6 in 

appendix A) was to find out what was perceived as being helpful and therefore salient for 

being helpful.  This also provided a way to compare more/less images and heuristic 

devices present in documents of each government office with the number of images and 

heuristic devices perceived by citizens. 

 

4.1.2.1. Elements Helping Citizens’ Objective 

 Citizens were asked in question#6 (see appendix A) if any element in a text had 

helped them achieve their goal in their visit to the government office (see also section 

4.1.1).  The N=28 acquired responses from citizens were categorized in: 1) lexical items, 

2) graphic images, 3) documents/forms158, 4) other or 5) nothing/null (see section 

2.5.3.2).159  Citizens’ responses distribution can be observed in Table 4.5.  

 

 

                                                
158 Citizens reported a document/form as an ‘element that helped them reach their goal’, and they would 
refer to a it as an item. 
 
159 There were n=132 nothing/null responses (see section 2.5.3.2). 
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What helped to achieve their objective? 
50.0% 
(n=14) graphic images  

35.7% 
(n=10) documents/forms 

7.1% 
(n=2) lexical items  

7.1% 
(n=2) other 

Table 4.5: Citizens’ references to text and signage 

As observed, half of the citizens (n=14) reported that a graphic image was helpful to 

achieve their goal in the office.  A lower percentage (35.7%, n=10) decided that a 

document/form was most helpful to reach their goal, and finally, a much smaller 

percentage (7.1%, n=2) reported a lexical item as helpful.  The remainder 7.1% (n=2) of 

individuals were categorized as ‘other’ for not fitting in any of the established categories.  

These two citizens referred to a “database” and to an “information stand” as ‘texts’ that 

helped them reach their goal.  However, the first citizen’s response implies access to a 

computer and knowledge of how to use this database, which becomes apparent with the 

education level (v.g., Graduate degree of this particular citizen).  

 

4.1.2.1.1. Elements Helping Citizens’ Objective by Office 

 We analyzed citizens’ responses for helpful elements in reaching their goal in a 

manner similar to that which we used to analyze reported unclear elements and 

readability values (see 3.1.3).  The distribution of reported elements based on government 

office varied depending on the office (see Table 4.6), and this correlation turned out 

highly favorable statistically speaking (p=.000).   
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Office Lexical 
item 

Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Palacio Municipal 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

Comisión Federal de 
Electricidad (CFE) 

(n=3) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

Centro de Servicios Fiscales 
(CSF) 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

20.0% 
(n=1) 

80.0% 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Organismo Público 
Descentralizado, para la 

Prestación de los Servicios de 
Agua Potable, Alcantarillado 

y Saneamiento (OAPAS) 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Registro Civil 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Instituto Mexicano del Seguro 
Social (IMSS) 

(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

100% 
(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Servicio de Administración 
Tributaria (SAT) 

(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Oficina de pasaportes 
Naucalpan 

(n=1) 

100% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Table 4.6: Citizens’ references to text and signage by Office 

In some offices such as Registro Civil and Servicio de Administración Tributaria, no 

citizens reported an element that helped them reach their goal.  However, the rest of the 

offices show at least one element (v.g., Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan).  In the 

citizens’ responses and thus perception of helpful elements in government texts, there is a 

particular distribution of graphic images.  Data shows that the office with most reported 

helpful elements was the IMSS (n=11) and all of these items were identified as graphic 

images.  Second, the higher percentage with helpful elements identified as 

document/form was found in CSF (80.0%, n=4), and then in Palacio Municipal (75.0%,  
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n=3) and OAPAS. (75.0%, n=3).  Finally, the lexical items were found in CFE (33.3%, 

n=1) and Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan (100%, n=1). 

 

4.1.2.1.2. Elements Helping Citizens’ Objective by Secretariat 

 This section provides a different perspective of the citizens’ reported helpful elements 

since it explores the provenance of the texts based on Secretariats.  We followed the same 

protocol for the analysis of readability levels and reported unclear elements (see section 

3.1.4).  The distribution of helpful elements perceived by citizens and the actual 

documents’ provenance can be observed in Table 4.7 below. 

Secretariat Lexical 
item 

Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Secretaría de Salud 
(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

100% 
(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Secretaría de Gobernación 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

Secretaría de Energía 
(n=3) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

Secretaría de Finanzas 
(n=3) 

0% 
(n=0) 

33.3% 
(n=1) 

66.7% 
(n=2) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Secretaría de Relaciones 
Exteriores 

 (n=1) 

100% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Not a Secretariat 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

25.0% 
(n=1) 

75.0% 
(n=3) 

0% 
(n=0) 

None 
(n=2) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

100% 
(n=2) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Table 4.7: Citizens’ references to text and signage by Secretariat 

 In this statistically significant correlation (p=.000), a few aspects should be 

highlighted due to their relevance and relationship to the readability analysis of Chapter 

3.  We will point to the salient data of the Secretariats’ texts with lowest readability 

levels.  First, the Secretaría de Salud is the one with most helpful elements reported 
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(n=11).  Moreover, this Secretariat has all helpful elements (100.0%, n=11) categorized 

as ‘graphic images’.  In addition, the Secretaría de Finanzas had 33.3% (n=1) helpful 

elements labeled as ‘graphic images’, and a higher percentage (66.7%, n=2) as 

document/forms.  The Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores had only one reported helpful 

element (100.0%, n=1) and this was a lexical item, while the Secretaría de Hacienda y 

Crédito Público had no reported helpful elements.  The comparison of this data and the 

provenance of the texts and their readability levels point towards a communicative 

compensatory mechanism, but this will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter V, 

along with the social factors and the representation of symbolic power attached to this 

matter. 

 

4.1.2.2. Social Variables and Multimodal Features 

 This section provides a quantitative analysis of elements that helped citizens to reach 

their goal (question #6 in the survey, see appendix A), and it is comprised of cross-

tabulations of social variables, such as gender, age, education, occupation, legal 

background, and citizens’ self-disclosure of a Satelucan identity.  The analysis is based 

on N=28 reported answers where citizens affirmed that an item had helped them in their 

visit to a particular office (see Table 4.5). 

 

4.1.2.2.1. Gender 

 The gender variable shows that there is an even number of males and females (n=14 

each one) that affirm that there was an element that helped them reach their goal (see 

Table 4.8). 
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Social 
Variable 

Lexical item Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Male 
50.0% 
(n=14) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

80.0% 
(n=8) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

Female 
50.0% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=2) 

64.3% 
(n=9) 

20.0% 
(n=2) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.081) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.8: Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on gender 

However, most of the males (80.0%, n=8) refer to a document/form as the most relevant 

item that helped them reach their goal.  On the other hand, all citizens who affirmed that 

a lexical item was the most helpful element to achieve their goal (n=2) were female.  A 

higher percentage of females (64.3%, n=9) reported a graphic image as the element that 

helped them reach their goal.  These correlations have a significant statistical value 

(p=.081) and show polarized results in terms of lexical item and document/form, with an 

uneven distribution in answers regarding a graphic image.  

 

4.1.2.2.2. Age 

 As observed in Table 4.9, the age factor shows that there is a higher percentage of 

citizens between 40-62 years of age that reported elements that helped them reach their 

goal, while the other two age groups (i.e., 63+ years old and 18-39 years old) had much 

lower percentages of responses (28.6%, n=8 and 25.0%, n=7 respectively).   
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Social 
Variable 

Lexical item Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

63+ years 
28.6% 
(n=8) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

30.0% 
(n=3) 

0% 
(n=0) 

40-62 years 
46.4% 
(n=13) 

100% 
(n=2) 

28.6% 
(n=4) 

60.0% 
(n=6) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

18-39 years 
25.0% 
(n=7) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

10.0% 
(n=1) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.354) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.9: Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on age 

Although the statistical value (p=.345) is not ideal, the distribution of the data shows that 

all of the citizens who believed that a lexical item was most useful to reach their goal 

were 40-62-year-old (n=2).  There is also a higher percentage (60.0%, n=6) of citizens in 

this age range who believe a document/form was most useful.  Finally, there is a close 

distribution between the three age ranges in respect to graphic image, with a difference of 

only n=1 citizen less in the 40-62-year-old range.  

 

4.1.2.2.3. Education 

 In terms of education, a trend in Table 4.10 shows that citizens with higher education 

levels tend to report more elements that helped them reach their goal, and this correlation 

has a high statistical value (p=.014). 
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Social 
Variable 

Lexical 
item 

Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Undergraduate 
& Graduate 

42.9% 
(n=12) 

100% 
(n=2) 

14.3% 
(n=2) 

60.0% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=2) 

High School 
39.3% 
(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

50.0% 
(n=7) 

40.0% 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Elementary & 
Middle School 

17.9% 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.014) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.10: Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on education 

 Citizens with Undergraduate/Graduate degrees had a higher ratio for reporting 

elements that helped them reach their goal (42.9%, n=12).  A slightly lower percentage 

(i.e., 39.3%, n=11) was found in citizens with High School education, and a significantly 

lower percentage (i.e., 17.9%, n=5) was found in citizens with Elementary and Middle 

School.  As expected, all citizens that reported a lexical item as being useful hold an 

Undergraduate/Graduate degree (n=2).  A high percentage (i.e., 60.0%, n=6) of citizens 

who reported a document/form as useful also have Undergraduate/Graduate degrees, and 

the remainder 40.0% (n=4) hold a High School diploma.  On the other hand, responses 

that referred to a graphic image as the element that helped them reach their goal show a 

significant different pattern.  The lowest ratio (i.e., 14.3%, n=2) was found in citizens 

with Undergraduate/Graduate degrees and a highest ratio was found in citizens with High 

School or Elementary school (50.0%, n=7 and 35.7%, n=5 respectively). 

 As explained before, data suggests a correlation between higher education and 

higher probability of reporting an element that helped.  Furthermore, citizens with more 
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advanced degrees are more likely to report lexical items and documents/forms, while 

citizens with lower levels of education tend to report graphic images as helpful to reach 

their goal.  

 

4.1.2.2.4. Occupation 

 The occupation variable shows a statistically significant (p=.066) and relatively close 

distribution between professionals, employees and unemployed citizens who reported 

elements that helped them reach their goal (25.0%, n=7, 35.7%, n=10 and 39.3%, n=11 

respectively).  As shown in Table 4.11, there is a somewhat higher ratio of not employed 

citizens who reported helpful elements to reach their goal, and a lower percentage were 

professionals.  This shows the opposite trend in comparison to the education variable that 

had citizens with higher education levels reporting more helpful elements than citizens 

with lower education levels.   

Social 
Variable 

Lexical 
item 

Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Professionals 
25.0% 
(n=7) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

7.1%  
(n=1) 

30.0% 
(n=3) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Employees 
35.7% 
(n=10) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

50.0% 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Unemployed 
39.3% 
(n=11) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

57.1% 
(n=8) 

20.0% 
(n=2) 

0% 
(n=0) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.066) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.11: Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on occupation 

 The highest observable percentage is in citizens not employed who reported graphic 

images as helpful to reach their goal (i.e., 57.1%, n=8), while there is a very small 
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percentage of professionals (i.e., 7.1%, n=1) in the same category.  On the other hand, 

there is a higher percentage of employees (50.0%, n=5) and professionals (30.0%, n=3) 

that reported a document/form as helpful to reach their goal.  Finally, the lexical items are 

evenly divided between professionals and unemployed.  The reason behind this and 

overall numbers of professionals, employees and unemployed citizens deviating from the 

education variable is due to the way ‘occupation’ was coded.  As explained in section 

2.5.3.2, citizens that reported home as their occupation were categorized as unemployed 

for a more competent statistical analysis.  A clear example are the two females who 

reported lexical items as helpful elements, one of them reported ‘home’ as her 

occupation. 

Another facet of the occupation variable that we explored in the readability analysis 

component (section 3.2.4.4) was coding for occupations with or without legal 

background, with much better outcomes than occupation itself.  As shown in Table 4.12, 

only 10.7% (n=3) of the citizens who had legal background reported an item that helped 

them achieve their goal, and this correlation has a high statistical value (p=.043). 
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Social 
Variable 

Lexical item Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

W/Legal 
background 

10.7% 
(n=3) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

10.0%  
(n=1) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

No legal 
background 

89.3% 
(n=25) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

100% 
(n=14) 

90.0% 
(n=9) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.043) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.12:Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on legal background 

Moreover, of the n=3 citizens with legal background that reported helpful elements, none 

reported a graphic image as helpful.  This outcome can be compared with the education 

and occupation variables, and the trend between these three factors (i.e., education, 

occupation and legal background) points towards a trend of graphic images being the 

favored element of citizens with less education, unemployed, and with no legal 

background.  

 

4.1.2.2.5. Satelucan Identity Component 

 Finally, the Satelucan identity variable does not show outstanding statistical value 

(p=.153).  However, as observed in Table 4.13, only 32.1% (n=9) of citizens who self-

identify as Satelucans reported an item that helped them achieve their goal. 
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Social 
Variable 

Lexical item Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Sateluco/a 
32.1% 
(n=9) 

100%  
(n=2) 

21.4% 
(n=3) 

30.0% 
(n=3) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

Non 
sateluco/a 

67.9% 
(n=19) 

0% 
(n=0) 

78.6% 
(n=11) 

70.0% 
(n=7) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

TOTAL 
(N=28) 

(p=.153) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.13: Distribution of elements that helped citizens reach their goal based on Satelucan identity 

Moreover, all females (n=2) who reported lexical items as being most helpful to them to 

reach their goal also identified as Satelucans.  A small Satelucan minority (21.4%, n=3) 

reported graphic images as most helpful, with a slight higher percentage (30.0%, n=3) 

reporting a document/form as helpful to reach their goal in the government office.  

 

4.1.3. Modal Features in Government Communication 

 We have analyzed in a qualitative and quantitative manner the multimodal features of 

images and color present in government texts and offices.  As explained before, the text 

content was analyzed using the readability indexes (see section 3.1).  In the case of 

images and colors, they have shown to be closely related to how social relations are 

constructed, and we derive this relation from the citizens’ perspective analysis.  

Individuals seem to relate more/less to certain images and colors, and our intent was to 

show how these relations operate with Research Question #3 (RQ:3) that reads: Do 

citizens in Cd. Satélite’s government offices attend to particular modal features such as 

images and colors in text and the linguistic landscape?  The two suggested hypotheses 

were: H3A – Government offices will have salient modes/media of communication such 
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as theme(s) pattern(s) in logos, color, or format, throughout their texts and offices, and 

they will be acknowledged by the citizens; and H3B – Government offices will have 

salient modes/media of communication such as theme(s) pattern(s) in logos, color, or 

format, throughout their texts and offices, but they will not be acknowledged by the 

citizens. 

 We can start by saying that some offices have discernable iconic images, as well as 

color schemes.  As explained in section 1.5.1, official entities are divided into federal, 

state and municipal levels.  We have focused on the municipal level (i.e., Naucalpan) 

since the subject community Cd. Satélite is located here, and we have considered how 

federal and state regulated authorities impact government communication of the 

municipality.  The federally regulated offices seem to have certain presence, and the state 

regulated authorities from the Estado de México seem to have an even greater presence 

and impact in government texts.  As shown in Table 4.14, the predominant color for 

federal entities seems to be white, as can be seen in Figure 4.24 from the office of 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria, and Figure 4.28 from the Oficina de pasaportes 

Naucalpan.  At the state level the government seems to use a green/red scheme that 

favors the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI).  On the other hand, the 

municipality of Naucalpan seems to have a blue/white color scheme, based on the colors 

associated with Partido Acción Nacional (PAN). 

Federal level State level Municipal level 

white 
 

green, red blue, white 

Table 4.14: Color themes by entities division 

As explained before in section 4.1.1.2, the majority of citizens are aware of the difference 

in green/red and blue/white color schemes, and they seem to acknowledge the 
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government use of these colors with a political purpose.  The government in this 

community seems to be concerned with promoting political parties instead of 

universalized and well-defined self-identity.  Moreover, the presented information in the 

analysis shows how many texts’ surfaces are portraying two issues in government-citizen 

discourse: 1) a political propaganda and a 2) racial identity issue; however, this will be 

discussed in Chapter V.  

 As we explained before, when considering citizens’ answers as a reference point, we 

have assumed that citizens are interpreting signs in the context of institutional power 

relations to achieve their goal in the office.  This means that they are aware that the text is 

a government text and therefore, the features in the text’s surface will have symbolic 

power that operates in the context of this community.  There is also a specific social 

profile that can be demarcated for citizens reporting helpful elements to achieve their 

goal that shows individuals with higher education levels leaning towards lexical items 

and citizens with lower education levels preferring graphic images (refer to section 

4.1.2.2.3).  Moreover, of the reported elements that helped citizens achieve their goal, all 

lexical items (n=2, 7.1%) were reported by females, with Undergraduate/Graduate degree 

40-62-year-old who identified as Satelucan, and half of them (n=1) with legal 

background.  For the documents/forms (n=10, 35.7%), the majority who reported them 

were males (n=8, 80.0%) and most (n=6, 60%) were 40-62 years old and with some sort 

of job (i.e., professionals and employees account for 80.0%, n=8).  However, none had 

legal background, and none identified as Satelucan.  Finally, the graphic images (n=14, 

50.0%) were distributed evenly for gender and age, with much higher numbers for 

citizens with High School education or less (85.7%, n=12).  Furthermore, no citizen with 
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legal background reported graphic images as helpful, and very few Satelucans (21.4%, 

n=3) affirmed that graphic images helped them reach their goal. 

 We can now demarcate certain patterns in terms of social profiles that can point 

towards how symbolic power operates in government communication in this community.  

Since we have explained that a higher command of the register used in communication 

can provide an advantage to certain readers (Butt, 2012: 27), it is evident that education is 

operating as cultural capital in Cd. Satélite’s discourse.  This will be explained and 

explored in more detail in Chapter V, but for now, we can affirm H3A which states that 

government offices have salient modes of communication, especially images and color 

schemes, and they are acknowledged by citizens, some in higher degree than others.  

Data suggests that colors and images are the features most acknowledged in the survey 

and they serve as indexes for preconceived meanings such as political parties.  Thus, we 

can suggest that particular modal features such as color and images, serve as a way to 

process meaning for citizens.  The issue then – discussed in Chapter V – turns towards 

how these meanings are used in the benefit of certain entities. 

 

4.2. Government’s Linguistic Persuasion in Cd. Satélite 

 In section 1.7, we have explained that “[h]euristic processing entails the activation 

and application of judgmental rules or ‘heuristics’ that, like other knowledge structures, 

are presumed to be learned and stored in memory [… and it] makes minimal cognitive 

demands on the perceiver” (Chen & Chaiken 1999:74).  Heuristic devices then help 

receivers of information to process meanings.  In the last part of our analysis we focus on 

the presence/absence and number of heuristic devices in government texts, in order to 
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acquire insight and analyze citizens’ responses in a different light.  We explained in 

2.5.3.2 that heuristic devices were considered visual representations that would provide a 

document with “legality”, such as municipality logos, official seals, watermarks, 

signatures, and holograms.  Heuristic devices have a critical role in government 

communication, for they can legitimize texts by providing them with a symbol of 

authority, and therefore texts are perceived with a social power by users (i.e., citizens). 

 

4.2.1. The use of Heuristic Devices in Government Communication 

 As we established in Chapter 2, Research Question four (RQ:4) inquires: “How do 

‘symbols of authority’ in texts that entail heuristic persuasion affect citizens’ 

perception?”  As shown in our analysis, we explored paperbound texts and signage 

available to citizens in order to explain how they are presented to and then perceived by 

the public.  We were aware of the receivers’ motivation to scrutinize the message 

depending on the government’s credibility and the speakers’ beliefs of the 

communication’s legality (i.e., its deontic nature).  Therefore, we proposed four 

hypotheses: H4A – There will be a higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear 

elements in texts with fewer heuristic devices, and a correlation of such reported unclear 

elements with social variables will be identified, which in turn will show a social profile 

with +/- symbolic capital; H4B – There will be a higher percentage of citizens who 

reported unclear elements in texts with fewer heuristic devices, and we will not be able to 

identify a correlation of such reported unclear elements with social variables; H4C – 

There will be a higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with 

more heuristic devices, and a correlation of such reported unclear elements with social 
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variables will be identified, which in turn will show a social profile with +/- symbolic 

capital; H4D – There will be a higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear 

elements in texts with more heuristic devices, and we will not be able to identify a 

correlation of such reported unclear elements with social variables.  This means that the 

likelihood of citizens reporting unclear elements will be linked to +/- heuristic devices, 

and that there might be a social relation behind this relationship.  We have also analyzed 

the presence of visual representations (i.e., pictographic representations of signified 

meanings, see 2.5.3.2. for more details) and the relation between these representations 

and citizens’ perception. 

 

4.2.1.1. Citizens’ Perception of Unclear Elements and Heuristic Devices 

 This section explores the relationship between the reporting of unclear elements 

(N=30) (see 3.2.1), and heuristic devices.  As explained in 2.5.3.2, texts used by citizens 

were analyzed for presence of heuristic devices.  We identify heuristic devices as 

symbols of authority that would help the citizen process the information as “official”.  As 

shown in Table 4.15, documents were then divided in two categories, depending on the 

number of heuristic devices present in each text (1 to 4 devices and 5 to 10 devices).  The 

table also allows us to see the highly significant statistical relationship (p=0.002) between 

number of heuristic devices and citizens who reported unclear elements. 
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Heuristic Devices 1 to 4  
devices 

5 to 10  
devices 

Reported unclear element(s) 
(n=30) 

25.2% 
(n=28) 

4.1% 
(n=2) 

Did not report unclear element(s) 
(n=130) 

74.8% 
(n=83) 

95.9% 
(n=47) 

Total 100% 
(n=89) 

100% 
(n=47) 

Table 4.15: Relationship between number of heuristic devices and reported unclear elements 

As observed, the number of reported unclear elements made by citizens increases as the 

number of heuristic devices decreases.  Citizens reported unclear elements in 25.2% 

(n=28) of texts with 1 to 4 heuristic devices, whereas they only reported 4.1% (n=2) in 

texts with more heuristic devices (i.e., 5 to 10 devices).  Data suggests that symbols of 

authority such as holograms, official seals, logos and icons may serve a heuristic purpose, 

and therefore, may be involved in the meaning-making process between citizens and 

government written communication.  Moreover, if we observe the relationship between 

the number of heuristic devices and the type of reported unclear elements (Table 4.16), 

we will find a higher percentage for lexical items and documents/forms.  The category of 

‘other’ was used for individuals who reported not understanding something but did not 

report the exact ‘unclear element’, or in instances where they referred to technology 

issues or problems with the location of the building.   
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Heuristic Devices 
Reported unclear 
elements (n=30) 

1 to 4  
devices 

5 to 10  
devices 

Lexical item 
63.3% 

64.3% 
(n=18) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

Graphic image 
3.3% 

3.6% 
(n=1) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Document/form 
10.0% 

10.7% 
(n=3) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Other 
23.3% 

21.4% 
(n=6) 

50.0% 
(n=1) 

Total 
100% 

100% 
(n=28) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.16: Relationship between heuristic devices and types of reported unclear elements 

Even though this correlation was not statistically significant (p=.182), lexical items are 

the most reported unclear elements in text with 1 to 4 heuristic devices.  In comparison, 

graphic images are less reported with unclear elements (3.6%, n=1).   

 To show a different perspective, texts were analyzed for visual representations of 

meaning (i.e., pictographic representations of signified meanings).  The correlation for 

visual representations of meaning in Table 4.17 excludes previously analyzed heuristic 

devices, such as symbols of authority that were related to official government use and 

instead includes graphic images of representations of the signified concept/object (see 

section 2.5.3.2).  As Table 4.17 shows, data suggests that lack of visual representations 

also increases the presence of reported unclear elements.  

 

Visual Representations 
of Meanings 

No Visual 
Representations 

Total 

Reported unclear 
element(s) 

36.7% 
(n=11) 

63.3% 
(n=19) 

100% 
(n=30) 

Did not report unclear 
element(s) 

22.3% 
(n=29) 

77.7% 
(n=101) 

100% 
(n=130) 

Table 4.17: Relationship between number of visual representations and reported unclear elements 
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There is a higher percentage (63.3%, n=19) of reported unclear elements in texts without 

visual representations than in texts with visual representations (36.7%, n=11).  This 

shows a higher possibility of texts without visual representations to have unclear 

elements perceived by citizens.  The same trend is shown in reporting unclear elements, 

(77.7%, n=101 versus 22.3%, n=29).  The data shows that there is a higher percentage of 

reported unclear elements in texts with no visual representation.  However, citizens are 

26.6% more likely to report unclear elements in texts without visual representations, and 

this statistically significant result (p=.083) resonates with the findings in heuristic devices 

that shows a correlation of higher reported unclear elements in texts with fewer heuristic 

devices (Table 4.15).   

 

4.2.1.2. The Social Factor in Types of Representations of Meanings  

 The relationship between heuristic devices and unclear elements, and types of unclear 

elements suggests that some pictographic images have a heuristic role.  The next question 

then turns towards demarcating the social profile of the citizens reporting unclear 

elements and helpful elements, as well as the likelihood of each one.  We have 

established that there were N= 30 citizens who reported unclear elements, and N=28 

citizens who reported elements that helped them reach their goal.  We have also explored 

different social variables for these two, and based on these findings (see sections 3.2.4 

and 4.1.2.2) we will focus only in the education variable since it not only is the most 

relevant in terms of the role of cultural capital, but it also had the highest statistical 

significance (p value). 
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 As shown in Table 4.18, there is an evident increase in reported unclear elements 

that is directly related with citizens’ reported education.  This correlation is also 

statistically significant (p=.037) and was explained in section 3.2.4.3.   

Social Variable Unclear elements 
Undergraduate & Graduate 

60.6% 
(n=97) 

80.0% 
(n=24) 

High School 
21.9% 
(n=35) 

13.3% 
(n=4) 

Elementary & Middle School 
17.5% 
(n=28) 

6.7% 
(n=2) 

TOTAL 100% 
(n=30) 

Table 4.18:Unclear reported elements and education 

We can then compare this variable to the findings for reported helpful elements (section 

4.1.2.1).  As shown in Table 4.19, we can find a similar pattern where there is a 

correlation with the number of reported helpful elements and education. 

Social Variable Lexical 
item 

Graphic 
image 

Document / 
form 

Other 

Undergraduate & 
Graduate 
42.9% 
(n=12) 

100% 
(n=2) 

14.3% 
(n=2) 

60.0% 
(n=6) 

100% 
(n=2) 

High School 
39.3% 
(n=11) 

0% 
(n=0) 

50.0% 
(n=7) 

40.0% 
(n=4) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Elementary & Middle 
School 
17.9% 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

35.7% 
(n=5) 

0% 
(n=0) 

0% 
(n=0) 

Total 
(N=28) 

(p=.014) 

100% 
(n=2) 

100% 
(n=14) 

100% 
(n=10) 

100% 
(n=2) 

Table 4.19:Reported helpful elements by category and education 
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Citizens with higher education are more likely to report helpful elements (42.9%, n=12) 

in comparison to citizens with less education (17.9%, n=5).  This statistically significant 

correlation (p=.014) shows that citizens with more education (and therefore more cultural 

capital) are the more likely to report unclear elements and helpful elements, and 

therefore, they dominate discourse in this particular interaction.  However, a closer 

analysis of categories such as ‘helpful elements’, shows that citizens with less education 

are more inclined to report graphic images as helpful, and citizens with higher degrees 

are more likely to report lexical items and documents or forms as helpful.   

 

4.2.2. Heuristic Devices Relation to Citizens’ Perception  

 As explained at the beginning of this section, Research Question Four (RQ:4) asks: 

“How do ‘symbols of authority’ in texts that entail heuristic persuasion affect citizens’ 

perception?”  We had proposed four hypotheses: H4A –  There will be a higher 

percentage of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with fewer heuristic 

devices, and a correlation of such reported unclear elements with social variables will be 

identified, which in turn will show a social profile with +/- symbolic capital; H4B – 

There will be a higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with 

fewer heuristic devices, and we will not be able to identify a correlation of such reported 

unclear elements with social variables; H4C – There will be a higher percentage of 

citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with more heuristic devices, and a 

correlation of such reported unclear elements with social variables will be identified, 

which in turn will show a social profile with +/- symbolic capital; H4D – There will be a 

higher percentage of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts with more heuristic 
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devices, and we will not be able to identify a correlation of such reported unclear 

elements with social variables.   

 We have explained how the number of reported unclear elements made by citizens 

increases as the number of heuristic devices decreases; in other words, there is a lower 

percentage of citizens reporting unclear elements in texts with more heuristic devices.  

The analysis yields that 25.2% (n=28) of citizens reported unclear elements in texts with 

1 to 4 heuristic devices, whereas only 4.1% (n=2) of them reported unclear elements in 

texts with 5 to 10 devices.  Moreover, a correlation linked with the education variable 

was found, proving H4A.  Citizens with more education seem to be more likely to report 

unclear and helpful elements, but citizens with less education seem to report graphic 

images as more helpful than lexical or document/form items.   

 The highest percentage of individuals who reported unclear elements was found to 

have Undergraduate & Graduate degrees (80.0%, n=24), and a lower percentage of 

individuals reporting unclear elements was found to have High School education (13.3%, 

n=4) or Elementary & Middle School (6.7%, n=2).  Moreover, the highest percentage of 

individuals who reported helpful elements were also found in the group of individuals 

with Undergraduate & Graduate 42.9% (n=12), and a much lower percentage of 

individuals reporting helpful elements were found to have High School education 39.3% 

(n=11) and a much lower percentage with Elementary & Middle School 17.9% (n=5).   

However, citizens with more advanced degrees are far more likely to report 

lexical items and documents/forms, while citizens with lower levels of education tend to 

report graphic images as helpful to reach their goal.  All citizens that reported a lexical 

item as being useful hold an Undergraduate/Graduate degree (100%, n=2), but graphic 
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items were the least reported helpful elements among the same with only 14.3% (n=2) of 

them in this category.  On the other hand, 50.0% of citizens with High School (n=7) 

reported graphic images as helpful and 35.7% of citizens with Elementary school (n=5) 

also did.  Moreover, this resonates with results find in citizens with legal background 

(i.e., higher command of the legal register).  None of the citizens with legal background 

reported a graphic image as helpful.  This means that all citizens (n=14) who reported 

graphic image as helpful had no legal background. 

 

4.3. Moving Forward Towards Access 

 We have discussed the access to information at the beginning of this chapter, and we 

have shown through various analyses how readability levels and multimodal features 

affect citizens’ perception of government texts.  We must emphasize that the issue at 

stake is the access to information.  In this case, government-issued information is 

paramount to citizens’ access to power and social exercise.  Data suggests that the role of 

readability of texts and multimodal features available to citizens may affect, to a lesser or 

greater degree, how meaning is perceived by citizens.  The data also suggests that 

heuristic devices may also play a role, but citizens may not be aware of this.  Chapter V 

will broach the discussed issues above, considering the overall role of symbolic power at 

play.  
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.0. Overview 

 Based on our analysis, this chapter aims to summarize and discuss our findings in 

order to shed light on the effects of institutional conventions of government text 

communication in the subject community.  The analysis of data in Chapters III and IV is 

based not only on the perspective of the researcher, but also on the perspectives of the 

surveyed individuals included in the collected data from surveys.  As we explained in 

section 1.1, discourse is a set of “practices that systematically form the objects about 

which they speak” (Foucault, 1972: 49).  We have approached the analyzed data as a 

pivotal part of social practice in Cd. Satélite, as a way to illuminate the institutional use 

of language as means of linguistic production.  Thus, we have discussed employing a 

CDA approach as well as the findings of the research questions and the overall 

perspectives that they yield on government written communication in the subject 

community, Cd. Satélite.  We have explained that a CDA approach aspires to unveil the 

covert relationship between society, discourse and social cognition160 (Van Dijk, 1993: 

251).  The issues in this study and encompassed in the research questions and their 

respective hypotheses aim to show the dialectic relationship between government and 

citizens through written communication.  The results reveal valuable information on the 

accessibility that citizens have to government information through communication via 

texts in the subject community and the way that plays a role for privileged readers.  We 

                                                
160 As explained in Chapter 1, social cognition can be defined as the “socially shared representation of 
societal arrangements, groups and relations, as well as mental operations such as interpretation, thinking 
and arguing, inferencing and learning …” (Van Dijk, 1993: 257). 
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also have explored other modes of communication used by the government in this 

community and found that certain colors may carry a specific meaning with a political 

agenda, while some graphic images may have a heuristic function.  We have elaborated 

on the ‘accessibility’ issue of government communication as well as the government’s 

modal representations, and we will now discuss the potential societal impact that they 

could have, based on the relevant findings within social factors.  Finally, we will provide 

our conclusions, final notes, and remarks for future research.  

 

5.1. Government Communication and the ‘Accessibility’ Issue 

As we explained in section 1.2, a text is viewed as the ‘produced’ or ‘finished 

product’ of a set of relations (or discursive practices) that surround a particular 

ideological manifestation (Fairclough, 1989).  The language in texts available to citizens 

was used in Chapter 3 as means to analyze discourse at the institutional level in the 

subject community.  For this we have used the term ‘accessibility’ to discuss if the 

information in texts is understood or not, and we have based our definition of 

‘accessibility’ to texts on readability indexes as established in our methodology in section 

2.5.1. (Fernández Huerta, 1959; Muñoz Baquedano, 2006) and as observed in our 

analysis in section 3.1.   

The first issue that we discussed in the readability analysis was government 

communication and the access that citizens may or may not have.  We have established 

that some offices, types of documents and tasks, have more ‘difficult’ texts in terms of 

readability levels (section 3.15).  However, the most valuable information was that of all 

texts in offices (N=37) most were categorized as ‘difficult’ (40.0%) or ‘somewhat 
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difficult’ (38.0%), and the minority was in the ‘normal’ (19.0%) or ‘somewhat easy’ 

(3.0%) levels.  Referenced texts (N=17) were categorized mainly on the ‘difficult’ level 

of readability (41.2%, n=7), a smaller number on the ‘somewhat difficult’ level (29.4%, 

n=5) and also a low percentage in the ‘normal’ level (29.4%, n=5).  Of the texts 

referenced by citizens with unclear elements (n=30) we found that this occurred in most 

texts that were categorized as ‘difficult’ (43.3%, n=13), in some that were categorized as 

‘somewhat difficult’ (16.7%, n=5) and the remainder were in the category of ‘normal’ 

(40.0%, n=12).  This means that 70.6% of referenced texts (N=12/17) presented a 

difficulty in terms of readability levels, and 60.0% of unclear elements (n=18/30) were 

reported within texts with some degree of difficulty according to readability levels.  

We also established in section 1.3.1. that since 2004, the Plain Language Campaign 

has been an effort from the Mexican government to make communication more 

accessible to all citizens (Valdovinos, 2007).  Data analysis in section 3.1.2.2 shows that 

77.1% of all the texts available that were linked to a task or trámite (n=27/35161) 

presented a certain difficulty.  The Plain Language campaign focuses on the language 

used by civil servants, and it gives specific guidelines to them for writing a clear message 

that is accessible to citizens (section 1.3.1).  However, it seems that these guidelines were 

either not followed for the documents analyzed in this study (N=37), or that they are not 

sufficient to provide readability levels of normal or easy in analyzed texts.  Either way, 

our analysis yielded a high percentage of texts categorized with some degree of 

difficulty; thus, it suggests that the Plain Language campaign in this community should 

                                                
161 Two of the texts of the total number of cases (N=37) (one in the ‘difficult’ and the other in the 
‘somewhat difficult’ ranges) were not government-issued, but they were required by the government in 
order to carry out specific legal tasks.  
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be better implemented in all documents in order to provide texts that have more 

accessible readability levels.  

As far as citizen perception, we encountered that only 18.8% of the individuals in the 

sample (n=30) reported unclear elements in the texts they referenced (N=17).  We have 

explained that the low numbers of reported unclear elements (compared to other studies 

such as Díaz-Dávalos 2010) could be for multiple reasons.  The first reason could be 

based on the disparity of texts available to citizens in offices (N=37) and texts reported as 

used in citizens’ visits (N=17), since the latter only represent 45.9% (N=17/37) of the 

total number of texts available for them (see RQ:1).  This means that if citizens had been 

exposed to all available texts in the offices (N=37), we could have a modified outcome 

with potentially different number of unclear reported element.  Further studies are 

required in order to demarcate a pattern that shows other texts used by citizens that 

demonstrate a clearer relationship between readability levels and citizens’ perception. 

Another reason for the low percentage of surveyed citizens reporting unclear 

elements was the approximate reading time of citizens’ referenced texts.  We explained in 

section 1.7, that systematic processing requires the receiver to be highly analytical and 

that this type of processing is less common in individuals with limited knowledge of the 

domain or limited time for processing information (Chen & Chaiken 1999).  Data shows 

a tendency of less people reporting unclear elements in texts that are 2+ minutes long (see 

3.2.3), and therefore, it may provide an explanation for the small number of texts 

referenced by citizens that were 2+ minutes long (n=3/17), as well as similar number of 

texts referenced by citizens that were 1-2 minutes long (n=4/17).  However, there are 
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other n=10 documents whose approximate reading time is less than 1 minute long that 

need further explanation. 

Also, the characteristics of the texts were quite different: in the present study we had 

cards, forms, certificates, flyers, sheets of requirements and booklets, while in the 

previous study (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010) the sample text was a paragraph of the Mexican 

constitution.162  The referenced texts in this analysis were texts that citizens would self-

declare to have used during their visit to the government office.  In the 2010 study, when 

given a specific sample text to read, citizens were more likely to declare not 

understanding the text.  Moreover, 86% (n=86) of participants stated that the written 

sample was not clear, and only 49% (n=49) tried to explain the text in their own words 

(Díaz-Dávalos, 2010).  The relation that citizens had with the actual texts in both studies 

is quite different: in the present study all citizens referenced the texts they carried; in the 

former study (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010) the text was external and controlled, since the 

researcher provided it.  Therefore, the specific features of the texts in the present study 

have different characteristics, and this issue will be considered for further studies. 

Another plausible explanation for the low percentage of reported unclear elements in 

texts is citizens’ reaction to symbols of authority as heuristic devices (explored in RQ:4).  

As we explained in section 1.7, heuristic processing occurs when individuals use 

preconceived concepts to process information of what they believe to be accurate, and it 

requires less cognitive effort than systematic processing (Chen & Chaiken 1999).  This 

becomes critical if we consider that receivers are not motivated to scrutinize the content 

of a message when the source is reliable (Reimer, Mata & Stoecklin, 2004; Chilton, 

                                                
162 Specifically, the simple text used in Díaz-Dávalos (2010) was the first article of the “Artículos 
Transitorios” of the Constitución Política de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos.  
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2004).  The symbols of authority in texts could account for a lack of reported unclear 

elements in comparison to the study of 2010 (Díaz-Dávalos), since the text in the latter 

did not have any graphic images that may have had heuristic functions.  The data 

analyzed in Chapter 4 (see 4.2.1.1) provides a trend of more reported unclear elements in 

texts with less heuristic devices (Table 4.15).  Since heuristic devices can have an effect 

on the individual’s interpretation (Todorov, Chaiken & Henderson, 2002: 204), we can 

suggest that citizens may have internalized government logos as part of the ‘official’ 

discourse and that these images have become crystalized and legitimized forms of 

meaning, and hence, unquestionable symbols of authority that deter citizens’ criticism.  

Moreover, the expectation of truthful communication makes it possible for individuals to 

manipulate information (Chilton, 2004: 23).  Government communication is expected to 

be true since it is ‘official’, and the qualitative analysis of government texts suggests that 

there are certain images that have political authority that legitimize a text, which may be 

upholding citizens’ expectation of truthful communication of the government in this 

particular environment.  If we consider that 48.8% of the surveyed citizens (n=78) do not 

trust government’s written communication, while a higher percentage (81.9%, n=131) do 

not trust government’s oral communication, then it becomes obvious that citizens do have 

an expectation of what Chilton calls “truthful communicative behaviour” for written text, 

rather than for oral communication.  Citizens trust in written communication provides 

another possible explanation for their reluctance to disclose unclear elements in texts 

since they are less likely to scrutinize a written message.   

We can state that the majority of the texts linked to a specific task or function 

(77.1%) present some sort of difficulty in terms of readability levels, and therefore, the 
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Plain Language campaign has not been completely effective.  The government in Cd. 

Satélite has adopted discursive strategies in offices that show a use of graphic images that 

are perceived with authority and that have heuristic functions to legitimize not only the 

text, but the content of the message that they are conveying.  However, the language used 

in texts is not accessible based on readability levels, and access to information implies 

access to social exercise.  This means that citizens who exercise their social power are 

able to voice their opinion in regards to government communication and are critical about 

it.  We must emphasize that this is not any type of information, but official, government-

issued information.  The data analysis suggests that, in terms of readability levels, the 

texts available in Cd. Satélite are not being linguistically articulated in a way that all 

citizens can understand them. 

 

5.1.1. Cd. Satélite and the Federal Government 

 We have established in section 1.5.1 that in the Mexican government, the 

‘Secretarías’ are the highest structure of the Mexican government.  In Chapter 3 we 

analyzed texts based on type of documents, types of tasks (section 3.1.2) as well as 

documents’ provenance based on Offices (3.1.3) and based on Secretariats (3.1.4).  This 

categorization and analysis of the data provides a panorama with different perspectives, 

and it shows how the local community relates to the highest government entities, the 

Secretariats.  The data analysis of texts sheds light on how local and federal government 

exercise and maintain power in this community.   

 We have seen that based on the analysis of provenance of texts, some texts coming 

from certain Secretariats have more difficult readability levels than others.  We have 
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analyzed how these levels were established using overall readability indexes and 

readability markers (i.e., number of words, words per sentence, number of 

uncommon/misspelled words and reading time; see 3.1.4.1).  Moreover, we showed that 

based on combined readability markers (i.e., ‘total number of words’, ‘words per 

sentence’, ‘number of uncommon/misspelled words’ and ‘approximate reading time’) and 

not only readability levels, the Secretaría de Salud had texts with the most difficult 

readability levels, followed by the Secretaría de Finanzas, followed by the Secretaría de 

Hacienda y Crédito Público, and finally the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (see 

Figure 3.12).  The reported unclear elements showed a discrepant tendency from what we 

would expect based on readability levels in these Secretariats.  As illustrated in section 

3.2.2, the Secretaría de Salud had only 5.0% of its documents (n=1) with reported 

unclear elements while the Secretariat with the highest percentage of reported unclear 

elements in its texts was the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, which had a 

much higher percentage (40.0%, n=4).  The Secretaría de Finanzas had 17.6% of its 

documents (n=3) with reported unclear elements, and finally the Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores with 9.1% (n=1).  However, as explored in 5.1, the number of citizens 

reporting unclear elements in texts traced to certain Secretariats could be based on other 

factors such as the nature of the text themselves or the presence/absence of heuristic 

devices.  Moreover, there are social factors that may be at play, in which citizens with 

specific social backgrounds are more likely to report unclear elements.  We will discuss 

this particular finding in section 5.3, since it is contingent on the concept of symbolic 

power that each specific social trait entails.   
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 On the other hand, the reported helpful elements (section 4.1.2.1) also provide us 

with rich information to analyze the relationship between citizens’ perception and 

accessibility of government texts.  The analysis of reported helpful elements (see 

4.1.2.1.2), shows some interesting patterns that, together with the data mentioned above, 

first put into perspective unclear reported elements and second, the readability values 

acquire a new meaning.  For example, the Secretaría de Salud had all texts (100.0%, 

n=5) with some degree of difficulty based on readability levels, but it had a high 

percentage of reported helpful elements (55.0%, n=11).  All of these elements were 

categorized as ‘graphic images’, and this would explain why only 5.0% (n=1) of the 

citizens exposed to its texts reported unclear elements, which were identified as lexical 

items.  The Secretaría de Finanzas had 80.0% (n=8) of its texts with some degree of 

difficulty based on readability levels, and it had an even number of citizens reporting 

unclear elements (n=3/17, 17.6%) and helpful elements (n=3/17, 17.6%)163.  The 

Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores had all texts (100.0%, n=3) with some degree of 

difficulty based on readability levels, and also an even number of citizens reporting 

unclear elements (n=1/11, 9.1%) and helpful elements (n=1/11, 9.1%)164.  Finally, the 

Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público had all texts (100.0%, n=6) with some degree 

of difficulty based on readability levels but had no reported helpful elements.  This could 

explain why this Secretariat has the highest percentage of reported unclear elements 

(40.0%, n=4/10) with most of them (n=3/4) categorized as lexical items.  Since citizens 

                                                
163 The Secretaría de Finanzas had 66.7% (n=2) of its documents with reported unclear elements labeled as 
document/forms and 33.3% (n=1) as lexical items, while 33.3% (n=1) of its texts with reported helpful 
elements were categorized as ‘graphic images’ and 66.7% (n=2) as document/forms.   
 
164 The only reported unclear element (100.0%, n=1) and the only helpful element (100.0%, n=1) were both 
categorized as lexical items. 
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have no other tools categorized as ‘helpful’ it could suggest a communication problem 

when no other resources are available. 

 The results of the comparison of Secretariats with the lowest readability levels (i.e., 

the least accessible based on readability indexes) suggest a compensatory communicative 

mechanism perceived by some citizens where different modes of communication are at 

play.  In other words, since texts with more difficult readability levels are the least 

accessible, citizens’ understanding of the message could be affected.  This could lead 

them to report more unclear elements in texts that have the least helpful elements.  The 

opposite is also true: when texts have citizens reporting helpful elements categorized as 

graphic images, there are least reported unclear elements.  These can be mostly 

appreciated in the most polarized cases: the Secretaría de Salud and the Secretaría de 

Hacienda y Crédito Público.  Considering citizens’ responses, it seems that the graphic 

images in Secretaría de Salud could be helping citizens to understand the content of the 

documents, while the lack of images in texts from the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito 

Público could be promoting the acknowledgement of unclear elements.  Interestingly, the 

Secretaría de Finanzas and the Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores had even numbers of 

unclear elements and helpful elements, but the categories of unclear elements and helpful 

elements did not completely coincide: the Secretaría de Finanzas had one lexical item 

and two document/forms reported with unclear elements, and a graphic image and two 

document/forms reported as helpful elements, while the Secretaría de Relaciones 

Exteriores had one lexical item reported as unclear and also one lexical item reported as 

helpful.  
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 We can conclude that texts issued by the Secretariats mentioned above have more 

difficult levels of readability and may be the least accessible texts analyzed in this study 

that were available to citizens in this community.  On the other hand, we have explained 

the importance of this community as a ‘satellite’ community, and the influence that a 

‘satellite’ can have in the main body (see 2.2.1).  The metaphor of a satellite entity 

exerting influence on the main body it orbits could be extended as well to our present 

study, in that the findings of Cd. Satélite could shed light on the same issues at a macro 

scale in Mexico.  Moreover, some of the local newspapers see what happens in Cd. 

Satélite as a reflection of what may happen in the whole country165.  Therefore, we can 

speculate that if texts from Cd. Satélite showed that some Secretariats had more difficult 

texts based on readability levels, this could suggest a potential issue present in all 

government issued texts and not only in the subject community.  Further analyses are 

required to make such an assertion but based on the 77.1% of analyzed texts linked to a 

task or function categorized as ‘difficult’ in terms of readability, it is evident that the 

government becomes represented in this community as using a language that is highly 

inaccessible in terms of readability levels.  Moreover, data suggest that some of the 

government’s written communication may use other modes of communication such as 

graphic images as a compensatory mechanism to help their message come across, which 

some citizens are able to identify.  Thus, based on the findings of this study it is a 

possibility that government communication found in Cd. Satélite is an accurate 

representation of the overall communication used by the government at a country level, 

but additional analyses are required to corroborate this.   

                                                
165 “Lo que pasó con [McDonalds Satélite] es también un espejo de lo que, quizá, ha pasado con Ciudad 
Satélite y el país entero en estos años” (Tomasini, 2015). 
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 The way government writes and issues communication becomes part of the social 

cognition shared by citizens, and in this process, communication itself may or may not be 

questioned by some or all of them.  The data in Chapters III and IV suggests that a more 

critical approach to texts is subject to individual’s social background, which in turn 

shows who may have access to the social exercise of criticism and who may not.  In other 

words, the role of social profile is critical and is correlated to establishing who has a right 

to give their opinion about government communication and who does not.  This 

distribution provides a way to explain the allocation of some of the symbolic capital in 

the subject community.  We will broach this issue after discussing the semiotic 

constituents in texts that were acknowledged in citizens’ responses, as well as the ones 

that went unnoticed but are relevant to make a comprehensive depiction of government’s 

discourse in the subject community.  

 

5.2. Government’s Modal Representations in the Meaning-Making Process 

 The analyzed data in Chapter 4 suggests that the rival political parties (the PRI and 

the PAN; see section 4.1.1.2) strive for presence dominance in the linguistic landscape, as 

well as in paperbound communication.  The struggle between these two political entities 

can be perceived also by the public – as some of the citizens’ responses indicate (see 

4.1.1.1) – and for the most part, they were reported in terms of color.  We have 

established in section 4.1.1.2, that the meaning of color is subject to context and it varies 

according to each community’s values (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2002).  Data suggests that 

in Cd. Satélite, the color themes found (i.e., blue/white and red/green) do carry meaning 

in terms of political presence, and that some offices are more highly politicized since 
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their use of color schemes and/or images is more pervasive than others.  We have 

demonstrated how some citizens are consciously aware of a certain color being attached 

with a certain political party, since they actively refer to “the blue of the P[artido] 

A[cción] N[acional] party,” for example in the case of the Palacio Municipal.  On the 

other hand, we illustrated how the “G” logo (see section 4.1.1.1.3) is a visual 

representation that uses green and red, the color of the Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (PRI), and the Estado de México has issued specific instructions requesting 

all official communication issued in this state to have this logo (Coordinación General de 

Comunicación Social, 2011).  Since the municipality of Naucalpan is regulated by the 

Estado de México (see 1.5.1), this explains why this logo is prevalent in all state 

regulated material and can be observed in some of the government offices in Cd. Satélite, 

such as the Centro de Servicios Fiscales (4.1.1.1.3), Servicio de Administración 

Tributaria (4.1.1.1.7), and the Oficina de pasaportes Naucalpan (4.1.1.1.8).  This shows 

that color may be a different mode of communication that some citizens seem to be 

consciously acknowledging and therefore, it may be a fundamental part of their 

communicative interaction with the local government.   

 As we have established in section 2.3.2, multimodality is an analytical method 

that provides other ways to analyze multisemiotic texts.  We have also explained that a 

mode is a meaning making resource that is shaped by society and its culture over time 

(Kress in Beard, 2009).  On the other hand, we established that a medium is the material 

where the mode materializes, and in which social aspects are involved, as a result of 

semiotic, sociocultural, and technological practices (Kress in Beard, 2009).  We have also 

established in section 3.5.2, that we analyzed in a qualitative manner the linguistic 
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landscape of government communication in Cd. Satélite since it “function[s] not only as 

an informational indicator, but also as a symbolic marker communicating the relative 

power and status of linguistic communities in a given territory” (Shohamy, Ben-Rafael & 

Barni, 2010: XI).  We have then focused on graphic images and colors as being the most 

salient in citizens’ responses in the survey, and we have analyzed this data quantitatively 

in conjunction with social variables. 

 Within the relationship between offices and images, data suggests that some colors 

may be working as a mode, and thus, carry specific meanings.  These meanings do carry 

political power, and this power is subject to the political party that is in office in that 

particular term.  In Bourdieu’s terms, color may become part of a symbolic system that 

acts as a code that ascribes certain meanings to the colors used by political entities, and 

these meanings are shared by community members.  As seen in our section 1.7, Bourdieu 

states that “[t]he most profitable strategies are usually those produced, on the hither side 

of all calculation and in the illusion of the most ‘authentic’ sincerity, by a habitus 

objectively fitted to the objective structures” (1977: 214).  In other words, individuals’ 

actions that have an underlying interest are legitimized and they are more efficient when 

their interests are less visible to recipients.  Compared to written and/or oral propaganda, 

such as government slogans, graphic designs or logos, the use of colors seems to convey 

certain meanings and to promote a specific political party in a more covert way.  In other 

words, the use of colors may be a less overt way to disseminate and legitimize political 

parties’ institutional presence.  Moreover, colors are not there to ‘help’ the citizen, but 

rather to promulgate political entities. 
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 Throughout the qualitative analysis (section 4.1.1) we have explained how 

government official communication emphasizes a more ‘modern look’.  Official images 

portray an ‘organized’ government for the most part, with the exception of some offices 

such as the Registro Civil (see 4.1.1.1.5).  This ‘organization’ in what Kress & Van 

Leeuwen (2001) call the overall ‘layout’, becomes the layout of government texts and 

thus its image, and it emerges as a way to compensate for severe language limitations (as 

we have seen with the documents’ readability values) in the process of communicating 

vital information that links directly to citizens’ goal achieving.  Moreover, government 

communication emphasizing and embracing a uniform and modern appearance can be 

perceived as a way to present themselves as formal and serious institutions, which are 

more in tune with the corporate world of the XXI century.  However, this also makes 

government’s image distance itself from former logos that portray a Pre-Hispanic legacy, 

and hence, distance political entities from Mexico’s historic background.  While there are 

still some logos that use the Nahuatl language, it seems that they have been disappearing 

over time.  The signs found with pre-Hispanic tendencies do not seem freshly painted and 

it is apparent that they have been there for a long time, while new signage and text seem 

to embrace a more modern look.  Examples of these are found in the designs of logos and 

signage that is visually available to the public (see 4.1.1.1). 

 In addition, the municipality has acquired the locality, Cd. Satélite’s icon par 

excellence, the Satellite Towers (see Figure 4.1).  This image represents the community 

itself, as well the values, beliefs and social norms that are part of it.  The issue then 

becomes to explain the reason behind why a larger government entity (the municipality 

of Naucalpan) has adopted the icon of a much smaller entity (the locality of Cd. Satélite).  
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We can find the answer in the economic and cultural power that lays behind this 

community.  As we have explained in Chapter 2, this community’s origins in the 50s 

were to be an ‘Elite City’ (Fomento Cultural Torres de Satélite, 2017), and even though 

the name changed to ‘Satellite City’ for marketing reasons, the concept of a community 

where middle and upper classes would thrive has stayed the same.   

 Finally, the incorporation of Cd. Satélite‘s icon as part of the ascription of its 

symbolic capital resonates with government’s graphic representations of the common 

citizen, or what can be denominated as ‘the self’.  The prestige behind the community’s 

icon and ‘look’ seems to have driven the common citizens’ self-image too.  Throughout 

the qualitative analysis (see 4.1.1.1) we have exemplified how texts show every day 

citizens or ‘the self’.  For the most part, this ‘modern’ image that the government issues 

through visual communication also includes a depiction of the ‘self’ that distances itself 

from Mexico’s indigenous background.  This resonates with the distancing of a Pre-

Hispanic heritage in government’s logos as well, which could suggest a biased racial 

discourse that only portrays individuals with lighter skin colors, as will be discussed in 

depth in the following section.  Citizens interpret these signs in context, as official 

government communication, and as part of this community they acquire and preserve 

these ideas.  Citizens’ answers in return reveal the salient features that operate as a mode 

of communication.   

 

5.3. The Relevance of the Social Profile in Discourse: Exploring Symbolic Power 

 Following our CDA approach, the second issue raised in this study was the analysis 

of discursive strategies present in government texts that would portray dominant groups 
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that may create and/or maintain inequality in political practice (section 1.3).  In our 

analysis of readability (Chapter 3) and multimodality (Chapter 4) we have found that 

there are two issues: 1) readability in relation to unclear and helpful reported elements in 

government’s texts and specific citizens’ perspectives, and 2) semiotic portrayal in texts 

and government’s offices that points towards a specific representation of the ‘common 

citizen’.  Let us recall that Fairclough (1995) states that the objective of discourse 

analysis is to ‘denaturalize’ ideological-discursive formations, and for this purpose it 

adopts critical goals in which denaturalization involves showing how social structures 

determine properties of discourse, and how discourse in turn determines social structures 

(27, 36).  With these notions, we aim to demarcate the social structures identified in the 

outcomes of the data analysis.  For this we considered language accessibility to texts in 

relation to the surveyed citizens from this study and we provide an explanation based on 

specific social backgrounds. 

 We have established that symbolic capital is “the form that the various species of 

capital assume when they are perceived and recognized as legitimate” (Bourdieu, 1989: 

17).  Having symbolic capital entails having symbolic power, and since language can be 

an explicit form of power that manifests itself in social life (Bourdieu, 1991), we can 

argue that individuals who have a higher command of language – considering the 

linguistic market in a certain community – do possess symbolic capital which in turn may 

play a role in the community that could ascribe their attributes with other forms of 

symbolic capital.  This means that – following Bourdieu’s theoretical background – 

certain characteristics may carry prestige and they may be emulated by other individuals.  

We can state that the dominant groups are the ones with more symbolic power, and 
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therefore, other groups are subject to the ideologies they produce.  The higher command 

of language provides dominant groups with cultural capital, that allows them to be 

privileged readers (see RQ:2).  We have indicated that Cd. Satélite is a middle to high-

class suburb (see 3.2.2.5), and that the attributes of certain individuals may carry 

symbolic power (Bourdieu, 1991).  Determining such attributes has been one of the foci 

of this study, since one of the aims of a CDA approach is to demarcate the distribution of 

individuals’ symbolic capital in a certain community.  We will focus on variables that 

may carry cultural capital such as education and legal background, for the symbolic 

power entailed.   

 In previous studies (see 1.6.2.) we found a direct correlation between education level 

and accessibility to understanding written government communication.  In Díaz-Dávalos 

(2010), the percentage of subjects within both categories – citizens and civil servants – 

who tried to explain the content of the sample text in the study decreased as their 

education level also decreased.  In that particular study, the findings indicated that no 

citizens and no civil servants with basic education tried to explain the sample text, and 

the percentages of individuals in both categories who explained the sample texts 

increased proportionally with their education level (Díaz-Dávalos, 2010: 107).  On the 

other hand, the data in the present study suggests that citizens who are more likely than 

others to report unclear data in texts have higher education levels, or in Bourdieu’s terms, 

more cultural capital (see 3.2.4.3).  Thus, even though the majority of citizens claim to 

‘understand’ government texts, there is a privileged receiver who is far more likely to be 

critical about government communication, that could be in part due to his/her own 

cultural capital (RQ:2).  The findings of the present analysis therefore align in a similar 
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way with the trend found in Díaz-Dávalos (2010), where the key factor in the two studies 

seems to be the education level.  This also resonates with Ávila’s (1990) affirmation, 

which states that cultural levels are the best variable to explain lexicon differences (28).  

In addition, Díaz-Dávalos (2010) and the results of the present study suggest that having 

a higher level of education 1) provides more agency to individuals to either face or 

explain a specific and challenging text (regardless of their complete understanding or not) 

or 2) allows individuals to be far more critical of different government texts.  Unlike 

Díaz-Dávalos (2010), in which all citizens were exposed to the same text – an article of 

the Mexican Constitution – the present study allowed citizens to report any text they used 

to achieve their goal.  Both studies suggest that individuals with more cultural capital 

may have more confidence to confront challenging texts and to criticize government 

communication, regardless of the nature of the texts.    

 Another aspect that we considered was the text length factor and its correlation to 

citizens’ educational level.  We explored the relationship between longer texts and the 

likelihood of citizens with more/less education to report unclear elements (see 3.2.5).  

Here we found that citizens with more education were more likely to report unclear 

elements in longer texts.  In other words, the text length did not seem to be a deterrent to 

report unclear elements as long as they had higher education levels.  Only citizens with 

Undergraduate and Graduate degrees perceived unclear elements in texts of 2+ minutes, 

and 68.8% of citizens who reported unclear elements in texts 1-2 minutes long had 

Undergraduate and Graduate degrees, 18.8% High School, and only 6.3% had 

Elementary school.  This suggests that the time constraint could have played a role (see 
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5.1), but it affected more the citizens with less education, since their social profile 

suggests a more limited language command. 

 Texts that required more time to read received criticism only from citizens with 

Undergraduate and Graduate degrees (see 3.2.3).  Thus, it is evident that there is a text-

length caveat that raises the question of reading time serving as deterrent to citizens with 

less political influence to be critical about government communication.  Yet, there is a 

generalized sentiment of distrust of government written communication that does not 

seem to fully materialize in linguistic items through self-reflecting questions166.  

Moreover, there is also data that shows that there is a group with particular knowledge 

(i.e., legal background) who are far more prone to achieve their goal in government 

offices, since they have a higher command of this specific register (3.2.4.4).  This means 

that people without this language command – or education in the first place – have a 

disadvantage since their access to social exercise is not equal.  The main objective of the 

Plain Language campaign was to make language accessible to all citizens.  If language is 

not accessible in terms of readability levels (see RQ:1) and groups with less symbolic 

capital are not being critical of texts, they become a disenfranchised group whose right to 

exercise political power is neglected, or they might be unconsciously fully aware of its 

existence.  While there are no specific questions to objectively elicit citizens’ responses 

that illuminate their judgement of governments’ communication, the fact that there is a 

tendency of individuals with more symbolic capital who are far more critical suggests 

                                                
166 While individuals’ distrust in government’s oral communication presented a higher percentage and it 
can be important to understand the community’s perspective, we considered more relevant to focus on 
written communication for the purpose of this study (see 3.2.4). 
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that accessible language to all citizens has been hitherto denied, more for some than 

others.   

 We know that from a social point of view and using Bourdieu’s terms, data provides 

insights into how symbolic power and meanings carrying symbolic power operate in this 

community on the basis of the social profile of citizens interpreting certain texts’ features.  

Data suggests that higher rates of reported helpful elements (N=28) were statistically 

significant (p=.014) and were also proportional to education levels (i.e., Undergraduate & 

Graduate had 42.9%, n=12, High School had 39.3%, n=11, and Elementary & Middle 

School had 17.9%, n=5).  However, citizens with more advanced degrees were more 

likely to report lexical items (100%, n=2) and documents/forms (60.0%, n=6), while 

citizens with lower education levels drifted to reporting graphic images (85.7%, n=12) as 

helpful elements to reach their goal.  However, professionals with a legal background 

manifest a decline in reported helpful elements; they were only 10.7% (n=3) reported 

helpful elements, perhaps because they have a higher command of the legal register.  This 

means that higher rates of reported lexical and documents/forms elements resonate with a 

higher general command of the language if we base our assumption that education level 

entails a richer lexicon, which becomes accentuated and therefore patent to observe in 

certain occupations, especially in those with legal background.  On the other hand, 

graphic images – that are more visual elements and one does not require to have a certain 

command of language – were items more highly reported by citizens with less education.  

In addition, only citizens with higher education made certain references that imply a 

certain social status and access to technologies (v.g., the only citizen who referred to a 

‘database’ as a helpful element was a Graduate degree holder). 
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 Furthermore, as we explained in Chapter 1 and 5.1, systematic processing requires a 

cognitive effort to comprehend certain information (Chen & Chaiken, 1999).  This 

suggests that individuals with higher command of language have an advantage over their 

counterparts in terms of processing texts without heuristic devices.  Also, heuristic 

devices – especially those perceived as symbols of authority – offer a way to counteract 

the effects of the cognitive requirements that are needed for systematic processing, since 

texts with more heuristic devices showed a much lower percentage of reported unclear 

elements (4.1%, n=2).  Thus, the government may be utilizing heuristic devices as a way 

to convey a message and its meaning to those sectors of the population with less access to 

linguistic resources.  However, it also suggests that the government may be using these 

devices as a deterrent for systematic processing, especially for the aforementioned less 

privileged populations.  In other words, citizens with less education might interpret texts 

with heuristic devices in a way that suggests they ‘believe’ to understand the message due 

to the legitimization strategies that these devices ascribe to texts.  With this, the 

government legitimizes itself and further perpetuates its presence through the use of 

heuristic devices, and it also seems to be thriving on individuals’ lack of language 

command, rather than trying to linguistically reach to them. 

 We have discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.2 that multimodal features have the potential to 

show constructed social relations since they reflect citizens’ reaction to certain images 

and colors, in the case of the present study (RQ:3).  The modal analysis (section 4.1.) 

provides us with information to analyze certain patterns used by the government in 

textual communication in this community.  “Political parties and government agencies 

employ publicists of various kinds, whose role is not merely to control the flow of and 
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access to information, but also to design and monitor wordings and phrasings, and in this 

way to respond to challenges or potential challenges” (Chilton, 2004: 8).  Considering 

what we have discussed about the different modes of communication present in a text and 

knowing then that government marketing strategies are not limited to words, the data in 

this study suggests that there are two particular types of discourses at play in government 

written communication of Cd. Satélite.  On the one hand we have the color themes we 

have previously discussed, which point towards a political agenda that merely focuses on 

propaganda of political parties (section 5.2), on the other, there is a racial discourse that 

we have been observing and explaining along section 4.1.1. 

 We broached the concept of ‘pigmentocracy’ (MMSI, 2016) which illustrates the 

relation between skin color, wealth and social mobility (see 2.2.2.5).  The 

‘pigmentocracy’ exposes not only self-awareness of skin color, but also individuals’ 

positioning in the social structure being directly related to higher paying jobs and higher 

education level attained.  These in turn, provide individuals with a much higher symbolic 

capital than their counterparts, who have a much difficult time gaining access to prestige, 

property and ultimately power.  In our qualitative approach to multimodal features, we 

encountered that 50.0% (n=4/8) of the offices that we analyzed had at least one official 

text or sign with a graphic image of a person of light skin.  Moreover, in all the texts and 

signs we studied, we were unable to find any individual who represented the group of 

darker skin color.  Finding half of the offices that we covered in this study with this type 

of discourse was revealing, but these findings become paramount when we consider that 

these are official communications and are government regulated, and hence, they are 

legitimated by their own nature.   
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 Now going back to Bourdieu’s notion of most profitable strategies being most 

effective when their underlying interest is less visible to recipients (1977: 214), we must 

scrutinize the purpose of this type of discourse, and ultimately advocate against it.  We 

explained that ideological representations can be naturalized, and this is partially how 

legitimization takes place, establishing control and granting power to certain groups (see 

2.2.1).  What the government is doing in this instance is reinforcing a rhetoric of people 

with lighter skin being portrayed in official signs, while individuals with darker skin are 

being neglected.  This is exactly what Van Dijk (1993) defines as dominance: “the 

exercise of social power by elites, institutions or groups, that results in social inequality, 

including political, cultural, class, ethnic, racial and gender inequality” (249-250).  It 

seems then that besides having a privileged reader, there is also a privileged racial image.  

Moreover, the privileged reader and the concept of pigmentocracy are closely related, in 

the sense that they both favor a particular group and provide this group with symbolic 

power that puts the rest of the population on a significant disadvantage.   

 On the other hand, the emphasis on the government offices’ linguistic landscape is 

tantamount to their emphasis on the individuals’ ‘skin’.  Our qualitative analysis (see 

4.1.1) shows that there is far more attention to ‘image167’ than attention to the actual 

content and organization of tasks (i.e., trámites) and requirements for them, let alone the 

readability levels of texts.  In other words, the ‘modern’ image takes precedence over an 

accurate and revindicated self-depiction.  As illustrated, the modern images and the 

individuals portrayed in government signage of this community distance themselves from 

the Pre-Hispanic logos and persons with darker skin that may be associated with the 

                                                
167 With the exception of one office, the Registro Civil.   
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Mexican past that they may want to forget.  This type of discursive practices not only 

legitimizes the ‘modern’ appearance and the ‘light skin’ individuals, but also stigmatizes 

the ‘old’ and the ‘indigenous’.  Moreover, this social construction promulgated and 

propagated by the government could also account for the low response of citizens 

reporting that the texts were challenging, difficult or unclear.  If the linguistic landscape 

and pictographic depictions on texts in the subject community are a synthesis of a modern 

society portrayed with lighter skin individuals, all people who associate with this identity 

and ‘self-image’ would be consciously or unconsciously disassociating themselves from 

the less popular and discredited ‘self-image’.  The association of ‘dark skin’ with less 

education or even illiteracy, as the study on pigmentocracy found, may yield a singular 

idea that could explain why citizens with lower language command (i.e., less education) 

would be hesitant to report unclear elements or criticize a government text: less educated 

people acknowledging a problem with government texts could put them at risk of being 

associated with the stigmatized sector, by the social, cultural and political establishment.  

Therefore, acknowledging ‘not understanding’ or ‘not knowing’ would imply putting 

oneself closer to the discredited self-image, in a highly criticized environment where 

everything one represents is potentially stigmatized by legal institutions.   

 

5.3.1. The Satelucan-Identity Factor 

 Bourdieu’s theoretical framework (1991) shows how capital can be interchanged 

between economic, social and cultural capitals (see 1.3).  He also explains that 

interchangeability is more visible in societies where social relations are closely related to 

the market relations.  Cd. Satélite is a community that aligns with this approach where we 
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are able to observe economic, social and cultural capital.  This can be easily appreciated 

in the segmented society based on economic capital, since some circuits168 in the 

community have higher prices than others (see 3.2.2.1).  We have explained that there is 

a privileged receiver who is far more likely to be critical about government 

communication, in part due to his/her own cultural capital, but it could be also due to 

their nature of being an ‘insider’, and closely aligned to the community in identity terms.  

Therefore, a social variable that stands out is the Satelucan identity, for the potential 

symbolic power that it could have. 

 The sateluco/a identity was part of an urban project with middle and upper-class 

ideals, and it was influenced by the US culture in a permanent peripheral condition, 

partially disconnected from Mexico City (see 2.2.2.2).  A significant number of citizens 

who identify as satelucos/as (33.7%, n=54/160) possess a specific social profile, and 

therefore, have a particular set of positive attributes within the community (v.g., symbolic 

power).  Of the 36.7% (n=11/30) of satelucos/as who reported unclear elements, 81.8% 

(n=9/11) did so in offices inside their zip code/area.  This means that individuals who 

consider themselves as part of the community and self-identify with it are more likely to 

exercise their political power (i.e., to report issues with government communication) 

when they are ‘at home’, which is inside the limits of their community.  On the other 

hand, self-identified satelucos/as also seemed to be more reluctant to report any item as 

‘helpful’ since only 32.1% (n=9/28) reported elements that helped them achieve their 

goal.  Of the elements reported as helpful, only lexical items (n=2/2, 100%) were 

reported by satelucos/as (see 4.1.2.2.5).  In comparison, only a small percentage of 

                                                
168 Literally translated from circuitos, they are the sub-sections that conform Cd. Satélite (see 2.2.2.1). 
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reported helpful elements categorized as graphic images, 21.4% (n=3/14) were reported 

by satelucos/as169.  A higher command of a register used in communication can provide 

an advantage to certain readers (Butt, 2012: 27), however, it is evident that education is 

not the only type of cultural capital that is operating in discourse in Cd. Satélite.  It seems 

that the citizens who identified as satelucos/as tend to have a command of language 

above the average and have a higher level of education.  Due to these indicators, another 

highly significant correlation – statistically speaking (p=.000) – was later found: the 

majority of satelucos/as (88.9%, n=48) have Undergraduate or Graduate degrees, while a 

small minority had only High School education (9.3%, n=5) and a smaller percentage had 

finished only Elementary or Middle School (1.9%, n=1). 

 While further studies are required to affirm that categorizing graphic images as 

helpful elements would be associated with less educated sectors, we can state that 

satelucos/as are more likely to report lexical items than graphic images as helpful 

elements in texts, and they are more likely to engage in social exercise through criticizing 

government texts for unclear elements (see 4.1.2.2.5).  This supports, once again, Ávila’s 

analysis of lexicon in Mexico, where he states that cultural levels are the best variable to 

explain lexicon differences (1990: 28).  It is possible then that being a Satelucan 

reinforces the need to disassociate in any possible way from less educated sectors, since 

having cultural capital resonates with the Satelucan identity, and hence, a positive 

perspective of the Satelucan identity becomes reinforced.  Being a sateluco/a in turn 

would also entail social capital because of the positive attributes that come with being 

                                                
169 Of the n=2 who reported helpful elements that were categorized as ‘other’, n=1 (50.0%) was sateluco/a. 
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identified as such, and it clearly exposes the composition of the informal power networks 

which accrued social capital with time in the community (see 2.2.2.4).  

 Furthermore, the ‘pigmentocracy’ embodied in government texts as an absolute lack 

of representations of individuals of skin shades other than light, perpetuates a xenocentric 

discourse within the local symbolic landscape of the upper-middle class in Cd. Satélite, 

and these images become legitimized and then naturalized in ‘social cognition’ (Van 

Dijk, 1993).  Moreover, this is not something new in this particular community.  As Alba 

et al. (2011:201) state, “[f]or many of [the satelitenses] the indigenous people, the 

illiterate, the outcasts and the supporters of the left did not have the same rights as 

citizens as the rest of the Mexicans” (see 2.2.2.4).  Currently, only 2.87% of the 

population 3+ years old in Naucalpan speak an indigenous language and only 10.5% 

consider themselves as “indigenous” (INEGI: 2015).  Since there is only a very small 

minority who associates with an indigenous background, which was considered by 

satelitenses as part of the stigmatized group, the question then becomes, what do they 

associate with?  As we have shown, in government texts of the area there is a preference 

for light skin.  The ‘modern’ discourse emphasizes the modern way of life and the 

absence of individuals with darker skin color becomes a disenfranchisement.  Dominant 

discourse can be used to manufacture consensus (Herman and Chomsky, 2002), and it 

seems that the Satelucan political discourse is based on modernity and a fair skin.  The 

identity of a sateluco/a having some kind of symbolic power within the community is 

based on the premise of what it means to be a Satelucan: being a middle-upper class 

citizen who distances him/herself from the stigmatized socio-cultural representations of 

the overall community.  This construct is perceived as distancing itself from the 
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‘otherness’ since the latter becomes marked due to its lack of symbolic power.  This 

illuminates the relation posed in section 1.7 between language ability and political ability 

(Chilton, 2004: 198), which we can contribute to by stating that in the case of this study, 

access to language ensures access to political exercise; in this case specifically the 

criticism of government’s texts.  Moreover, texts’ characteristics and/or structures are 

reproduced because the majority of citizens are not critical of texts, and the ones being 

critical are privileged readers for the most part.  The findings from the texts’ perspectives 

through a Satelucan lens allows us to put into perspective that certain citizen-

acknowledged features are promoting a disenfranchising discourse of a specified sector 

of the population.   

 

5.4. Final Notes 

 “Words are never ‘only words.’  They matter because they define the outlines of 

what we can do” (Žižek, 2008).  In these two sentences, Žižek explains how President 

Obama uses rhetoric and how ‘new topics’ that were not talked about by the public 

before are introduced in discourse.  According to Žižek, “[i]f U.S. politics is to break its 

current gridlock, it needs new words that will change the way we think and act.”  

Needless to say, a way to change social schemata – especially in government agencies – 

is by changing discourse.  As has been established before, an asymmetrical relationship is 

necessary for a Critical Discourse Analysis study to take place.  Government issued 

communication provides a perfect opportunity for an investigation of this sort.  Since 

government is supposed to work for citizens and citizens are subject to government, the 
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efficiency and efficacy of communication between these parties must become a priority 

for the analyst.    

 The overall goal of the study was to define the type(s) and salient features of the 

discourse that were used in government written communication in Cd. Satélite, as well as 

how discursive strategies operate.  The purpose of the analysis was to illuminate how 

citizens interpret government communication in the subject community, as well as to 

illustrate how the Plain Language campaign has impacted the studied community, in 

order to shed light on the unequal access to institutionally controlled linguistic resources.  

The data collected and analyzed allows us to understand how some aspects of 

government communication operates in this community, but it does not fully explain 

what deters some people from understanding texts that have a certain degree of difficulty 

based on readability levels.  As for the texts’ analysis, while readability values illuminate 

the access to texts, we consider that there are other ways to show the overt and covert 

relationships between citizen and government in this and other communities, in order to 

demarcate the power in discourse and behind it.  Other ways to analyze texts, such as a 

Systemic Functional Grammar approach, could provide a different and more 

comprehensive outcome.  However, government texts whose purpose is to fulfill a 

citizen’s requirement, obligation or right, pose a challenge regardless the theoretical 

underpinnings of the analyzer because of the nature of the text themselves.  Nevertheless, 

readability indexes may be appropriate and quite objective to use in a more homogeneous 

sample.   

 Furthermore, in depth examination and on-site information and data from this 

community helped to identify cultural schemata, especially in the form of colors and 
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graphic images across government offices, which illuminate some of the legitimation 

strategies used by the local government within and beyond written texts.  Other linguistic 

expressions that we would like to focus on future research are government slogans since 

these are recurring patterns of linguistic expression that, similar to color and visual 

image, set up recurring discursive referents and can create thematic roles and relations as 

a discursive strategy.  Based on the discussion of the Secretariats with lowest readability 

levels and heuristic devices, other different modes may be used to convey messages to 

the citizen.  However, it is our perception that this could be optimized linguistically by 

using a language that follows more closely the guidelines of the Plain Language, in order 

to make the government’s messages accessible to all citizens.   

 We were motivated to explain social context in Cd. Satélite’s offices, since it could be 

a representation of what occurs at the country level because the paper trail of the tasks 

can be linked for the most part to a particular Secretariat.  It is also highly possible that 

color schemes are used for political purposes in other Mexican communities, and that the 

racial prejudice found in the texts analyzed in this study is used in other types of 

communication.  As far as we are aware, it seems that the image of the ‘self’ as 

indigenous may be used only for folkloric purposes.  This should also be contemplated 

for further studies in other areas since what we explored in Cd. Satélite could shed light 

on studies in other communities.  We have shown how Cd. Satélite’s icon and image has 

been adopted by a larger entity, the municipality of Naucalpan, to use it as way to 

represent the municipal entity and to identify the municipality with the Satelucan 

concept, values, beliefs and social norms.  If we consider the Satelucan concept as a 

social construct that has been provided with symbolic power by the community’s 
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inhabitants, people may consciously or unconsciously associate or disassociate with this 

image of ‘modern’ and ‘non-indigenous’.  The challenge for future research becomes in 

finding other objective ways to elicit citizens’ willingness to critically approach the 

government communication.   

 Ultimately the issue lays in finding other ways that show how power is perceived 

through these particular kinds of texts, official texts, that are readily available to citizens, 

in order to demonstrate their role in (de)legitimation.  In summary, our findings indicate 

that citizens in Cd. Satélite with more cultural capital dominate discourse, while a 

disenfranchised group with less education has limited access to voice their opinions (i.e., 

social exercise) for ideological reasons, which may be related to a specific sector of the 

population not being represented in government-issued texts.  This illustrates the need for 

improvement and a more thorough implementation of the Plain Language campaign.  In 

addition, it also exposes part of the Mexican ideology and it manifests government 

discourse in this community.  The power relationships observed between texts and 

receivers seem to favor some social actors who are the ones exercising their power.  This 

analysis illuminates the few studies that are currently available in this field of study in 

Mexico, and it conceptualizes data in more ways to expand this research in the near 

future. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: SURVEY FOR CITIZENS 
 

 
Text # __________   

ID # __________   

 

1. What was the purpose of your visit? ________________________________________ 

2. Were you able to do you achieve your goal in this office? 

  Yes    No  

3. What was/were the most relevant text(s) that you used in your visit? _______________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Do you understand the text?    Can you briefly explain it? ____________________ 

  Yes    No   __________________________________________ 

5. Is it clear?    __________________________________________ 

  Yes    No  

 

6. Did any text help you achieve your goal in this office? _________________________  

If so, what helped you to understand better?  

  Word(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Font(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Image(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Color(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

 

7. What caught your attention more? 

  Word(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Font(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Image(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 

  Color(s)   Which one(s)? _________________________________________ 
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8. Any word(s)/sentence(s) that you did not understand? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Personal information (mark all that apply to yourself): 
 
Sex:   Male   Female     Other 

Age:   18-28 years    29-39 years     40-50 years     51-62 years     63+ years  

Occupation: 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Education:    

  Elementary    Middle School   High School    Undergraduate   Graduate      

You consider yourself a:   

 capitalino   chilango    sateluco   naucalpense   mexiquense   mexicano      

Do you trust the government text communication? 

  Yes   No 

Do you trust the government oral communication? 

  Yes   No 

Any other positive/negative comment? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B: BURROW OF HACIENDA DE ECHEGARAY’S MAP 
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APPENDIX C: CIUDAD SATÉLITE’S MAP 
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APPENDIX D: MAP OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF NAUCALPAN 
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APPENDIX E: OFFICIAL SIGNAGE AT THE PALACIO MUNICIPAL 
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APPENDIX F: OFFICIAL PAMPHLETS AT THE PALACIO MUNICIPAL 
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APPENDIX G: ELECTRICITY BILL STATEMENT 
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APPENDIX H: AUTOMATIC MACHINE TO PAY THE ELECTRICITY BILL 
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APPENDIX I: VEHICLE INFORMATION UPDATE FORM 
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APPENDIX J: SIGNAGE OUTSIDE THE CENTRO DE SERVICIOS FISCALES 
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APPENDIX K: WATER BILL STATEMENT (FRONT AND BACK) 
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APPENDIX L: OFFICIAL PAMPHLET AT THE OAPAS OFFICE (FRONT AND 
BACK) 
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APPENDIX M: SIGN AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE REGISTRO CIVIL  
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APPENDIX N: CLAVE ÚNICA DE REGISTRO DE POBLACIÓN (FRONT AND 
BACK) 
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APPENDIX O: MEDICAL CARNETS (FRONT) 
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APPENDIX P: GRAPHIC IMAGES FOUND IN PAMPHLETS AT THE SAT 
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APPENDIX Q: SECTION OF PAMPHLET FOUND AT THE SAT WITH OFFICIAL 
LOGOS 
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APPENDIX R: PAYMENT FORM FOR PASSPORT UPDATE 
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APPENDIX S: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 
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APPENDIX T: ‘IFE’ ID CARD (FRONT AND BACK) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


